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This report contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. The statements contained in this report that are
not purely historical are forward-looking within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, including among other things, statements regarding Entrust’s expectations, beliefs, intentions or
strategies regarding the future. All forward-looking statements included in this report are based on information available to Entrust up to
and including the date of this document, and Entrust expressly disclaims any obligation to update or alter its forward-looking statements,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Entrust’s actual results could differ significantly from those anticipated
in these forward-looking statements as a result of certain factors, including those set forth below under “Management’s Discussion and
Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations—Quarterly Results of Operations,” “Risk Factors—Certain Factors That May
Affect Our Business” and elsewhere in this report. Readers should also carefully review the risks outlined in other documents that Entrust
files from time to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including the Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q that Entrust files in
2006.
Entrust, Entrust-Ready, Entrust/Entelligence, and getAccess are registered trademarks of Entrust, Inc. or a subsidiary of Entrust, Inc.
in certain countries. Entrust Authority, Entrust TruePass, Entrust GetAccess, Entrust Entelligence, Entrust CygnaCom, and ISG are
trademarks or service marks of Entrust, Inc. or a subsidiary of Entrust, Inc. in certain countries. All other trademarks and service marks
used in this annual report are the property of their respective owners.
PART I
ITEM 1. BUSINESS
Introduction
The demands on today’s enterprises and governments require ever increasing extension outside their boundaries to interact with
suppliers, customers and citizens, and employees. Integrated supply chains, e-commerce, e-government and mobile employees are
demanding business applications be open and available to them at all times. Since attacks on data are increasing in number and
sophistication along with the increased flow of sensitive information, this extended enterprise and government model is driving the
increased need for securing digital identities and information.
As the information security market continues to mature, organizations are moving from an assessment phase to a more active
remediation phase. Accordingly, the way organizations view security and how to apply it to their businesses is evolving as well.
How identities are defined in today’s online environment is expanding. Once the concept of an identity applied only to an individual
and organizations were concerned with determining who was on the other end of a transaction. Now, identities apply not only to
individuals but also to the computers, servers, personal digital assistants, applications etc. that they use. Authentication is no longer a oneway proposition; mutual (or two way) authentication is vital to combating data theft and fraud.
Organizations continue to invest in information security and the number of security projects continues to increase. What has changed
is how organizations look at security. Increasingly, organizations are abandoning the “security as insurance” view of the last few years, and
moving towards a more sophisticated security strategy based on risk. Security is now being applied based on the risk elements related to
the identities and data an organization holds and the transactions it conducts.
Simultaneously, public understanding of the risks to digital identities and information are driving organizations towards action.
Malware, phishing, pharming, database breaches, laptop theft and other threats to personal identity information have created anxiety
among consumers and citizens. Organizations are responding
1
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to these customer fears by working to prevent the brand damage resulting from identity-related fraud and data breaches. Meanwhile,
legislators and regulators have also become involved, creating laws and regulations such as California SB1386, Gramm-Leach-Bliley,
Basel II and the FFIEC guidance on financial institution authentication. This has increased the pressure on organizations to mitigate these
risks to identities and information.
Penalties for violating these regulations can be steep, as evidenced by the $15 million levied against ChoicePoint in January 2006 for
a data breach. Penalties resulting from brand damage and customer flight in light of a security breach can be even more expensive. When
the stakes are so high, organizations have begun taking the security decisions out of the hands of users and building in rules and policies
designed to automate security. Layering security into applications based on automated rules and policies is helping to properly and
consistently remediate risks.
About Entrust
Entrust, Inc. is a global provider of security software that secures digital identities and information. Entrust operates in one business
segment: the design, production and sale of policy and access management software products and related services for securing digital
identities and information. Entrust software and the associated services enable businesses and governments around the world to conduct
high-value, highly sensitive transactions, over wired and wireless networks including the Internet, in compliance with today’s regulatory
guidelines.
Over 1,450 customers have purchased and deployed the Entrust secure identity and secure information software solutions that
integrate into the broad range of applications organizations use today to leverage Internet and enterprise applications to improve
productivity. With over 100 patents and patent applications pending, Entrust takes the initiative in authoring and driving industry standards
through standards boards and technology forums.
As an innovator and pioneer in the Internet security field, Entrust’s market leadership and expertise in delivering award-winning
policy and access management software solutions is demonstrated by several key distinctions the company and its products received in
2005 from leading organizations. These and other 2005 highlights include:
Products and Solutions
•

Entrust IdentityGuard 8.0 Product Launch – In November 2005, Entrust launched a major expansion of its Entrust
IdentityGuard product. A flexible, strong, risk-based mutual authentication platform, Entrust IdentityGuard 8.0 provides
capabilities that enable organizations to choose from a range of authentication methods from a single solution. This is particularly
significant for financial organizations faced with compliance with the October 2005 Federal Financial Institution Examination
Council (FFIEC) guidance on authentication. Over 2.4 million licenses for Entrust IdentityGuard were shipped in 2005.

•

Web Services – In February 2005, Entrust announced new digital certificate management solutions to help organizations in
managing the increasing number of security-aware devices and applications on their networks and to help add and manage
security for web services applications.

•

Secure Boundary E-mail Encryption – In September 2005, the 8.0 release of Entrust Entelligence Messaging Server became
available as an appliance, and added support for multiple e-mail encryption protocols, enhancing performance and administration
capabilities.

•

Content Control – Entrust expanded its solution offerings for intelligent content filtering, further enabling organizations to
automate content control processes used to help protect intellectual property and confidential information and guard against
regulatory violations.
2
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•

HSPD-12 Solutions – Entrust announced solutions for the US Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12, which mandates the
use of digital certificates on smartcards for all government employees and contractors

•

Common Criteria Certification – In January 2005, Entrust Authority Security Manager, foundation of the Entrust Authority
product portfolio, achieved Common Criteria EAL 4+ certification, an international security standard.

•

Integration with leading vendors – In 2005, Entrust achieved and extended integration with leading vendors, such as Microsoft,
Research in Motion (RIM), PGP, Check Point, F5, Juniper Networks, Citrix, Trustgenix, Nortel, Adobe, Apple, Linux, Cyclone
Commerce and Authentify.

Customers
As of December 31, 2005, Entrust had licensed software to more than 1,450 customers in over 50 countries. These customers in turn
have implemented Entrust software to securely deliver information and services to millions of business and consumer end users. Entrust’s
customers are Global 1500 enterprises, including financial, healthcare, telecommunications and large manufacturing organizations, as well
as domestic and foreign government agencies.
Key customer events in 2005 include:
•

US Department of State – Selected an Entrust digital signature solution to secure data on the new chip enabled passports.

•

Government of Sweden – Entrust IdentityGuard was chosen by nine of Sweden’s largest public agencies to provide strong
authentication to over 500,000 users.

•

SCHUFA – Entrust IdentityGuard was selected to provide strong authentication for a new personal credit information portal.
SCHUFA holds data on over 62 million individuals.

•

Commercebank – Selected Entrust IdentityGuard for strong authentication for their 40,000 users of online banking.

•

Siemens – Chose Entrust GetAccess for single sign-on to their enterprise portal that is used by over 110,000 employees in
Europe.

•

New Zealand Ministry of Economic Development – Deployed Entrust IdentityGuard to secure remote access to all users in the
department.

•

Government of Spain – Selected Entrust digital certificate technology to incorporate into its national ID card.

•

Government of Canada – Has issued over 900,000 digital IDs, known as e-passes, to businesses and citizens. Over 25
applications utilize the epass.

•

Canadian High Performance Computing Virtual Lab – Became a Certificate Authority using the Entrust Authority product
portfolio.

•

State of Illinois – Received the US Environmental Protection Agency CIO Partnerships Award for eDMR project.

•

US Federal Bureau of Investigation – Announced in June 2005 that it had deployed Entrust security software to 33,000 desktop
computers in a project that was delivered ahead of schedule and under budget.
3
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CORPORATE STRATEGY
In 2005, Entrust continued to focus on key vertical and geographical markets, product transformation and innovation, customer
deployments and service improvements. From a financial perspective, Entrust increased revenue and continued to maintain cost controls
which enabled the Company to reach its highest profitability in company history.
Entrust’s corporate priority in 2006 is to continue the momentum established in 2005 and grow the Company profitably. To facilitate
the achievement of this goal, Entrust plans to drive revenue growth by expanding markets for its new solutions, executing on vertical and
geographical opportunities, increasing channels to market, keeping a tight hold on costs and remaining focused on customers. Key
corporate initiatives include:
Key Security Market Segments
Entrust is focusing on key areas around Consumer and Enterprise Authentication, Email Security, Content Control, Public Key
Infrastructure and Developer Tools. Over the past six months the Company has introduced new solutions in each of these areas. Each
of these new solutions positions the company into some very fast growing markets in the security software market space:
•

Entrust IdentityGuard gives Entrust a new, low cost, second factor solution for dealing with identity theft and phishing. Entrust
IdentityGuard 8.0 expands Entrust’s offering to a full suite of solutions for consumer and enterprise authentication needs in the
market.

•

Entrust Web Mail Center and Entrust Messaging Server expand the company’s offering in the fast growing Email Security
market.

•

Entrust Entelligence Compliance Server delivers content control solutions for enterprises and governments needing to deal
with the growing regulatory and corporate compliance mandates around email and data storage.

•

Entrust Public Key Infrastructure portfolio provides authentication, encryption and digital certificate capabilities to the
Enterprise and Government market place.

•

Entrust Developer Tools are designed to make security: easier for developers to add security to applications, easier for
administrators to deploy and manage security and easier for users to apply security to their digital lives.

•

Entrust Single Sign On capability gives companies the ability to combine user name password, second factor authentication,
provisioning, digital signature and policy management from one vendor.

•

Geographic markets—Focusing direct resources on North America and Europe and leveraging partners in non-core geographies.
Entrust will have a strong focus on developing the market for its solutions in China.

•

Vertical markets—Providing solutions and services coupled with sales and marketing programs targeted at financial services,
government, healthcare, telecom and Global 1500 enterprises.

•

Go-to-market partners—Developing strategic relationships with key channels to market, such as system integrators and system
consultants, global and regional distributors and original equipment manufacturers or OEMs, and taking advantage of bundling
or licensing opportunities with other technology manufacturers.

•

Marketing programs—Raising Entrust brand awareness and the need for Entrust digital identity and information security
solutions.

•

Service and deployment initiatives—Ensuring industry leadership standards for quality in our customer deployments and our
product solutions.

Solutions for Securing Digital Identities and Information
Secure Identity Solutions
The Entrust Secure Identity Solution is a suite of market-leading security products that enable customers to easily issue and
manage identities for many types of users, applications or devices. The solution supports a
4
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broad range of authentication methods – from username/password to digital identities to two-factor authentication – as well as the tools
necessary to control authorization to enterprise and Web-based applications. Leveraging best-of-breed capabilities, the solution is easy to
deploy and operate, includes secure administration and audit, and cost-effectively scales to address large user populations. The Entrust
Secure Identity products make it easier and more cost-effective for organizations to manage who or what has access to information,
helping them realize the business benefits of sharing information electronically while complying with stringent legislative and corporate
governance requirements.
(a)

The Entrust IdentityGuard Product Portfolio

“Financial institutions … should use effective methods to authenticate the identity of customers.” (Authentication in an Internet
Banking Environment,Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council, October 2005)
Entrust IdentityGuard is a comprehensive strong authentication platform for Internet and enterprise applications. This suite of strong
authentication capabilities enables organizations to take a risk-based approach to tailoring their security deployments. Flexible deployment
options enable organizations to match strong authentication methods to the level of risk associated with different types of users,
transactions, and applications in an environment.
In October 2005, the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), recommended that financial institutions
implement enhanced authentication methods in guidance called, “Authentication in an Internet Banking Environment.” For banks offering
Internet-based financial services, the guidance describes authentication methods beyond username and password that regulators expect
banks to use when authenticating the identity of customers using the on-line products and services. Examiners will review this area to
determine a financial institution’s progress in complying with this guidance during upcoming examinations. Entrust IdentityGuard is
appropriate for meeting this FFIEC guidance.
By allowing an organization to layer strong authentication methods – including two-factor authentication and mutual authentication –
across different users and transaction types, Entrust IdentityGuard can reduce the risk of fraudulent transactions and minimize security
expenditures.
(b)

Entrust Certificate Services Portfolio

Entrust Certificate Services provides 128-bit SSL Certificates and WAP Certificates to enable secure communications online. As a
basis for more comprehensive secured Web portal initiatives, SSL Certificates provide information about the authenticity of Web sites and
provide a basic level of security for online transactions.
SSL Certificates provide authentication of Web sites and enable SSL encryption between Web browsers and servers. SSL Certificates
from Entrust are unique in the market as they are enabled for automatic checking of Certificate Revocation Lists and thus can provide
users with a higher level of confidence about the legitimacy of a Web site.
The Entrust Certificate Management Service—Enhanced edition reduces SSL management costs by enabling quantities of
certificates to be pooled into a re-usable inventory and enables administration delegation as e-business programs expand across an
organization and multiple, distributed SSL-enabled servers become a requirement.
(c)

The Entrust GetAccess Product Portfolio

The Entrust GetAccess product portfolio provides organizations with the security, flexibility and performance required to personalize
a user’s online experience. Entrust GetAccess software makes it possible for
5
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an organization to authenticate the users with whom it is doing business through its Web portal and provide personalized access to
information based on this user identity. Entrust GetAccess software allows multiple online applications to leverage a common
infrastructure to manage identities and authorizations, enabling new applications to be deployed more securely and quickly.
(d)

Entrust Secure Transaction Platform Product Portfolio

Entrust Secure Transaction Platform (STP) provides a comprehensive capability to secure Web services and server-based
applications. Entrust led the market in late 2002 with the introduction of Entrust STP, enabling organizations to deploy a common, unified
security architecture for Web services, rather than implementing security separately in each Web services application. Entrust STP extends
the market-deployed leadership in delivering security for a client/server and portal architecture. With the introduction of Entrust STP,
Entrust sets the benchmark for interoperating across client/server, portals and Web services architecture in a transparent manner.
(e)

Entrust TruePass Product Portfolio

The Entrust TruePass product portfolio, Entrust’s thin-client public-key infrastructure (“PKI”), provides organizations with the
confidence to migrate critical applications onto Internet and intranet Web portals. Organizations can conduct valuable and sensitive online
transactions more securely using Entrust TruePass software to provide strong authentication, accountability of transactions and end-to-end
data privacy. The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology and Canada’s Communications Security Establishment have
awarded Entrust TruePass software the Federal Information Processing Standards 140-1 validation. Entrust TruePass software was the first
Java application to gain this level of security validation from both agencies.
(f)

Entrust USB Tokens

Collaborating with SafeNet, Entrust distributes SafeNet iKey 2032 tokens as Entrust USB Tokens, which form an integrated
component of the Entrust product portfolio. These security tokens enable strong two-factor authentication to desktops, VPNs, WLANs and
Web portals. Entrust USB Tokens are designed to work together with Entrust’s leading PKI product portfolio to provide a comprehensive,
scalable security solution that meets customer needs for stronger authentication, encryption and digital signatures.
(g)

The Entrust Entelligence Product Portfolio

The Entrust Entelligence product portfolio includes desktop and server-based capabilities that enable security for key enterprise
applications such as e-mail, file and folder protection, remote access and more. Two core elements of the portfolio are Entrust Entelligence
Desktop Manager and Entrust Entelligence Security Provider – client-based applications that deliver secure identity management to
enterprise desktop applications.
Entrust Entelligence Desktop Manager provides a consistent, single security layer to the desktop, transparently and automatically
managing digital IDs throughout their lifecycle on behalf of the user. This desktop client has been designed to meet stringent government
security standards, and is easily bundled with complementary plug-ins that enable digital signatures and encryption for enterprise
transactions.
Entrust Entelligence Security Provider is a thin client desktop security platform that leverages some of the native underlying security
capabilities of Windows desktop applications, while still delivering automatic and transparent digital identity management. Entrust
Entelligence Security Provider also extends Entrust’s market-leading management capabilities to support machine identities, enabling
organizations to securely identify not only users on their corporate networks, but also machines interacting with critical business
information.
By integrating seamlessly into the desktop and server environments, Entrust Entelligence delivers a unified security system that
includes a wide range of capabilities. Entrust Entelligence software delivers security to
6
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communications and applications to allow critical business processes to be moved to the Internet and enterprise networks with greater
confidence. It can also be combined with Entrust-Ready products from third-party vendors to provide enhanced security for multiple
enterprise applications including Enterprise Resource Planning, document management and legacy applications.
(h)

The Entrust Authority Product Portfolio

The Entrust Authority product portfolio is the backbone of many of Entrust’s secure digital identity offerings. First introduced to
market in 1994, Entrust Authority Security Manager was the first product to receive Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 1401 certification (1995) and Common Criteria certification (1999), and has captured the largest market share in the PKI market space.
Through transparent, centralized security and policy management, Entrust Authority manages the full lifecycles of certificate-based digital
identities, and enables digital signature, encryption and strong authentication across a broad range of applications and platforms.
At the heart of the Entrust Authority product portfolio is Entrust Authority Security Manager, the Certification Authority (CA)
system responsible for issuing and managing digital identities for users, applications and devices. Its unique capabilities include the ability
to automatically and transparently manage the entire lifecycle of digital identities – from automatic issuance, to one-step recovery, to
seamless rollover of keys and certificates, to immediate revocation. Entrust Authority also centrally enforces identity and security policies
such as authentication method, cryptographic algorithms, password length, revocation checking and more, and provides centralized audit
capabilities.
Secure Information Solutions
Data is the lifeblood of any organization. Whether at rest or in transit, data needs to be protected from theft, alteration or loss. The
Entrust Secure Information Solution consists of a comprehensive, highly scalable suite of data and e-mail security products and services
that help organizations mitigate the risk of data loss, corruption and disclosure so they can confidently capitalize on new technologies that
enable greater stakeholder collaboration and, ultimately, business growth. It helps organizations secure sensitive and valuable information
stored on computers, mobile devices, and corporate networks and protect data in transit through e-mail. The solution also helps
organizations abide by new legislative regulations that mandate stronger data security controls, without unduly burdening the people and
processes that make use of this critical data.
Organizations can realize the promise of secure information through:
•

encryption which provides end-to-end data protection and privacy;

•

authentication, which strongly identifies the requesting users, device or application before releasing sensitive data;

•

policy-based access control, which manages individual user access rights to data and applications based on corporate policy;

•

digital signatures which improves accountability for data transactions and protects the integrity of data involved in a transaction;

•

content scanning that helps organizations identify and secure transmitted via multiple protocols;

•

messaging solutions that encrypt e-mail both within an organization and beyond the boundary.

Products in the Entrust Secure Information Solution include the following:
(a)

Entrust Entelligence Content Control Server

Entrust Entelligence Content Control Server uses highly sophisticated content analysis tools to automatically analyze and categorize
e-mail messages and document content based on the contextual meaning,
7
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not simply pre-defined word lists. The Content Control Server centrally enforces policy in real-time, identifying risky items and taking
action before a violation has occurred, helping to protect organizations against the brand damage and financial penalties that can
accompany a corporate governance or regulatory violation. In doing so, Content Control Server help organizations protect their networks,
safeguard employee productivity and comply with corporate, government and industry regulations.
Unlike other content scanning products available on the market today, Content Control Server uses patented statistical and linguistic
algorithms that understand the context and the concepts of the message instead of simply matching words encoded in rule bases, resulting
in fewer false positives, and more effective e-mail categorization. The technology underlying the Content Control Server is well-suited to
analyzing subtlety-worded e-mail messages and attachments, which lends itself well to identifying messages that may violate corporate or
regulatory compliance policies.
(b)

Entrust Entelligence Content Analysis Toolkit

Underlying the Entrust Entelligence Content Control Server is the award-winning content analysis technology which is also available
as a standalone toolkit for developers or other Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) wanting to build their own applications for e-mail
risk management and compliance. The Content Analysis Toolkit enables developers to rapidly deploy advanced content analysis
capabilities in any C++ or Java environment.
(c)

Entrust Entelligence Messaging Server

The Entrust Entelligence Messaging Server is a server-based e-mail security gateway that makes it easier to communicate securely
with external partners and customers. As a central component of the Entrust Secure Messaging Solution, the server transparently manages
security functions on behalf of users and enables automatic e-mail encryption, making it easier for users to securely communicate with
their colleagues outside of the organization.
To ease deployment across large enterprise and government organizations, the Messaging Server seamlessly supports both Microsoft
Outlook/Exchange and Lotus Notes/Domino environments. In both cases, messages can be secured “end-to-end” or at the “boundary”,
helping to protect sensitive communications both internally and with external recipients such as the corporate board, outside legal counsel,
audit teams, and business partners. Using Microsoft Outlook, “end-to-end” digital signatures and encryption are provided via Entrust
Entelligence client software. Through unique and market-leading support for Lotus, the Messaging Server enables customers to maintain
their native Notes security implementations for internal secure communications, but provides a much easier solution for securing external
communications. Completely transparent to the sender, the Messaging Server automatically converts externally bound secured e-mail to
industry-standard S/MIME or Web mail, helping to ensure an easier experience for both the sender and receiver.
(d)

Entrust Entelligence WebMail Center

The Entrust Entelligence WebMail Center is an optional add-on to the Entrust Entelligence Messaging Server and works with both
Microsoft Outlook/Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes messaging systems. It is designed for organizations that need to securely
exchange e-mail with a broad range of recipients who may not support the S/MIME secure e-mail standard, such as those using Hotmail or
Yahoo!
The Entrust Entelligence WebMail Center provides many common benefits with the Messaging Server product, but speeds
deployment and broadens the reach of the solution since recipients do not need to be S/MIME aware, or to have X.509 digital certificates.
(e)

The Entrust Entelligence Product Portfolio (Messaging)

Two key products within the Entrust Entelligence portfolio are the Entrust Entelligence™ E-mail Plug-in and Entrust Entelligence
Security Provider for Outlook.
8
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Both products provide single-click encryption and digital signatures for leading enterprise e-mail clients to provide “end-to-end” email security – protecting e-mail communications in transit from one user to another, and at rest on the desktop and servers. By extending
security to the desktop, these clients offer customers a greater level of risk management, protecting e-mail communications within the
enterprise or externally to partners and customers. Seamlessly integrated with the Entrust Entelligence Messaging Server and Entrust
Entelligence Content Control Server, customers still benefit from the centralized security and policy management capabilities provided by
these products.
E-mail Plug-in leverages an organization’s current enterprise infrastructure and integrates with most existing messaging platforms to
enable users to seamlessly deliver security to e-mail messages while in transit and while stored on the desktop. It provides “governmentstrength” security and has been successfully validated pursuant to stringent standards relating to the US Federal Bridge capabilities.
Security Provider for Outlook leverages more of the native security features of Microsoft Outlook while still providing automatic and
transparent digital identity management.
(f)

Entrust Entelligence Desktop Manager and File Plug-in (desktop security)

Entrust Entelligence Desktop Manager provides a consistent, single security layer to the desktop, transparently and automatically
managing digital IDs throughout their lifecycle on behalf of the user. This desktop client has been designed to meet stringent government
security standards, and is easily bundled with complementary plug-ins that enable digital signatures and encryption for enterprise
transactions.
In addition to core identity management capabilities, Entrust Entelligence Desktop Manager provides users with the ability to protect
sensitive documents on an ad hoc basis. Accessed via a simple right-click menu on a file by file basis, users can encrypt, sign, timestamp,
password protect and securely delete documents.
Providing greater flexibility for enterprise data protection, the Entrust Entelligence File Plug-in can be bundled with Desktop
Manager to provide automatic encryption of files and folders accessed by individuals or workgroups. It protects sensitive information from
unauthorized access and misuse.
(g)

Entrust Entelligence Security Provider

Entrust Entelligence Security Provider is a thin client desktop security platform that leverages the native underlying security
capabilities of Windows desktop applications, while still delivering automatic and transparent digital identity management. For
organizations looking to leverage the automatic and transparent file and folder protection delivered with Microsoft’s Encrypting File
System (EFS), Security Provider delivers fully managed digital identities that can be used with EFS but, unlike certificates provided
natively, can be easily recovered in the case of forgotten passwords or corruption. This critical capability enables organizations to deploy
file encryption with confidence.
In addition to enhancing file and folder encryption, Security Provider also delivers and manages digital identities that can be used
with applications such as Adobe Acrobat – enabling digital signatures and encryption for secure electronic documents and e-forms.
(l)

Entrust Authority Cryptographic Toolkits

Entrust Authority cryptographic toolkits provide customers and developers with the ability to apply best-in-class security to almost
any business application. These toolkits provide a common set of services to permit developers to rapidly deploy applications for business
problems without having to spend valuable resource cycles re-developing these common services.
The Entrust Authority toolkits use standards-based, application programming interfaces to make it possible to implement unified
security architecture across multiple applications and platforms. By minimizing the need for separate administration modules with every
deployed application, these toolkits help to address administrative duplication and the overhead of deploying across multiple platforms.
9
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Many Entrust customers have elected to combine Entrust toolkits and Entrust TruePass to build custom secure data solutions that
meet their need for tamper-resistant file transfer or other applications.
Services
The Entrust Professional Services team has demonstrated its experience worldwide by delivering innovative solutions utilizing both
standard and customized Entrust products. Many of the Internet security industry’s most highly skilled and experienced engineers, security
architects, and security consultants are members of the Entrust team. These experts have assisted the world’s governments and Global
1500 companies in addressing complex security issues with practical solutions. In the process, they have established an outstanding
reputation for on-time delivery, exceptional quality and innovative approaches to complex business opportunities globally.
(a)

Entrust CygnaCom

Entrust CygnaCom has been providing professional information security services and cryptographic solutions to government and
business clients since 1994. With a staff of highly qualified engineers, Entrust CygnaCom provides a wide range of consulting services and
customized solutions to help clients develop, implement and maintain their information security programs, policies and strategy. The
McLean, Virginia location provides Entrust with a large professional services organization to meet the growing needs of the U.S. Federal
government. Entrust CygnaCom’s facilities were among the first to be accredited by the U.S. Department of Commerce, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology, and the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program for information technology security
testing against the federal cryptographic criteria (Common Criteria (ISO/IEC 15408)).
(b)

Internet Security Consulting Services

Entrust Internet security consulting services empower customers with knowledge by identifying Internet security business drivers
related to organizations’ needs, priorities and return on investment. This knowledge is used to prepare security-requirement analyses and
security-policy documents, develop business cases and speed time-to-market by avoiding potential pitfalls associated with enterprise
software deployment.
(c)

Deployment Services

Entrust deployment services provide planning and implementation expertise to assist in the installation and deployment of Entrust
enhanced Internet security solutions. For organizations seeking a proven solution aligned with business objectives, Entrust deployment
services provide end-to-end project management and execution.
(d)

Systems Integration Services

To maximize the return on investment of an Entrust solution, customers can leverage the expertise of Entrust’s systems integration
team. Common areas of integration include customization of user registration and identification systems, incorporation of entitlements
with third-party and legacy applications, improvement of existing legacy and third-party application security, and provision of enhanced
user and security management.
With a broad range of expertise and proven experience on multiple platforms, applications and environments, the Entrust system
integration team delivers solutions with quantifiable benefits to challenging business opportunities. Key components of success include
rapid time-to-market, efficient transfer of knowledge, and the utilization of knowledge gained in hundreds of previous deployments of
Entrust products.
(e)

Training Services

Entrust’s Training group serves customers, partners, and employees. Training is a critical part of a successful software deployment,
and over 5000 customers, partners, and employees have attended technical training. In these in-depth, hands-on sessions, attendees learn
how to deploy, operate, administer, customize and/or support Entrust software solutions.
10
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With the release of the appliance-based Entrust Entelligence Content Control Server, Entrust Training has developed a strong process
for developing web-based training. This process is applied to all appliance-based products on the Entrust product roadmap and enables
customers to implement solutions in the shortest possible timeframe.
SUPPORT
Entrust believes that the highest quality of customer and technical service delivery is crucial to its success, and Entrust service and
support programs are key components of its commitment to offer the industry’s broadest set of enhanced internet security services. Entrust
is committed to be an industry leader in the area of support as it has become a very key customer attribute in selecting a technology
partner. Entrust has invested heavily in this area and the investment has paid off in the form of increased customer satisfaction and
increased support and maintenance revenue.
Entrust’s three-tiered, global support program gives customers the flexibility to choose between proven service and support levels
that align with business needs. In addition, customers can access an extranet for online self-service technical support.
SALES, MARKETING AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Sales
Entrust offers its products, solutions and services through a multi-channel sales approach, reflecting the characteristics and buying
behavior of the target-markets covered. Entrust plans to continue to focus its marketing and sales efforts to capitalize upon the need for
secure digital identities and information within both the enterprise and government markets. Entrust plans to utilize a prioritized
combination of direct and indirect sales channels around the globe. Entrust believes that its direct sales force, working in conjunction with
indirect channels offering complementary products and services, provides Entrust with a competitive advantage in responding to customer
needs as they evolve. Entrust intends to deliver revenue growth in 2006 through its sales efforts.
Marketing
To support its direct sales force and the TrustedPartner network, Entrust has a marketing team whose goals are to create a consistent,
focused communication strategy that increases awareness of Entrust’s digital identity and information security solutions and services, and
leverages that awareness in the identification of new sales opportunities. The marketing team creates and conducts integrated programs
that include advertising, direct mail, trade shows, seminars, Web marketing, public relations and ongoing customer communication.
Entrust intends to invest in targeted marketing programs for existing customers and prospects in key vertical and geographic markets.
11
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Business Development
Identifying new markets and opportunities in advance of the current competitive landscape has been a consistent theme at Entrust.
The breadth of Entrust’s security products, solutions and services, key relationships and the number of customers are testimony to
Entrust’s success.
To identify and develop strategic relationships with targeted industry providers more effectively, Entrust has a business development
organization that pursues select business development activities, including the administration and promotion of the Entrust-Ready
Program. These activities permit Entrust to strengthen relationships with existing strategic providers and identify and encourage new
providers of software, network computing and communications products to make their products interoperable with Entrust. Entrust
actively looks for opportunities to continue its leadership position, whether by partnering, internally developing or acquiring the necessary
technologies and services to provide a full suite of solutions to its customers.
REGULATORY MATTERS
Certain Entrust products are subject to special export requirements administered by the governments of the United States, Canada
and other countries. Entrust’s products may also be subject to import restrictions and/or use restrictions imposed by some countries.
Consequently, Entrust’s ability to export its products to destinations outside the U.S. and Canada is subject to a variety of administrative
requirements, government approvals or licensing requirements. Re-exports of the products between countries other than the U.S. and
Canada may be subject to the export control laws of those countries in addition to those provisions of the U.S. and/or Canadian export
control laws which apply to re-exports. In light of these regulations, depending on the end-user, end-use and country of destination, some
of our products may not be sold to certain parties, and some products made available abroad may contain significantly weaker encryption
capabilities than those available to customers in the U.S. and Canada. In addition, extra controls which the United States applies to sales to
foreign governmental entities, as noted below, can create additional obligations for Entrust in this market sector. All other Entrust products
are exempt from U.S. export authorization and they have been marketed accordingly.
In summary, the rules are as follows: U.S. products cannot be exported to certain prohibited persons and entities, to certain
embargoed countries, or for certain types of end-uses. No U.S. governmental review is required for some exports, such as products
containing limited use encryption, including products that are limited to financial applications, and exports for internal use by foreign
subsidiaries of companies based in the U.S. and in certain other countries. For other encryption products, exports are allowed after a onetime 30-day review, except that certain products identified as “restricted” require separate licenses for export to government end-users in
certain countries.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The Company relies on a combination of patent, copyright, trademark and trade secret laws, nondisclosure agreements and other
contractual provisions to establish, maintain and protect the Company’s proprietary rights. Pursuant to patent cross-license agreements, the
Company also licenses some of its patents to other corporations and, in return, receives rights from those corporations in respect to patents
owned or licensable by such corporations. The Company is a licensee under patent cross license agreements with Nortel Networks Limited
(Nortel) and Tumbleweed Communications Corp. The license with Nortel was entered into in connection with the Company’s spinout
from Nortel. The Company is also a licensee in respect to certain single patents that are not part of any cross licensing arrangement.
A very large proportion of the Company’s products incorporate technology that is licensed from third parties and, as such, a
significant percentage of the Company’s revenues depend upon the availability of licensed technology. The Company uses a large number
of open source software packages in its products. In general,
12
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these software packages are licensed to the Company on a no-charge basis without any representations or warranties as to performance or
non-infringement of third-party intellectual property rights. Accordingly, if these open source packages are found to infringe or
misappropriate any third-party intellectual property rights, Entrust could potentially be held liable by such third parties and potentially by
Entrust customer’s pursuant to intellectual property indemnity obligations in Entrust’s license agreements with such customers, without
any recourse against the developer of such infringing or misappropriating open source software. Certain open source packages used by
Entrust, and in particular, certain components in the GNU Linux operating system, are licensed pursuant the GNU General Public License
(the “GPL”). In certain instances, the terms of the GPL may require a licensee to make certain of that licensee’s own proprietary software
available under the same terms as those set forth in the GPL. As such, application of the GPL’s “viral” terms to a licensee’s own
proprietary software could result in that proprietary software become available, at no charge, as open source software. The Company does
not believe that any of its proprietary software is subject to the viral provisions of the GPL, however, the exact scope of these viral
provisions has not been definitively established in any court actions and there is significant disagreement within the software industry as to
the actual scope of these viral provisions.
The amount and nature of the third-party technology used in Entrust’s products varies between products. In general, and except as
further discussed below, the Company’s products or other revenue generating activities (i) do not depend to a material extent on any one
technology that is only available from a single source, (ii) do not depend to a material extent on any technology that would require a
significant engineering effort to replace, or (iii) are not of a type that cannot be supplied by multiple vendors. Furthermore, except as
further discussed below, the Company believes that due to market competitiveness, any change in vendors or in third-party providers of
technology will not have a material effect on the pricing or appeal of the affected Company product. The Company maintains internal
processes to monitor the terms and renewal dates for various third-party technologies so that the Company is able to plan in advance for
contract renegotiation, extension, or product substitution. Therefore, it is the Company’s belief that, in general, in the case of interruption,
non-renewal or expiration of a third-party license, the measures currently in place will allow the Company to promptly provide for
replacement technology. However, some of the Company’s products incorporate technology licensed from third parties that cannot be
promptly replaced. An example is certain Java-related technologies that are made available, without a royalty obligation, by Sun
Microsystems, Inc. (Sun). Notwithstanding the fact that this technology is only available from a single source, the Company believes that
there is no material risk that such technology will become unavailable to the Company without significant prior notice. In the case of the
Java-related technologies referenced above, the Company believes there is no material risk that Sun is going to significantly change the
terms under which those Java-related technologies are made available to the computer industry and further if Sun were to make any
significant changes, it would provide its licensees with alternative choices or a significant period of time to transition to other
technologies. Another example of a technology that could potentially be difficult to replace is the GNU Linux operating system. The GNU
Linux operating system is used as the underlying operating system for a number of Entrust appliance-based products. If the GNU Linux
operating system was no longer available to Entrust, or was to become available to Entrust only under terms and conditions that were
unacceptable to Entrust, then Entrust would need to seek a replacement operating system for its appliance-based products. The transition to
such a replacement operating system could be lengthy and costly because of the need to potentially modify various Entrust applications
that previous ran on the GNU Linux operating system so that they could run on the replacement operating system. Such a transition might
also involve incremental royalty costs if the royalties for the replacement operating system exceeded those that Entrust is paying for the
variant of GNU Linux that it is currently using. It is also possible that Entrust might have to replace other third-party applications with
which Entrust applications currently interoperate if such third-party applications are not supported on any replacement operating system
that might be selected by Entrust. If this were the case, this need to replace these third-party applications could increase the re-engineering
effort and might result in the need to license commercial packages with attendant royalty obligations. In the case of the Company’s
Certificate Services business, the commercial viability of that business is dependent on having various browser manufacturers continue to
embed the Company’s root key certificate in their browsers. If one or more of these manufacturers were to remove the Company’s root key
certificate from their browser, the viability of the Company’s Certificate Services business could be negatively affected. However, because
of the rate of
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turnover of various browser releases, the effect of such a removal would probably be gradual. Additionally, it might also be possible to
address such a removal by entering into a cross certification arrangement with another certification authority whose root key certificate
was still embedded in the affected browser. It should be noted that such a potential solution might be expensive or unavailable because any
certification authorities that might be in a position to cross certify with the Company would also probably have competitive offerings to
the Company’s Certificate Services business.
COMPETITION
Entrust addresses key markets that help mitigate business risk by securing information and securing identities. Entrust solutions
protect users and reduce loss from business fraud and protect sensitive data, regardless where it resides, while providing robust controls
and audit on those who can access critical systems. Our focus is on 6 emerging growth areas: Consumer Authentication, Enterprise
Authentication, Content Control, Email Security, Digital Certificates and Developer Tools. In each of these areas, Entrust encounters some
of its traditional competitors, as well as new vendors who are entering the market.
Entrust believes that the principal competitive factors affecting the market for its security solutions include features such as ease of
use, quality/reliability of security, scalability, customer service and support and price. Although Entrust believes that its products compete
favorably in respect of all these factors, there can be no assurance that Entrust can maintain its competitive position against current or
potential competitors.
EMPLOYEES
As of December 31, 2005, Entrust had 475 full-time employees globally. No employees are covered by any collective bargaining
agreements, and Entrust believes that its relationship with its employees is good.
CORPORATE INFORMATION
Stockholder Information:
Computershare Investor Services, LLC
2 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, IL 60602
USA
Phone: (312) 588-4993
Fax: (312) 601-4350
Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm:
Grant Thornton LLP
1717 Main Street, Suite 500
Dallas, TX 75201
USA
For more information
please contact Entrust, Inc.’s Investor Relations Department at:
One Hanover Park
16633 Dallas Parkway, Suite 800
Addison, TX 75001
Phone: (972) 713-5858
E-mail: investor@entrust.com
We maintain a website with the address www.entrust.com. We are not including the information contained on our website as part of,
or incorporating it by reference into, this Annual Report on Form 10-K. We make
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available free of charge through our website our Annual Reports on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on
Form 8-K, and amendments to these reports, as soon as reasonably practicable after we electronically file such material with, or furnish
such material to, the Securities and Exchange Commission. Also posted on our Web site are charters for our Audit Committee,
Compensation Committee and Nominations and Corporate Governance Committee and a Code of Business Conduct. In addition, we
intend to disclose on our website any amendments to, or waivers from our Code of Business Conduct that are required to be publicly
disclosed pursuant to rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
ITEM 1A.

RISK FACTORS
CERTAIN FACTORS THAT MAY AFFECT OUR BUSINESS

Our revenues and operating results are subject to significant fluctuations and such fluctuations may lead to a reduced market
price for our stock.
Our revenues and operating results have varied in the past and may continue to fluctuate in the future. We believe that period-toperiod comparisons of our operating results are not necessarily meaningful, but securities analysts and investors often rely upon these
comparisons as indicators of future performance. If our operating results in any future period fall below the expectations of securities
analysts and investors, or the guidance that we provide, the market price of our securities would likely decline. Factors that have caused
our results to fluctuate in the past and which are likely to affect us in the future include the following:
•

reduced capital expenditures for software;

•

length of sales cycles associated with our product offerings;

•

the timing, size and nature of our licensing transactions;

•

the increased dependency on partners for end user fulfillment;

•

market acceptance of new products or product enhancements by us;

•

market acceptance of new products or product enhancements by our competitors;

•

the relative proportions of revenues derived from licenses and services and maintenance;

•

the timing of new personnel hires and the rate at which new personnel become productive;

•

changes in pricing policies by our competitors;

•

changes in our operating expenses;

•

fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates; and

•

reduced spending by critical vertical markets.

Estimating future revenues is difficult, and our failure to do so accurately may lead to a reduced market price for our stock and
reduced profitability.
Estimating future revenues is difficult because we ship our products soon after an order is received and, as such, we do not have a
significant order backlog. Thus, quarterly license revenues depend heavily upon orders received and shipped within the same quarter.
Moreover, we historically have recorded 50% to 60% of our total quarterly revenues in the third month of the quarter, with a concentration
of revenues in the second half of that month. We expect that this concentration of revenues, which is attributable in part to the tendency of
some customers to make significant capital expenditures at the end of a fiscal quarter and to sales patterns within the software industry,
will continue.
Our expense levels are based, in significant part, upon our expectations as to future revenues and are largely fixed in the short term.
We may be unable to adjust spending in a timely manner to compensate for any
15
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unexpected shortfall in revenues. Any significant shortfall in revenues in relation to our expectations could have an immediate and
significant effect on our profitability for that quarter and may lead to a reduced market price for our stock.
Because of the lengthy and unpredictable sales cycle associated with our large software transactions, we may not succeed in closing
transactions on a timely basis or at all, which would adversely affect our revenues and operating results.
Transactions for our solutions often involve large expenditures, and the sales cycles for these transactions are often lengthy and
unpredictable. Factors affecting the sales cycle include:
•

customers’ budgetary constraints, particularly in a soft economic environment where technology spending is often deferred;

•

the timing of customers’ budget cycles; and

•

customers’ internal approval processes.

We may not succeed in closing such large transactions on a timely basis or at all, which could cause significant variability in our
revenues and results of operations for any particular period. If our results of operations and cash flows fall below the expectations of
securities analysts, or below the targeted guidance range that we have provided, our stock price may decline.
A limited number of customers has accounted for a significant percentage of our revenues, which may decline if we cannot
maintain or replace these customer relationships, and for a significant percentage of our accounts receivable.
Historically, a limited number of customers have accounted for a significant percentage of our revenues. In 2005, 2004 and 2003, our
three largest customers accounted in the aggregate for 31%, 32% and 29% of revenues, respectively. We anticipate that our results of
operations in any given period will continue to depend to a significant extent upon revenues from a small number of large customers. In
addition, we anticipate that such customers will continue to vary over time, so that the achievement of our long-term goals will require us
to obtain additional significant customers on an ongoing basis. Our failure to enter into a sufficient number of large licensing agreements
during a particular period could have a material adverse effect on our revenues.
In addition, our accounts receivable include material balances from a limited number of customers, with five customers accounting in
the aggregate for 36% of gross accounts receivable at December 31, 2005, compared to 31% of gross accounts receivable at December 31,
2004. One customer individually accounted for 10% or more of net accounts receivable at December 31, 2005, at 17%. As of
December 31, 2005, the total accounts receivable is $20.3 million, net of an allowance for doubtful accounts of $0.5 million. Changes in
the financial condition of these customers could result in a different assessment of the existing credit risk of our accounts receivable and
thus, a different required allowance, which could have a material impact on our reported earnings.
The U.S. and Canadian Federal Governments account for a significant percentage of our revenues, which may decline or be
subject to delays, which would adversely affect our operating results.
The extended government vertical (Governments, including Healthcare) accounted for 55% of our product revenue in 2005 and 24%
of product revenue in 2004. The U.S. and Canadian governments represented 17% and 10% of total revenues, respectively, in 2005, which
includes revenues sold through resellers to these government end users. Sustaining and growing revenues in the government market will
depend, in large part, on the following:
•

the adoption rate of our products within government departments and agencies;

•

the timing and amount of budget appropriations for information technology and specifically information security;
16
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•

the timing of adoption of information security policies and regulations, including, but not limited to the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act and the California Breach Disclosure Law
(SB1386); and

•

our ability to develop and maintain the appropriate business relationships with partners with whom the government contracts for
information security projects.

A decline, or delay in the growth of this market could reduce demand for our products, adversely affecting our revenues and results
of operations. In addition, changes in Government officials as a result of elections could have an impact on our prospects in the
Government market. Our ability to sell to the Government may also be impacted by changes to, or termination of, the supply agreement(s)
we have in place with the Government, which from time to time come up for renewal and renegotiation. Finally, failure to properly
monitor pricing on government contracts could result in liability for penalties to the government for non-compliance.
We sometimes enter into complex contracts, which require ongoing monitoring and administration. Failure to monitor and
administer these contracts properly could result in liability or damages.
We sometimes enter into complex contracts with our Government customers that contain clauses that provide that if a customer who
falls within a specific category (known as a Relevant Customer) is offered better terms on the Company’s software products and related
services that had been offered to the Government customer, then the Government customer will be able to buy additional quantities of
those software products and services for the same length of time, from the same effective date and on the better terms that were offered to
the Relevant Customer. The Company monitors compliance with these contracts on a continuous basis. The Company also conducts
periodic self-assessments to ensure that the contracts are being properly administered and that there are no accruing liabilities for noncompliance. If these contracts are not properly monitored and administered, they may be breached and could result in damages payable by
us which, depending on their magnitude, could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of
operations.
War, the significant threat of war, or a terrorist act could adversely affect our business.
Historically, the economy has been adversely affected by war, the significant threat of war and terrorist acts. Any of these factors
could cause one or more of the following to occur:
•

government spending could be reprioritized to wartime activities;

•

global enterprise spending budgets could be cut or delayed resulting in lower demand for our products; or

•

widespread and unprecedented acts of cyber-terrorism could cause disruption of communications and technology infrastructures,
which could impact our customers or products and could have unforeseen economic impacts.

A decline or delay in economic spending due to war, the significant threat of war or a terrorist act could reduce demand for our
products, materially adversely affecting our revenues and results of operations.
A widespread outbreak of an illness or other health issue could negatively affect our business, making it more difficult and
expensive to meet our obligations to our customers, and could result in reduced demand from our customers.
A number of countries in the Asia/Pacific region have experienced outbreaks of SARS and/or bird flu. As a result of such an
outbreak, businesses can be shut down temporarily and individuals can become ill or quarantined. Outbreaks of infectious diseases such as
these, particularly in North America, Europe or other locations significant to our operations, could adversely affect general commercial
activity, which could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition, results of operations, business or prospects. If our
operations
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are curtailed because of health issues, we may need to seek alternate sources of supply for services and staff and these alternate sources
may be more expensive. Alternate sources may not be available or may result in delays in shipments to our customers, each of which
would affect our results of operations. In addition, a curtailment of our product design operations could result in delays in the development
of new products. Further, if our customers’ businesses are affected by health issues, they might delay or reduce purchases from us, which
could adversely affect our results of operations.
If the enterprise information technology budgets and the digital identity security market do not continue to grow, demand for our
products and services will be adversely affected.
The market for digital identity and information security solutions is at an early stage of development. Continued growth of the digital
identity security market will depend, in large part, on the following:
•

the continued increase in the number of organizations adopting or expanding intranets and extranets;

•

the rate of adoption of Internet-based business applications such as Web Services;

•

the ability of network infrastructures to support an increasing number of users and services;

•

the public recognition of the potential threat posed by computer hackers and other unauthorized users; and

•

the continued development of new and improved services for implementation across the Internet, intranets and extranets.

A decline in the growth of this market could reduce demand for our products, adversely affecting our revenues and results of
operations.
A breach of security at one of our customers, whether or not due to our products, could harm our reputation and reduce the
demand for our products.
The processes used by computer hackers to access or sabotage networks and intranets are rapidly evolving. A well-publicized actual
or perceived breach of network or computer security at one of our customers, regardless of whether such breach is attributable to our
products, third-party technology used within our products or any significant advance in techniques for decoding or “cracking” encrypted
information, could adversely affect the market’s perception of us and our products, and could have an adverse effect on our reputation and
the demand for our products.
In addition, the security level of our products is dependent upon the processes and procedures used to install and operate our
products. Failure on the part of our customers to properly install and operate our products, could cause a security breach, which could
adversely affect the market’s perception of us and our products, and could have an adverse effect on our reputation and the demand for our
products.
Sales of our products may decline if some of our products are found to contain bugs or errors.
Our existing testing procedures may not detect errors, failures or bugs in our software products. Such errors may become evident at
any time during the life of our products. The discovery of any errors, failures or bugs in any products, including third-party technology
incorporated into our products, may result in:
•

adverse publicity;

•

product returns;

•

the loss or delay of market acceptance of our products; and

•

third-party claims against us.

Accordingly, the discovery of any errors, failures or bugs may have a significant adverse effect on the sales of our products and our
results of operations.
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We have invested in technology companies in the start-up or development stage whose products and technology may not succeed,
which may result in a loss of all or substantially all of our investment.
We have invested in several privately held companies, including Asia Digital Media and ADML Holdings, Ltd, including its affiliate,
Ohana Wireless, Inc. (collectively, “Ohana”). Most of these companies are technology companies in the start-up or development stage, or
are companies with technologies and products that are targeted at geographically distant markets. If the demand for the technologies and
products offered by these privately held companies materializes slowly, to a minimum extent, or not at all in relevant markets, we could
lose all or substantially all of our investment in these companies, which would have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition
and results of operations.
Our revenues may decline if we cannot compete successfully in an intensely competitive market.
We target our products at the rapidly evolving market for digital identity and information security solutions. Many of our current and
potential competitors have longer operating histories, greater name recognition, larger installed bases and significantly greater financial,
technical, marketing and sales resources than we do. As a result, they may be able to react more quickly to emerging technologies and
changes in customer requirements, or to devote greater resources to the promotion and sale of their products. In addition, certain of our
current competitors in particular segments of the security marketplace may in the future broaden or enhance their offerings to provide a
more comprehensive solution competing more fully with our functionality.
Increased competition and increased market volatility in our industry could result in lower prices, reduced margins or the failure of
our products and services to achieve or maintain market acceptance, any of which could have a serious adverse effect on our business,
financial condition and results of operations.
Our business will not be successful if we do not keep up with the rapid changes in our industry.
The emerging market for digital identity and information security products and related services is characterized by rapid
technological developments, frequent new product introductions and evolving industry standards. To be competitive, we have to
continually improve the performance, features and reliability of our products and services, particularly in response to competitive
offerings, and be first to market with new products and services or enhancements to existing products and services. Our failure to develop
and introduce new products and services successfully on a timely basis and to achieve market acceptance for such products and services
could have a significant adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
We may have difficulty managing our operations, which could adversely affect our ability to successfully grow our business.
Our ability to manage future growth, if any, will depend upon our ability to:
•

continue to implement and improve operational, financial and management information systems on a timely basis; and

•

expand, train, motivate and manage our work force.

Our personnel, systems, procedures and controls may not be adequate to support our operations. The geographic dispersal of our
operations may make it more difficult to manage our growth.
We depend on our key personnel for the success of our business and the loss of one or more of our key personnel could have an
adverse effect on our ability to manage our business or could be negatively perceived in the capital markets.
Our success and our ability to manage our business depend, in large part, upon the efforts and continued service of our senior
management team. The loss of one or more of our key personnel could have a material
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adverse effect on our business and operations. It could be difficult for us to find replacements for our key personnel, as competition for
such personnel is intense. Further, such a loss could be negatively perceived in the capital markets, which could reduce the market value of
our securities.
If we fail to continue to attract and retain qualified personnel, our business may be harmed.
Our future success depends upon our ability to continue to attract and retain highly qualified scientific, technical, sales and
managerial personnel. Competition for such personnel is intense, particularly in the field of information security, and there can be no
assurance that we can retain our key scientific, technical, sales and managerial employees or that we can attract, motivate or retain other
highly qualified personnel in the future. These challenges are made more severe by our history of operating losses, the employment
reductions from our restructurings, and the fact that the exercise price of a majority of outstanding stock options is below the current
market price of our stock. If we cannot retain or are unable to hire such key personnel, our business, financial condition and results of
operations could be significantly adversely affected.
We may not be able to protect our intellectual property rights, which could make us less competitive and cause us to lose market
share.
Our future success will depend, in part, upon our intellectual property rights and our ability to protect these rights. We rely on a
combination of patent, copyright, trademark and trade secret laws, nondisclosure agreements, shrink-wrap licenses and other contractual
provisions to establish, maintain and protect our proprietary rights. Despite our efforts to protect our proprietary rights, unauthorized third
parties may:
•

copy aspects of our products;

•

obtain and use information that we regard as proprietary; or

•

infringe upon our patents.

Policing piracy and other unauthorized use of our products is difficult, particularly in international markets and as a result of the
growing use of the Internet. In addition, third parties might successfully design around our patents or obtain patents that we would need to
license or design around. Finally, the protections we have obtained may not be sufficient because:
•

some courts have held that shrink-wrap licenses, because they are not signed by the licensee, are not enforceable;

•

our trade secrets, confidentiality agreements and patents may not provide meaningful protection of our proprietary information;
and

•

we may not seek additional patents on our technology or products, and such patents, even if obtained, may not be broad enough
to protect our technology or products.

Our inability or failure to protect our proprietary rights could have a significant adverse effect on our business, financial condition or
results of operations, while actions taken to enforce our intellectual property rights could substantially increase our quarterly expenses.
We have been subject to, and may in the future become subject to, intellectual property infringement claims that could be costly
and could result in a diversion of management’s attention.
As the number of security products in the industry and the functionality of these products further overlaps, software developers and
publishers may increasingly become subject to claims of infringement or misappropriation of the intellectual property or proprietary rights
of others. From time to time, we have received notices from third parties either soliciting our interest in obtaining a license under one or
more patents owned or licensed by these third parties or suggesting that our products may be infringing one or more patents owned or
licensed by these third parties.
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From time to time, we have received notices from various customers stating that we may be responsible for indemnifying such
customers pursuant to indemnification obligations in product license agreements with such customers for alleged infringement of patents
assigned to third parties. To date, we are not aware that any customer has filed an action against us for indemnification. In addition, third
parties may assert infringement or misappropriation claims against us in the future. Defending or enforcing our intellectual property could
be costly and could result in a diversion of management’s attention, which could have a significant adverse effect on our business,
financial condition or results of operations. A successful claim against us could also have a significant adverse effect on our results of
operations for the period in which damages are paid. Additionally, as a result of a successful claim, we could potentially be enjoined from
using technology that is required for our products to remain competitive, which could in turn have an adverse effect on our results of
operations for subsequent periods.
We may lose access to technology that we license from outside vendors, which loss could adversely affect our ability to sell our
products.
We rely on outside licensors for patent and/or software license rights in technology that is incorporated into and is necessary for the
operation of our products. Our success will depend in part on our continued ability to have access to such technologies that are or may
become important to the functionality of our products. Any inability to continue to procure or use such technology could have a significant
adverse effect on our ability to sell some of our products.
We rely on partners to integrate our products with their products and to resell our products. Changes in these relationships could
adversely affect our ability to sell our products.
We rely on partners to integrate our products with their products or to maintain adherence to industry standards so that our products
will be able to work with them to provide enhanced security attributes. For example, our ability to provide digital signatures on Adobe
forms is dependent upon Adobe continuing to allow Entrust to have access to their private Application Programming Interfaces in future
releases. In addition, we have resale relationships with companies such as Critical Path, Pointsec and Sun Microsystems/Waveset. Inability
to maintain these relationships could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations.
Future acquisitions or investments could disrupt our ongoing business, distract our management and employees, increase our
expenses and adversely affect our results of operations.
It is possible, as part of our future growth strategy, that we will from time-to-time acquire or make investments in companies,
technologies, product solutions or professional services offerings. With respect to these acquisitions, we would face the difficulties of
assimilating personnel and operations from the acquired businesses and the problems of retaining and motivating key personnel from such
businesses. In addition, these acquisitions may disrupt our ongoing operations, divert management from day-to-day business, increase our
expenses and adversely impact our results of operations. Any future acquisitions would involve certain other risks, including the
assumption of additional liabilities, potentially dilutive issuances of equity securities and incurrence of debt. In addition, these types of
transactions often result in charges to earnings for such items as amortization of goodwill or in-process research and development
expenses.
For example, in June 2004, we acquired intellectual property and certain other assets of AmikaNow! in exchange for $2,676 in cash
and $1,428 in guaranteed future payments payable over three years and other acquisition-related costs. In addition, in September 2004, we
acquired majority ownership of Entrust Japan for $1.7 million. While management expects to successfully integrate the newly acquired
technology and operations, each of the above risks apply to these acquisitions.
As a result of our June 2001 and May 2003 restructuring plans, we have made certain assumptions in estimating the accrued
restructuring charges. If these assumptions change, they could have a material effect on our reported results.
In recent periods, we announced two major restructuring plans in June 2001 and in May 2003 as a result of the slowdown in the
global electronics industry and the worldwide economy. The restructuring plans included a
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workforce reduction, the consolidation of excess facilities, the reassessment of the value of related excess long-lived assets and the
discontinuance of non-core products and programs.
As a result of the June 2001 restructuring plan, we recorded restructuring and other non-recurring charges, excluding goodwill
impairment, of $106.6 million in the second quarter of 2001. Our assessment of the accounting effects of the June 2001 restructuring plan
required assumptions in estimating the original accrued restructuring charges, including estimating future recoveries of sublet income from
excess facilities, liabilities from employee severances, and costs to exit business activities. Changes in these assumptions, with respect to
the accrued restructuring charges for the June 2001 restructuring plan of $25.5 million at December 31, 2005, could have a material effect
on our reported results.
As a result of the May 2003 restructuring plan, we recorded restructuring charges, excluding impairments, of $8.9 million. Our
assessment of the accounting effect of the May 2003 restructuring plan required assumptions in estimating the original incurred and
expected restructuring charges of $8.9 million, including estimating liabilities from employee severances, future recoveries of sublet
income from excess facilities, and other costs to exit activities. Changes in these assumptions, with respect to the accrued restructuring
charges for the May 2003 restructuring plan of $0.4 million at December 31, 2005, could have a material effect on our reported results.
We face risks associated with our international operations, which, if not managed properly, could have a significant adverse effect
on our business, financial condition or results of operations.
In the future, we may establish additional foreign operations, hire additional personnel and establish relationships with additional
partners internationally. This expansion would require significant management attention and financial resources and could have an adverse
effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations. Although our international sales currently are primarily denominated
in U.S. dollars, we may increasingly denominate sales in foreign currencies in the future. In addition, our international business may be
subject to the following risks:
•

difficulties in collecting international accounts receivable;

•

difficulties in obtaining U.S. export licenses, especially for products containing encryption technology;

•

potentially longer payment cycles for customer payments;

•

increased costs associated with maintaining international marketing efforts;

•

introduction of non-tariff barriers and higher duty rates;

•

difficulties in enforcement of contractual obligations and intellectual property rights;

•

difficulties managing personnel, partners and operations in remote locations; and

•

increased complexity in global corporate tax structure.

Any one of these risks could significantly and adversely affect our business, financial condition or results of operations.
We face risks associated with our investment in Asia, which could have a significant adverse effect on our business, financial
condition or results of operations.
In total we have invested $3.7 million in Asia Digital Media and $1.5 million in Ohana, including loans to Ohana that converted into
equity in that company. Asia Digital Media and Ohana are joint ventures in the start-up or development stage, and may lack the financial
resources, licenses, technology and governmental approvals necessary to import, develop or offer for sale in China any commercial
product or service. Joint ventures, such as these, also carry risks as a result of potentially conflicting objectives between the joint venture
owners including, but not limited to, agreement on business plans, budgets, and key staffing decisions. The success of Asia Digital Media
and Ohana depends in large part on conditions in the Chinese market and receipt of government approvals
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required to export into China and conduct business there. As such, Asia Digital Media and Ohana face several risks including
technological risk, competitive risk, risks pertaining to governmental approvals, political risks, currency risks, funding risks and risks of
end-user acceptance. For example, if the demand for the technologies and products developed or offered by Asia Digital Media and Ohana
materialize slowly, if the businesses fail to achieve important technical development milestones, fail to achieve necessary governmental
approvals and licensing requirements, or fail to raise additional money to continue its development plan, we could lose all or substantially
all of our investment in Asia Digital Media and Ohana.
Any one of these risks could significantly and adversely affect our business, financial condition or results of operations.
If the laws regarding exports of our products further limit or otherwise restrict our business, we could be prohibited from
shipping our products to restricted countries, which would result in a loss of revenues.
Some of our products are subject to export controls under the laws of the United States, Canada and other countries. The list of
products and countries for which exports are restricted, and the relevant regulatory policies, are likely to be revised from time to time. If
we cannot obtain required government approvals under these regulations, we may not be able to sell products abroad or make products
available for sale internationally via computer networks such as the Internet. Furthermore, United States governmental controls on the
export of encryption products and technology may in the future restrict our ability to export some of our products.
Our stock price is volatile and may continue to be volatile in the future.
The trading price of our Common stock has been, and is expected to continue to be, highly volatile and may be significantly and
adversely affected by factors such as:
•

actual or anticipated fluctuations in our operating results;

•

announcements of technological innovations;

•

new products introduced by, or new contracts entered into by, us or our competitors;

•

developments with respect to patents, copyrights or propriety rights;

•

conditions and trends in the security industry;

•

changes in financial estimates by securities analysts; and

•

general market conditions and other factors.

Provisions of our charter and bylaws may delay or prevent transactions that are in our shareholders’ best interests.
Our charter and bylaws contain provisions, including a staggered board of directors that may make it more difficult for a third party
to acquire us, or may discourage bids to do so. We think these measures enable us to review offers for our shares of Common stock to
determine if they are in the best interests of our stockholders. These provisions could limit the price that investors might be willing to pay
for shares of our Common stock and could make it more difficult for a third party to acquire, or could discourage a third party from
acquiring, a majority of our outstanding voting stock. Our Board of Directors also has the authority to issue up to 5,000,000 shares of
preferred stock and to determine the price, rights, preferences, privileges and restrictions, including voting rights, of those shares without
any further vote or action by the stockholders. The rights of the holders of Common stock will be subject to, and may be adversely affected
by, the rights of the holders of any preferred stock that may be issued in the future. The issuance of preferred stock could make it more
difficult for a third party to acquire, or may discourage a third party from acquiring, a majority of our outstanding voting stock.
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ITEM 2. PROPERTIES
Entrust’s U.S. headquarters, including executive offices and administrative facilities, is located in Addison, Texas at One Hanover
Park, Suite 800, 16633 N Dallas Parkway, where Entrust leases office space. Entrust’s Canadian headquarters is located in Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, where Entrust leases office space. Entrust also leases office space in Santa Clara, California, McLean, Virginia and
Tokyo, Japan. Entrust’s Europe, Middle East and Africa operations are headquartered in office space that it leases in Reading, England and
Munich, Germany. The Santa Clara property is no longer in use by the Company.
ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
On July 7, 2000, an action entitled Frankel v. Entrust Technologies Inc., et al., No. 2-00-CV-119, was filed in the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Texas. Subsequently, several similar actions were also filed. These actions were consolidated and on January 22,
2001, a consolidated complaint was filed. The consolidated complaint purported to be a class action lawsuit brought on behalf of persons
who purchased or otherwise acquired Common stock of the Company during the period from October 19, 1999 through July 3, 2000. The
consolidated complaint alleged that the defendants misrepresented and failed to disclose certain information about the Company’s business
and prospects, as required by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. It did not specify the amount of damages sought.
On September 30, 2002, Judge T. John Ward of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Texas issued an order dismissing
this purported securities class action lawsuit pending against the Company with prejudice; however, the order is subject to the possibility
of an appeal. As of the date of the filing of this report, the Company has not learned of any appeal being filed. If an appeal is granted, an
adverse judgment or settlement in this lawsuit could have a significant adverse impact on the Company’s future financial condition or
results of operations.
Entrust is subject, from time to time, to various other legal proceedings and claims, either asserted or unasserted, which arise in the
ordinary course of business. While the outcome of these claims cannot be predicted with certainty, management does not believe that the
outcome of any of these other legal matters will have a material adverse effect on Entrust’s consolidated results of operations or
consolidated financial position.
ITEM 4. SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS
No matter was submitted to a vote of Entrust shareholders during the fourth quarter of 2005.
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE REGISTRANT
The information provided below is as of March 3, 2006. The executive officers and directors of Entrust are as follows:
Name

F. William Conner
David Wagner
Kevin Simzer
Sam Morcos
Hans Ydema
Peter Bello
Butler C. Derrick, Jr.
Michael P. Ressner
Douglas Schloss
Jerry C. Jones
Andrew Pinder

Age

46
41
39
46
50
43
69
57
47
49
58

Position

President, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board
Senior Vice President, Chief Financial Officer
Senior Vice President, Chief Marketing Officer
Senior Vice President, Sales & Services
Senior Vice President and General Manager of EMEA
Senior Vice President, General Manager of U.S. Federal
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
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F. William Conner, age 46, has served as Entrust’s President and Chief Executive Officer since April 2001 and as Chairman of the
Board from October 1998 to May 2000 and from January 2002 to the present. He has been on the board of directors since July 1997. He
has been credited with leading the corporate turnaround of Entrust. He has been highlighted in such publications as The Wall Street
Journal, Washington Post and the Financial Times as a knowledge leader in the fight against cyber crime and identity theft. Mr. Conner has
been a leader in the effort to elevate information security to a corporate governance issue and fashion a public-private partnership to
protect America’s critical infrastructure. He launched and co-chaired the Business Software Alliance Information Security Governance
Task Force, which released a security management framework in April 2003. He also co-chaired the National Cyber Security Partnership’s
Corporate Governance Task Force, which released its information security governance framework in April 2004. He has been recognized
as one of the Federal Computer Week’s Federal 100—the top executives from government, industry and academia who had the greatest
impact on the government information systems community in 2003. In 2003, Mr. Conner received the Corporate CEO Award as part of the
annual Tech Titans Award program.
From November 1999 to April 2001, Mr. Conner served as President, Enterprise Networks and eBusiness Solutions of Nortel
Networks, a global Internet and communications company, where he led the turnaround of the Enterprise business. From September 1998
to October 1999, he served as the first Chief Marketing Officer of Nortel Networks, leading the effort to reposition the company with the
“Come Together” and “What Do You Want the Internet to be?” campaigns and was recognized as “Marketer of the Year” in High Tech.
From 1992 to September 1998, Mr. Conner held a number of key executive leadership positions at Nortel Networks, including President of
its first data business, Executive Vice President of Nortel Networks’ Enterprise Networks Business and a variety of other key leadership
positions in sales and marketing. Prior to that, he held various leadership positions at AT&T.
David Wagner, age 41, has been our Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer since April 2003. He joined Entrust in 1996
as Controller when he helped guide the company through a private placement and on to becoming a public entity. His broad experience at
Entrust includes significant involvement in all of the organization’s public offerings and cross-functional responsibilities both in finance
and operations. Prior to his appointment as Chief Financial Officer he served as the company’s Vice President, Controller & Treasurer
since 1999. Prior to joining Entrust, he held various finance and accounting positions at Nortel Networks from 1991 through 1995 and at
Raytheon Systems from 1982 to 1991.
Kevin Simzer, age 39, has been our Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer since June 2003. He is responsible for all
aspects of marketing globally including product management, marketing and business development. He also leads Research and
Development efforts for Entrust. With over 19 years of experience in the software development industry, Mr. Simzer has held a variety of
executive roles. His career began at Bell Northern Research, Nortel’s Research and Development arm, working in several organizations all
focused on the software for large-scale telephone switching systems. Key projects include the world’s first telephone switching system
supporting Integrated Services Digital Network and a highly scalable distributed system built using Advanced Intelligent Networking
technology.
Sam Morcos, age 46, has been our Senior Vice President, Sales & Services since January 2006. He is responsible for revenue from
Entrust products and services. Mr. Morcos joined Entrust in 1997, as Director of Worldwide Channel Programs. He was promoted to Vice
President, Asia Pacific & Latin American Sales, in 1999. In 2002, Mr. Morcos left Entrust to be a part of the new executive team for a
startup called Klockwork, Inc. In 2003, Mr. Morcos returned to Entrust as Vice President Operations, Asia Pacific. In 2005, he became
Vice President Operations, Asia Pacific and Latin America. Mr. Morcos was promoted to Senior Vice President, Sales for Entrust in May
2005, and as of January 2006, he took over sales and services teams as the Senior Vice President, Sales & Services. Prior to joining
Entrust, Mr. Morcos held a variety of positions over his nine-year career at Digital Equipment Corporation. Sam Morcos holds an MBA,
International Business & Finance, from York University, an MS., Instrumentation Physics from the University of Utah, and a BSc.,
Honours Applied Physics, from the University of Waterloo.
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Hans Ydema, age 50, Hans Ydema is the Senior Vice President and General Manager of EMEA at Entrust. He has been working in
the IT industry for over 25 years and held various senior management and sales positions in international high-technology companies
developing hardware and software. Mr. Ydema joined Entrust in 1999. Before taking on his current role, he was Managing Director of
Entrust Central Europe, based in our Munich office. Prior to joining Entrust, Mr. Ydema was Managing Director of NetManage and Vice
President of FTP Software, Inc., acquired by NetManage. He held sales and marketing positions at Sperry Univac, Olivetti, Lotus
Development and Software Publishing Corporation and was Managing Director Central Europe for Apple’s software division. Mr. Ydema
studied building construction engineering and business administration in Eindhoven, Netherlands.
Peter Bello, age 43, is the Senior Vice President, General Manager of U.S. Federal. He has responsibility for our U.S. Federal Sales
team, Government Relations, as well as CygnaCom Solutions, a wholly owned subsidiary of Entrust. Peter has 21 years in the industry,
and is noted for his strong combination of technical and business acumen. Peter joined Entrust as Director of North American Professional
Services in February of 1998 to help build the Professional Services Practice and organization. He successfully grew the North American
Professional Services from a start up to a $6 million business over a 4 year period of time. Peter was promoted to Vice President, North
American Professional Services with additional responsibilities for Latin America and Asia Pacific. He joined CygnaCom Solutions as
President in March of 2002. CygnaCom Solutions has been providing professional information security services and cryptographic
solutions to government and business clients since 1994. This business includes US Federal government accredited security test
laboratories. Prior to joining Entrust, Peter held various positions of increased responsibility at Nortel Networks from 1985 – 1998 in the
areas of Engineering, Technical Support, Marketing, and Order Management. He graduated from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute with BS
in Electrical Engineering.
Butler C. Derrick, Jr. , age 69, has been a director of the Company since May 1999. Since February 2004 Mr. Derrick has been the
managing partner of Nelson, Mullins, Riley and Scarborough LLP. From August 1998 to February 2004, Mr. Derrick was a Partner at the
law firm of Powell, Goldstein, Frazer & Murphy LLP, Washington, D.C. From January 1995 to July 1998, Mr. Derrick was a Partner at the
law firm of Williams & Jensen, Washington, D.C. Mr. Derrick served in Congress as a United States Representative from South Carolina
from January 1975 to January 1995. While in Congress, Mr. Derrick held numerous posts, including Deputy Majority Whip and Vice
Chairman of the House Rules Committee.
Jerry C. Jones , age 49, has served on the Entrust Board of Directors since December 2003. He serves as Acxiom Corporation’s
Business Development and Legal Leader. At Acxiom, he is responsible for the Legal Team, leads the strategy and execution of mergers
and alliances, and assists in other strategic initiatives. Mr. Jones came to Acxiom in March 1999 from the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock,
Arkansas, where for 19 years he specialized in problem solving and business litigation. He is a 1980 graduate of the University of
Arkansas School of Law and holds a bachelor’s degree in public administration from the University of Arkansas.
Michael P. Ressner , age 57, has been a director of the Company since May 1999. From January 2001 to December 2002,
Mr. Ressner served as Vice President, Nortel Networks. Prior to that time, he served as Vice President of Finance of Nortel Networks’
Enterprise Solutions group from February 1999 to January 2001. From May 1994 to January 1999, Mr. Ressner served as Vice President
of Finance for the Carrier Solutions business unit of Nortel Networks. Prior to these assignments, he held a number of senior finance
management posts within various business units of Nortel Networks. Mr. Ressner currently serves on the Board of Directors of Magellan
Health Services, Riverstone Networks, Exide Technologies and Arsenal Digital Solutions.
Douglas Schloss , age 47, has served on the Board of Directors of the Company since July 2001. Since January 1994, he has been
the President and Chief Executive Officer of Rexford Management, Inc., a firm that manages an investment partnership specializing in
transaction arbitrage. He is currently the Chairman of the Board of SCO Family of Services, a New York City based social services agency
which is one of the ten largest social services agencies in the United States and the largest in New York City. He is also on the Board at
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St. Paul’s School in Concord, New Hampshire. He has also served as Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of Marcus Schloss & Co.,
Inc., a registered broker-dealer and formerly a New York Stock Exchange specialist firm, since March 1993. Prior to these positions,
Mr. Schloss managed the equity trading desk and arbitrage investment portfolio of Marcus Schloss & Co.
Andrew Pinder , age 58, has served on our board of directors since July 2004. As the United Kingdom’s e-Envoy, Mr. Pinder
spearheaded the Prime Minister’s directive to bring Internet access to all British citizens and businesses by 2005. He was also responsible
for forging stronger information networks in the British government and for enabling the U.K. to be a recognized leading e-Government
and a leader in e-Business. Mr. Pinder was awarded the Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) in HM the Queen’s New
Year’s Honours list for his services to the Cabinet Office. He is also a non executive director of United Utilities PLC and its subsidiary
Vertex Data Sciences Ltd., both of the United Kingdom. Before his appointment as e-Envoy in 2001, Mr. Pinder was a partner in a venture
capital firm and carried out a number of management consultancy assignments for the British government. Previous executive leadership
roles also include positions as the head of European Operations and Technology at Citibank, Director of Operations and Technology at
Prudential Corporation, and as Director of Information Technology at the Office of Inland Revenue.
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PART II
ITEM 5.

MARKET FOR REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER
PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES

Our common stock has been quoted on the Nasdaq National Market under the symbol “ENTU” since August 18, 1998. The
following table sets forth, for the periods indicated, the high and low sales prices per share of our common stock as reported on the Nasdaq
National Market.
High

Low

2004
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$5.57
4.99
4.50
3.94

$3.86
3.89
2.34
2.48

2005
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$4.45
5.37
6.63
5.66

$3.28
3.34
4.77
3.96

2006
First Quarter through to March 1

$5.06

3.50

As of March 1, 2006, we had approximately 658 holders of record of common stock. Because many of these shares are held by
brokers and other institutions on behalf of stockholders, we are unable to estimate the total number of stockholders represented by these
holders of record.
We have never declared or paid any cash dividends on our shares of common stock. We intend to retain future earnings, if any, to
finance our growth strategy. We do not anticipate paying cash dividends on our common stock in the foreseeable future. Payment of future
dividends, if any, will be at the discretion of our board of directors after taking into account various factors, including our financial
condition, our operating results, our current and anticipated cash needs, restrictions in any future financing agreements and our plans for
expansion. See “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations—Liquidity and Capital
Resources”.
The information in the section entitled “Securities Authorized for Issuance Under Equity Compensation Plans” in the Proxy
Statement is incorporated herein by reference.
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The table below sets forth the information with respect to purchases made by or on behalf of Entrust, Inc. or any “affiliated
purchaser” (as defined in Rule 10b-18(a)(3) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934), of our common stock during the three months
ended December 31, 2005.

Period

Month #1
(October 1, 2005 to
October 31, 2005)

Total Number
of Shares
Purchased

Average
Price Paid
per Share

—

—

Total Number of Shares
Purchased as Part of
Publicly Announced
Plans or Programs (1)

—

Maximum Number of
Shares That May Yet Be
Purchased Under the
Plans or Programs (1)

9,314,500

Month #2
(November 1, 2005 to
November 30, 2005)

53,084

$

4.49

53,084

9,261,416

Month #3
(December 1, 2005 to
December 31, 2005)

159,900

$

4.75

159,900

9,101,516

Total

212,984

$

4.69

212,984

9,101,516

(1) On July 29, 2002, the Company announced that its Board of Directors had authorized the Company to repurchase up to an aggregate
of 7,000,000 shares of its Common stock. The program has subsequently been extended three times, most recently on July 22, 2005
when the Board of Directors authorized a further extension of this stock repurchase program to permit the purchase of up to
10,000,000 shares of the Company’s Common stock through December 15, 2006. This quantity of Common shares is in addition to
the 6,928,640 shares of the Company’s Common stock already purchased under the Company’s stock repurchase program through
June 30, 2005.
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
The data set forth below should be read in conjunction with “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations” and our consolidated financial statements and notes thereto included elsewhere in this Annual Report.
Year Ended December 31,
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

(in thousands, except per share data)

Statement of Operations Data:
Revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance

$ 34,216
63,912

$ 29,295
61,662

$ 30,974
56,920

$ 44,734
58,013

$ 48,027
69,938

98,128

90,957

87,894

102,747

117,965

5,153
30,495
802

4,149
29,105
384

5,341
29,825
568

5,281
32,073
1,136

4,515
43,640
3,322

36,450

33,638

35,734

38,490

51,477

Gross profit

61,678

57,319

52,160

64,257

66,488

Operating expenses:
Sales and marketing
Research and development
General and administrative
Amortization of goodwill and other purchased intangibles
Impairment of goodwill, purchased product rights and other purchased intangibles
Restructuring charges and adjustments
Write-down of leaseholds and other long-lived assets

28,534
16,439
11,534
—
—
—
—

26,322
17,266
12,569
—
—
—
—

34,985
22,566
13,143
—
1,134
13,623
—

44,128
24,151
14,840
—
—
(1,079)
—

87,439
30,892
20,509
62,142
326,953
65,511
13,519

56,507

56,157

85,451

82,040

606,965

Income (loss) from operations

5,171

1,162

(33,291)

(17,783)

(540,477)

Other income (expense):
Interest income
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Loss from equity investments
Gain on sale of asset
Realized gain (loss) on investments
Write-down of long-term strategic investments

2,357
(62)
(760)
200
—
—

1,281
433
(1,111)
—
—
—

1,680
(431)
(603)
—
—
(2,780)

3,346
(72)
(602)
—
(220)
(1,238)

8,229
101
—
—
1,103
(10,800)
(1,367)

Total revenues
Cost of revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance
Amortization of purchased product rights
Total cost of revenues

Total operating expenses

Total other income (expense)
Income (loss) before income taxes
Provision for income taxes

1,735

603

(2,134)

1,214

6,906
532

1,765
687

(35,425)
441

(16,569)
1,350

(541,844)
1,828

$ (35,866)

$ (17,919)

$(543,672)

$
$

$
$

$
$

Net income (loss)

$

6,374

$

1,078

Net income (loss) per basic share
Net income (loss) per diluted share
Shares used in basic per share computation
Shares used in diluted per share computation

$
$

0.10
0.10
60,834
62,517

$
$

0.02
0.02
62,976
64,202

(0.56)
(0.56)
63,588
63,588

(0.28)
(0.28)
64,946
64,946

(8.57)
(8.57)
63,411
63,411

December 31,
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

$118,023
73,367
13,423
189,571
117,865

$ 153,555
89,012
9,038
229,045
135,452

(in thousands)

Balance Sheet Data:
Cash, cash equivalents and short-term marketable investments
Working capital
Long-term marketable investments
Total assets
Shareholders’ equity

$ 82,453
69,495
—
130,449
69,108

$ 97,368
75,164
1,951
145,883
75,994

$ 92,289
47,188
12,379
148,752
80,672
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ITEM 7.

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS

The following discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations should be read in conjunction with
“Selected Financial Data” and our consolidated financial statements and notes thereto appearing elsewhere in this Annual Report. This
discussion and analysis contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Our actual results may
differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of certain factors, including those set forth under
“Risk Factors—Certain Factors That May Affect Our Business” and elsewhere in this Annual Report.
EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
We are a global provider of software that secures digital identities and information. Over 1,450 enterprises and government agencies
in more than 50 countries use our solutions to help secure the digital lives of their citizens, customers, employees and partners. Our proven
software and services can help customers achieve regulatory and corporate compliance, while helping to turn security challenges such as
identity theft and e-mail security into business opportunities.
We conduct business in one operating segment. We develop, market and sell software solutions that secure digital identities and
information. We also perform professional services to install, support and integrate our software solutions with other applications. All of
these activities may be fulfilled in conjunction with partners and are managed through our global organization.
As an innovator and pioneer in the Internet security field, Entrust’s market leadership and expertise in delivering award-winning
identity and data protection management software solutions is demonstrated by the diversity of its products, geographic representation, and
customer segments.
In the past three years, Entrust has moved from a full year loss in 2003, which included reaching profitability in the last quarter of the
year, to 2004 where the company achieved its first profitable year in five years to 2005 in which the company increased earnings per share
by 450%. In the same period Entrust has increased product revenue, launched new and industry leading versions of its Public Key
Infrastructure product line and innovated with new product like Entrust IdentityGuard and boundary based messaging and content control
solutions.
We derive our revenues from our core products. In 2005, product revenues increased 17% from 2004, Entrust’s main solutions areas
include:
•

Entrust Secure Identity Management Solutions accounted for 66% ($6.0 million) of product revenue for Q4, 2005, representing a
2% decrease ($144 thousand) from Q3, 2005, and a 22% decrease ($1.65 million) from Q4, 2004. Entrust IdentityGuard
represented 7% ($0.6 million) of product revenue for Q4, 2005. Entrust Certificate Services continued its 13th consecutive
increase in quarter over quarter revenue.

•

Entrust Secure Messaging Solutions accounted for 24% ($2.2 million) of product revenue, a 97% increase ($1.1 million) from
Q3, 2005, and a 9% decrease ($217 thousand) from Q4, 2004.

•

Entrust Secure Data Solutions accounted for 10% ($0.9 million) of product revenue, an increase of 112% ($469 thousand) from
Q3, 2005, and an increase 4% ($26 thousand) from Q4, 2004.

In order to better reflect the dynamics of our business, we will transition from solutions revenue to product categories for 2006. The
new product categories are: Emerging Growth Products including Entrust IdentityGuard and Boundary Messaging, PKI including all
certificate based products and Single Sign-On Products.
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New Product Category Financial Metrics:
•

Emerging Growth Products accounted for 11% ($1.0 million) of product revenue for Q4, 2005. For the full year 2005, Emerging
Growth Product revenue increased to 10% of total product revenue, an increase of 275% over 2004.

•

PKI Products accounted for 84% ($7.6 million) of product revenue for Q4, 2005. For the full year 2005, PKI product revenue
increased to 79% of total product revenue and increased 15% over 2004.

•

Single Sign-On Products accounted for 5% ($0.5 million) of product revenue for Q4, 2005. For the full year 2005, Single SignOn product revenue decreased to 11% of total product revenue and decreased 20% over 2004.

We also provide support services and professional services, including architecture, installation, and integration services related to the
products that we sell. These services represent a significant portion of our revenues, but are closely related to the demand for our products.
In addition, the margins on our products are significantly higher than margins on our services. As a result, we are primarily focused on
growing our product revenues.
Entrust sells its solutions globally, with an emphasis on North America, Europe and Asia. These primary areas have demonstrated the
most potential for early adoption of the broadest set of Entrust solutions. Entrust extends to other non-core geographies through strategic
partner relationships, which increases the leverage of our direct sales channel worldwide. In North America, Entrust is targeting a return to
revenue growth in its software business by leveraging Entrust’s historical strength in selling to key verticals such as government (Federal,
State, Provincial), financial services and healthcare organizations. Europe is a region where Entrust’s products and solutions continue to
experience strong demand and we believe that the European market will provide growth, with increased momentum from governments and
enterprises leveraging Entrust’s solutions to transform their business processes and to leverage the Internet and networking applications.
We market and sell our products and services in both the enterprise and government market space. In 2005, 55% of our product sales
were in our extended government vertical market, which includes healthcare. This is an increase of more than 159% as compared with
2004. The increase in revenue has been driven by key global projects that have started to increase product purchases. In the extended
government vertical market, we have a strong penetration in the U.S. Federal government, the governments of Canada, Singapore,
Denmark, the United Kingdom and across continental Europe. In Q2, 2005, the Spanish Government selected our digital certificate
technology to incorporate into its National ID Card. As governments continue to increase spending on e-government initiatives and
information security projects, we are well positioned to help them.
In 2005, 45% of our product sales were in our extended enterprise vertical market. The enterprise market in 2005 was driven by our
new product traction, new customers, and continued growth in transactions under $500 thousand in revenue. In the 2005, 27% of product
transactions and 24% of product revenue came from new products. In 2005, we added 80 new customers, which is an increase of 150%
from the 32 new customers in 2004. We continue to see demand from global enterprises as they continue to respond to regulatory and
governance compliance demands and extend their internal and external networks to more and more individuals inside and outside their
domain.
A key driver of our product growth has been the recent spotlight on identity theft due to breaches at companies like Choicepoint and
LexisNexis. These breaches have proven that self-regulation over the past few years has been insufficient at addressing the underlying
issues. Recent legislation has addressed these concerns. California S.B. 1386 has cast more visibility on the issue for citizens, corporations,
and the government. The law requires both corporations and the government to notify California residents if their sensitive data has been
breached unless encryption technology is deployed. Additionally, 21 other states have now passed breach notification requirements, and
another 17 states have legislation waiting to be enacted. On a national level, bills are being written to protect citizens from identity theft
and alert them if their information has been stolen.
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Entrust for years has been a leader in secure digital identities and information. In the fourth quarter of 2004, we introduced
IdentityGuard which is our easy-to-use second factor of authentication. We now have 88 pilots under way for IdentityGuard. In 2005
IdentityGuard accounted for 6% of total product revenue. IdentityGuard’s low cost relative to hardware, its simplicity for the mass market,
and its effectiveness in countering online theft and phishing, are the key drivers for the increased traction we are experiencing. Along with
the traction for second factor authentication, we are also seeing customers increasingly interested in data protection and encryption. With a
combination of Entrust IdentityGuard, GetAccess and TruePass, customers can accomplish authentication and role based access control,
digital signature, and encryption from one solution provider.
Entrust has a goal to develop new channels to market, in addition to our direct sales force. In the second quarter of 2005, our largest
deal was through our partnership with SIA, with whom we won the national ID card. Our largest IdentityGuard transaction in the third
quarter and the second quarter of 2005, were also with strategic regional distribution partners. We have been successful in developing a
number of these regional channels to market. In addition to our regional partners, a focus in 2005 was developing an indirect channel to
market in the U.S. for our strong authentication, encryption and e-mail compliance solutions. On July 26, 2005, Entrust announced a
distribution agreement with Access Distribution, a General Electric Company, to become the first two-tier distributor to offer Entrust’s
industry-leading security solutions to authorized value-added resellers in the U.S. and Canada. At the end of 2005, we signed up eight
value added resellers under our agreement with Access Distribution, but have yet to achieve any sales through these resellers.
Entrust relies significantly on large deals in each quarter. Our software revenue from our top five customers in Q4, 2005 was
approximately 15% of our total revenue in that quarter and we had one product deal over $1 million. This was within our historical range,
which is generally between 10% and 25% of revenue from the top five customers and zero to four transactions over $1 million. Although
our revenue in the second half of 2004 and 2005 allowed us to return to profitability, we continue to be impacted from time to time on our
software revenue by the timing of our customers buying process, which may include proof of concepts, senior management reviews and
budget delays that sometimes results in longer than anticipated sales cycles. We are also impacted by our customers’ recent buying
behavior, which is to buy only for immediate need as opposed to making a larger purchase in order to get a better discount. Any of these
factors may impact our revenue on a quarterly basis.
Our management uses the following metrics to measure performance:
•

Number and average size of product revenue transactions;

•

Number of deals over $1 million;

•

Top-five product revenue transactions as a percentage of total revenues;

•

Product revenue split between extended enterprise and extended government verticals;

•

Product revenue split between three key product areas: Emerging Growth Markets, Public Key Infrastructure and Single Sign-on;

•

Geographic revenue split;

•

Product and services revenues as a percentage of total revenues;

•

Gross profit as a percentage of services and maintenance revenues; and

•

Deferred revenue, cash and marketable investment balances.
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BUSINESS OVERVIEW
During 2005, we continued our strategy of focusing on core vertical and geographic markets. Revenues of $98.1 million represented
an 8% increase over 2004, and consisted of 35% product sales and 65% services and maintenance. Services and maintenance revenues
increased 4% over 2004, due to improved demand for both consulting services and support and maintenance services, while product
revenues increased 17% from 2004, primarily driven by an improved product transaction closure rate compared to 2004, despite a lower
average purchase value compared to 2004. Net income in 2005 was $6.4 million, or $0.10 per share, compared to a net income of $1.1
million, or $0.02 per share in 2004, with total expenses increasing 4% to $93.0 million in 2005. Net cash used in operating activities was
$1.5 million in 2005, compared to cash generated of $9.6 million in 2004. Entrust Secure Identity Management Solutions accounted for
75% of product revenue, which is an increase of 39% from 2004. Entrust Certificate Services revenues, a component of our Secure
Identity Management solutions suite increased 29% over 2004. Entrust Secure Messaging Solutions accounted for 16% of product
revenue, which is an increase of 8% from 2004. Entrust Secure Data Solutions accounted for 9% of product revenue, which is a decrease
of 47% from 2004. Our PKI products revenue increased 15% over 2004. Extended Government accounted for 55%, an increase of 159%
over 2004, and Extended Enterprise accounted for 45% of the product revenue in 2005. The financial services sector of the Extended
Enterprise vertical increased to 15% of product revenue in 2005, down 43% from 2004.
Other highlights from 2005 included:
•

The average purchase size in 2005 was $99,000, which was a decrease from $103,000 in 2004. Total transactions in 2005 reached
292, which is up 26% from 232 transactions in 2004. We added 80 new customers in 2005, which represented a 150% increase
from 2004.

•

Our 2005 support and maintenance revenues were the highest in our history. In 2005, we achieved the sixth consecutive year of
increasing support revenues. Entrust’s support and maintenance delivered its highest fourth quarter revenue in the company’s
history.

•

Entrust Certificate Services achieved its 13th consecutive quarter of revenue growth in the fourth quarter of 2005.

•

We achieved a second consecutive year of annual profitability, with a net income of $6.4 million in 2005, the highest annual net
income in our history, representing a 491% increase over 2004.

•

Our new products IdentityGuard and Boundary Messaging represented 11% of total product revenue or $3.5 million for 2005,
compared to $883 thousand in 2004.

•

Entrust IdentityGuard finished its first year of commercial availability with 29 customers and 88 pilots, reaching sales of $2.0
million. Sales for the year represented 2.4 million IdentityGuard licenses shipped to customers such as SHUFA, the Government
of Sweden, Commercebank, and a number of leading Government and Financial Institutions worldwide.

•

We signed eight value added resellers under our U.S. distribution network.

•

As part of our share purchase program, we purchased 3.94 million shares in 2005 for $17.9 million at an average share price of
$4.54. As a result, we ended 2005 with $82.5 million in cash and marketable securities and no debt.

•

We unveiled IdentityGuard 8.0, a market first in the delivery of a flexible, strong, risk-based mutual authentication platform. The
new capabilities allow organizations to reduce the risk of online identity attacks while fitting seamlessly into the user experience
at a fraction of the cost of conventional hardware tokens. We also announced that our Entrust IdentityGuard solution now offers
strong authentication for remote access applications. The result is a solution that works, off the shelf, with leading remote access
products by leveraging the Radius protocol, a standard supported by leading remote access products.

•

We announced that IdentityGuard was selected by nine of Sweden’s largest public agencies to provide strong authentication to
over 500,000 users. Implemented by Entrust’s partner in the Nordic market,
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Pointsec Mobile Technologies AB (Pointsec), Entrust IdentityGuard is expected to play an important role in the new government
electronic ID platform that will be used to offer a range of new online services and secure communications to both citizens and
businesses. We also announced that Commercebank, one of the largest privately held banks in South Florida, will deploy Entrust
IdentityGuard to over 40,000 customers across Florida. The Ministry of Economic Development of New Zealand has decided to
deploy Entrust IdentityGuard to all users across the department to secure remote access to sensitive applications via Citrix
Metaframe. This deployment is intended to replace a token solution that, due to high cost, is only used to provide authentication
capability for a small sub-set of employees. Finally, we announced that SCHUFA, a German credit rating agency, will provide
access to personal credit information via their new user portal, which will use Entrust IdentityGuard to provide strong
authentication.
CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES
In 2005, our most complex accounting judgments were made in the areas of software revenue recognition, allowance for doubtful
accounts, restructuring charges and related adjustments, accounting for long-term strategic and equity investments, the provision for
income taxes and stock-based compensation. The restructuring and related charges are not anticipated to be recurring in nature. However,
the financial reporting of restructuring and related charges will continue to require judgments until such time as the corresponding accruals
are fully paid out and/or no longer required. Software revenue recognition, allowance for doubtful accounts, accounting for long-term
strategic and equity investments, provision for income taxes, and stock-based compensation are expected to continue to be ongoing
elements of our critical accounting processes and judgments.
Software Revenue Recognition
With respect to software revenue recognition, we recognize revenues in accordance with the provisions of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants’ Statement of Position No. 97-2, “Software Revenue Recognition”, Statement of Position No. 98-9,
“Modification of SOP 97-2, Software Revenue Recognition, With Respect to Certain Transactions” and related accounting guidance and
pronouncements. Due to the complexity of some software license agreements, we routinely apply judgments to the application of software
revenue recognition accounting principles to specific agreements and transactions. We analyze various factors, including a review of the
specifics of each transaction, historical experience, credit worthiness of customers and current market and economic conditions. Changes
in judgments based upon these factors could impact the timing and amount of revenues and cost recognized. Different judgments and/or
different contract structures could lead to different accounting conclusions, which could have a material effect on our reported earnings.
Revenues from perpetual software license agreements are recognized when we have received an executed license agreement or an
unconditional order under an existing license agreement, the software has been shipped (if there are no significant remaining vendor
obligations), collection of the receivable is reasonably assured, the fees are fixed and determinable and payment is due within twelve
months. Revenues from license agreements requiring the delivery of significant unspecified software products in the future are accounted
for as subscriptions and, accordingly, are recognized ratably over the term of the agreement from the first instance of product delivery.
This policy is applicable to all sales transactions, including sales to resellers and end user customers. License revenues are generated both
through direct sales to end users as well as through various partners, including system integrators, value-added resellers and distributors.
License revenue is recognized when the sale has occurred for an identified end user, provided all other revenue recognition criteria are
met. We are notified of a sale by a reseller to the end user customer in the same period that the actual sale took place. We do not offer a
right of return on sales of our software products.
For all sales, we use a binding contract, purchase order or another form of documented agreement as evidence of an arrangement
with the customer. Sales to our distributors are evidenced by a master agreement
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governing the relationship, together with binding purchase orders on a transaction-by-transaction basis. We consider delivery to occur
when we ship the product, so long as title and risk of loss have passed to the customer. If an arrangement includes undelivered products or
services that are essential to the functionality of the delivered product, delivery is not considered to have occurred until these products or
services are delivered.
At the time of a transaction, we assess whether the sale amount is fixed or determinable based upon the terms of the documented
agreement. If we determine the fee is not fixed or determinable at the onset, we recognize revenue when the fee becomes fixed and
determinable. We assess if collection is reasonably assured based on a number of factors, including past transaction history with the
customer and the creditworthiness of the customer. If we determine that collection is not reasonably assured, we do not record revenue
until such time as collection becomes probable, which is generally upon the receipt of cash.
We do not generally include acceptance provisions in arrangements with customers. However, if an arrangement includes an
acceptance provision, we recognize revenue upon the customer’s acceptance of the product, which occurs upon the earlier of receipt of a
written customer acceptance or expiration of the acceptance period.
We are sometimes subject to fiscal funding clauses in our software licensing transactions with the United States government and its
agencies. Such clauses generally provide that the license is cancelable if the legislature or funding authority does not appropriate the funds
necessary for the governmental unit to fulfill its obligations under the licensing arrangement. In these circumstances, software licensing
arrangements with governmental organizations containing a fiscal funding clause are evaluated to determine whether the uncertainty of a
possible license arrangement cancellation is remote. If the likelihood of cancellation is assessed as remote, then the software licensing
arrangement is considered non-cancelable and the related software licensing revenue is recognized when all other revenue recognition
criteria have been met.
For arrangements involving multiple elements, we allocate revenue to each component based on the vendor-specific objective
evidence of the fair value of the various elements. These elements may include one or more of the following: software licenses,
maintenance and support, consulting services and training. We first allocate the arrangement fee, in a multiple-element transaction, to the
undelivered elements based on the total fair value of those undelivered elements, as indicated by vendor-specific objective evidence. This
portion of the arrangement fee is deferred. Then the difference (residual) between the total arrangement fee and the amount deferred for
the undelivered elements is recognized as revenue related to the delivered elements. We attribute the discount offered in a multipleelement arrangement entirely to the delivered elements of the transaction, which are typically software licenses. Fair values for the future
maintenance and support services are based upon substantially similar sales of renewals of maintenance and support contracts to other
customers. Fair value of future services, training or consulting services is based upon substantially similar sales of these services to other
customers. In some instances, a group of contracts or agreements with the same customer may be so closely related that they are, in effect,
part of a single multiple-element arrangement, and therefore, we would undertake to allocate the corresponding revenues amongst the
various components, as described above.
We generally do not engage in non-monetary transactions. However, for arrangements involving non-monetary exchanges the
Company accounts for them in accordance with SFAS No. 153, “Exchanges of Nonmonetary Assets”. In 2004, we were involved in a nonmonetary transaction with a customer; however, we established that a clear business purpose for the transaction existed and we were
reasonably able to assign fair value to the consideration. Therefore, we concluded that it was appropriate to recognize revenue for the
value of the product and services provided and record the associated expense for the products and services received. This non-monetary
transaction of $196 thousand accounted for less than 1% of total revenue for 2004.
We also eliminate intercompany profits on revenue transactions with unconsolidated subsidiaries that are accounted for under the
equity method to the extent of our ownership interest in that related party, if the product and/or services have not been sold through to an
unrelated third party end-user customer.
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Our consulting services generally are not essential to the functionality of the software. Our software products are fully functional
upon delivery and do not require any significant modification or alteration. Customers purchase these consulting services to facilitate the
adoption of our technology and dedicate personnel to participate in the services being performed, but they may also decide to use their
own resources or appoint other consulting service organizations to provide these services. When the customization is essential to the
functionality of the licensed software, then both the software license and consulting services revenues are recognized under the percentage
of completion method, which requires revenue to be recognized based upon the percentage of work effort completed on the project.
Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
We maintain doubtful accounts allowances for estimated losses resulting from the inability of our customers to make required
payments. We assess collection based on a number of factors, including previous transactions with the customer and the creditworthiness
of the customer. We do not request collateral from our customers. We also assess whether collection is reasonably assured. If any portion
of a fee is due after 365 days from the invoice date, we account for the fee as not being fixed and determinable.
We base our ongoing estimate of allowance for doubtful accounts primarily on the aging of the balances in the accounts receivable,
our historical collection patterns and changes in the creditworthiness of our customers. Based upon the analysis and estimates of the
uncollectibility of our accounts receivable, we record an increase in the allowance for doubtful accounts when the prospect of not
collecting a specific account receivable becomes probable. The allowance for doubtful accounts is established based on the best
information available to us and is re-evaluated and adjusted as additional information is received. We exhaust all avenues and methods of
collection, including the use of third party collection agencies, before writing-off a customer balance as uncollectible. While credit losses
have historically been within our expectations and the provisions established, we cannot guarantee that we will continue to experience the
same credit loss rates that we have in the past. Each circumstance in which we conclude that a provision for non-payment by a customer
may be required must be carefully considered in order to determine the true factors leading to that potential non-payment to ensure that it
is proper for it to be categorized as an allowance for bad debts. We have focused on improving our accounts receivable aging and, as a
result, have been able to reduce our corresponding allowance for doubtful accounts in 2005 in the process. However, a significant change
in the financial condition of a major customer could have a material impact on our estimates regarding the sufficiency of our allowance.
Our accounts receivable include material balances from a limited number of customers, with five customers accounting for 36% of gross
accounts receivable at December 31, 2005, compared to 31% of gross accounts receivable at December 31, 2004. One customer accounted
for 10% or more of net accounts receivable at December 31, 2005, at 17%. For more information on our customer concentration, see our
related discussion in “Risk Factors—Certain Factors That May Affect Our Business”. Therefore, changes in the assumptions underlying
this assessment or changes in the financial condition of our customers, resulting in an impairment of their ability to make payments, and
the timing of information related to the change in financial condition could result in a different assessment of the existing credit risk of our
accounts receivable and thus, a different required allowance, which could have a material impact on our reported earnings.
During 2004, we reached a settlement agreement on a significant and long outstanding receivable related to a license agreement
executed in June 2000. This receivable had been completely provided for in fiscal 2001, because it was our determination then that the
likelihood of default was probable, despite the fact that we had undertaken all avenues of collection available to us, including litigation. As
part of the process of pursuing collection through the court system, we entered into settlement discussions with the customer. As a result of
these discussions, a settlement was reached under which full payment of the original invoiced amount of $2.0 million was assured upon
execution of a new agreement. In total, we reduced our allowance for doubtful accounts by approximately $2.0 million due to the
settlement. As part of this settlement agreement, we also agreed to provide this customer with additional software products and
professional services, the related costs of which were provided for from the allowance that had previously been set up against the
receivable. The remaining allowance in the amount of $1.3 million was reversed against sales and marketing expenses as a recovery of this
bad debt.
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In a separate matter, during 2004, the Company collected $550 thousand that had been outstanding over 365 days and had previously
been fully reserved. The balance of $550 thousand was reversed against sales and marketing expense as a recovery of bad debt during the
year. In 2005, the Company collected $572 thousand that had been outstanding over 365 days and had previously been fully reserved. The
balance of $572 thousand was reversed against sales and marketing expense as a recovery of bad debt during the year.
Restructuring Charges and Adjustments
June 2001 Restructuring Plan
On June 4, 2001, we announced that our Board of Directors had approved a restructuring plan to refocus on the most significant
market opportunities and to reduce operating costs due to the macroeconomic factors that were negatively affecting technology investment
in the market. The restructuring plan included a workforce reduction, consolidation of excess facilities, and discontinuance of non-core
products and programs.
As a result of the restructuring plan and the impact of macroeconomic conditions on us and our global base of customers, we
recorded restructuring charges of $65.5 million in the second quarter of 2001, with a subsequent reduction of $1.1 million in the first half
of 2002. In the second quarter of 2003, we made a further adjustment to increase the restructuring charges that we had previously recorded
related to the June 2001 restructuring plan by $6.7 million to reflect a change in our projected sublet lease recoveries for our Santa Clara,
California facility. We concluded that this was required as a result of our realization that the market for leased facilities in that region will
not recover in the timeframe that we had estimated, as evidenced by significantly lower projected sublease rates for our facility as supplied
to us by our external real estate advisors. We also recorded a $2.1 million reduction to our June 2001 restructuring accrual in the third
quarter of 2003, as a result of the July 2003 settlement of an existing contractual obligation under a marketing and distribution agreement,
at a value significantly less than the full accrued obligation.
Our assessment required assumptions in estimating the original accrued restructuring charges of $65.5 million at June 30, 2001,
including estimating future recoveries of sublet income from excess facilities, liabilities from employee severances, and costs to exit
business activities. Changes in these assessments with respect to the accrued restructuring charges for the June 2001 restructuring program,
particularly the estimation of sublease income for restructured facilities, of $25.5 million at December 31, 2005, could have a material
effect on our reported results, as actual results could vary from these assumptions and estimates. As at December 31, 2005, we estimated a
total of $18.5 million of sublease recoveries in our restructuring accrual. Of this amount, $18.4 million is related to the Santa Clara facility.
In addition, $3.9 million of the $18.5 million is recoverable under existing sublease agreements, and the remaining $14.6 million of rent
recoveries is based on estimates which may be subject to adjustment based upon changes in the real estate sublet markets. The existing
Santa Clara sublease expires during November 2006.
The restructuring plan announced on June 4, 2001 was completed by June 2002. No further charges are anticipated. However, actual
results could vary from the currently recorded estimates.
May 2003 Restructuring Plan
On May 27, 2003, we announced a restructuring plan aimed at lowering costs and better aligning our resources to customer needs.
The plan allows us to have tighter integration between the groups in our organization that interact with customers, which better positions
us to take advantage of the market opportunities for our new products. The restructuring plan included the elimination of employee
positions to lower operating costs, closing of under-utilized office space, and re-assessing the value of related excess long-lived assets.
Our assessment required assumptions in estimating the restructuring charges of $8.9 million, including estimating liabilities related
to employee severance, future recoveries of sublet income from excess facilities, and other costs to exit activities. Changes in these
assessments with respect to the accrued restructuring charges for
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the May 2003 restructuring plan of $0.4 million at December 31, 2005 could have a material effect on our reported results. In addition,
actual results could vary from these assumptions and estimates, in particular with regard to the sublet of excess facilities, resulting in an
adjustment that could have a material effect on our future financial results. Our accrual related to the May 2003 restructuring at
December 31, 2005 includes a total of $0.3 million of estimated sublease recoveries, which may be subject to adjustment based upon
changes in the real estate sublet markets.
The restructuring plan announced on May 27, 2003 was completed by December 31, 2003. No further changes are anticipated.
However, actual results could vary from the currently recorded estimates.
Accounting for Long-term Strategic Investments
We assess the recoverability of the carrying value of strategic investments on an on-going basis, but at least annually. Factors that we
consider important in determining whether an assessment is warranted and could trigger impairment include, but are not limited to, the
likelihood that the company in which we invested would have insufficient cash flows to operate for the next twelve months, significant
changes in the company’s operating performance or business model and changes in overall market conditions. These investments are in
private companies, made in 2000 and 2001, of which we typically own less than 10% of the outstanding stock. We account for these
investments under the cost method. Because there is not a liquid market for these securities, we often must make estimates of the value of
our investments. Since 2001, we have recorded a total of $14.8 million of impairment charges with respect to these long-term strategic
investments due to other than temporary declines in the value of these strategic investments. These impairments were related to our
investments in several different companies. As a result, we have no balance recorded related to the investments made in 2000 and 2001, as
of December 31, 2005.
As a result of the Rescission Agreement discussed in the next section, as of December 31, 2005, we hold an investment in Ohana, in
the amount of $750 thousand, representing approximately 14.3% of the issued common shares of Ohana. This investment is now
accounted for under the cost method. We have recorded cumulative losses from our investment in Ohana of $750 thousand since the fourth
quarter of 2004. As of March 2, 2006, we do not believe that there has been any further impairment of our investment in Ohana.
Accounting for Equity Investments
We have $2.9 million of investments as of December 31, 2005 that we account for under the equity basis of accounting, which
represent our equity ownership in Asia Digital Media. Asia Digital Media is a joint venture, involving us and several other investors,
formed for the purpose of delivering secure technology solutions enabling HDTV satellite broadcasting, high-speed internet and on-line
transaction services to the Chinese market.
Our investment in Asia Digital Media began as a loan to Ohana of $650 thousand in 2003, which was convertible into equity of
Ohana. In the second quarter of 2004 this was increased to $950 thousand. In July 2004, this loan was further increased to $1.225 million.
This amount was further increased to $1.5 million in the fourth quarter of 2004. We determined that the loan was unlikely to be repaid but
rather expected it to be converted into equity in ADML Holdings, Ltd. (“ADML Holdco”), once Ohana became a wholly owned subsidiary
of ADML Holdco in connection with the Ohana Restructuring. On an as-converted basis at September 30, 2004, we would have owned
approximately 12% of ADML Holdco (exclusive of the anticipated final disbursement in the fourth quarter of 2004). Beginning the third
quarter of 2004, we had accounted for our investment in Ohana under the equity method, in accordance with the provisions of APB
No. 18, “The Equity Method of Accounting for Investments in Common Stock” and ARB No. 51, “Consolidated Financial Statements”.
Accordingly, we included our share of post-acquisition losses of Ohana, prior to the Ohana Restructuring, in the amount of $193 thousand
in our consolidated net income for the 2004 fiscal year. The Ohana Restructuring closed on November 16, 2004 and we received
approximately 14.3% of the issued common shares of ADML Holdco, together with a warrant that may become exercisable for additional
shares of ADML Holdco upon the happening of certain events.
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On September 16, 2004, the Company and certain other investors agreed to subscribe for shares in a newly formed joint venture
called Asia Digital Media pursuant to a subscription agreement (as amended, the “Subscription Agreement”). The investment closed on
December 17, 2004. We directly subscribed for approximately 16.7% of the share capital of Asia Digital Media in exchange for a cash
contribution of $2.0 million and in-kind contributions of software products and professional services totaling $1.3 million. Of this amount,
$1.1 million was recorded on account of the in-kind contributions as revenue in the fourth quarter of 2004, net of intercompany profit
eliminations. Also, ADML Holdco, in which we held an approximate 14.3% ownership interest for our $1.5 million investment, directly
subscribed for 60.6% of the share capital of Asia Digital Media in exchange for a contribution of the entire issued share capital of Ohana.
The remaining capital stock of Asia Digital Media is owned by two investors and China Aerospace New World Technology Limited, a
company incorporated in Hong Kong. During the first quarter of 2005, we received additional shares of common stock of Asia Digital
Media in reimbursement for legal costs incurred by us on behalf of Asia Digital Media during its formation and for administrative services
that we provided. These additional shares were valued at $458 thousand and resulted in an increase of our total direct and indirect equity
holdings in Asia Digital Media to 27.4% as of September 30, 2005. On December 27, 2005, we entered into the Rescission Agreement
with Asia Digital Media and ADML Holdco to rescind the Subscription Agreement in part, resulting in the return of the shares of Asia
Digital Media issued to ADML Holdco for cancellation and the corresponding return of the entire issued capital of Ohana to ADML
Holdco. Upon conclusion of the Rescission Agreement, the Company will own approximately 44% of the issued share capital of Asia
Digital Media and approximately 14.3% of the issued share capital of Ohana.
Beginning with the fourth quarter of 2004, we have accounted for our investment in Asia Digital Media under the equity method.
Accordingly, we have included our share of post-acquisition losses of Asia Digital Media, in the amount of $666 thousand in our
consolidated net income since the fourth quarter of 2004. See note 5 to our consolidated financial statements for additional information.
Based on our assessment and our understanding of the facts, we have concluded that Asia Digital Media does not meet the definition
of a variable interest entity, as described in Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 46, “Consolidation of Variable
Interest Entities” (“FIN No. 46”). As the company began initial operations in December 2004, engaging primarily in research and
development, and having no revenue, we determined that Asia Digital Media is a development stage enterprise. Furthermore, the
capitalization of Asia Digital Media anticipates raising additional equity to fund the scaled production pilot and commercial roll-out.
However, the cash invested in Asia Digital Media by investors of $4.5 million, is expected to be sufficient equity to fund the initial
development stage, which is defined as implementation of a pilot system with all specified functions in a limited commercial environment.
In addition, we determined that each shareholder of Asia Digital Media shares in the risk of loss and that the shareholders, as a group,
share the returns. Finally, we concluded that Asia Digital Media does not operate substantively on behalf of one entity that receives a
disproportionately fewer voting rights to avoid consolidation.
As of December 31, 2005, Asia Digital Media has built, integrated, tested and demonstrated the end-to-end solution within a lab
environment. In October 2005, Asia Digital Media put its first real subscribers into a live network as part of the alpha trial. Asia Digital
Media is currently working directly with cable operators and end users to refine its products for the market. Asia Digital Media remains an
important joint venture with an opportunity to address both the AIP opportunity for secure distribution of digital content in China and to
address the growing market for security software products in China. As of March 2, 2006, we do not believe that there has been any
impairment of our investment in Asia Digital Media.
Provision for Income Taxes
The preparation of our consolidated financial statements requires us to estimate our income taxes in each of the jurisdictions in which
we operate, including those outside the United States. In addition, we have based the calculation of our income taxes in each jurisdiction
upon inter-company agreements, which could be challenged
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by tax authorities in these jurisdictions. The income tax accounting process involves our estimating our actual current exposure in each
jurisdiction together with assessing temporary differences resulting from differing treatment of items, such as deferred revenue and
accrued restructuring charges, for tax and accounting purposes. These differences result in the recognition of deferred tax assets and
liabilities. We then record a valuation allowance to reduce our deferred tax assets to the amount that is more likely than not to be realized.
Significant management judgment is required in determining our provision for income taxes, our deferred tax assets and liabilities
and any valuation allowance recorded against deferred tax assets. We recorded a valuation allowance of $136.9 million as of December 31,
2005, which offsets deferred income tax assets relating to United States and foreign net operating loss (NOL) and tax credit carry-forwards
in the amount of $111.8 million and $25.1 million of deferred tax assets resulting from temporary differences. This valuation allowance
represents the full value of our deferred tax assets, due to uncertainties related to our ability to utilize our deferred tax assets as a result of
our recent history of financial losses. Therefore, our balance sheet includes no net deferred tax benefits related to these deferred tax assets.
Valuation allowances are provided against net deferred tax assets if, based upon the available evidence, it is more likely than not that some
or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. The ultimate realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon the generation of
future taxable income and the timing of the temporary differences becoming deductible. We consider, among other available information,
historical earnings, scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income, prudent and feasible tax planning
strategies and other matters in making this assessment. In the event that actual results differ from these estimates or we adjust these
estimates in future periods, we may need to adjust our valuation allowance, which could materially impact our financial position and
results of operations.
Stock-Based Compensation
Our stock option program is a broad-based, long-term retention program that is intended to contribute to our success by attracting,
retaining and motivating talented employees and to align employee interests with the interests of our existing stockholders. Stock options
may be granted to employees when they first join us, when there is a significant change in an employee’s responsibilities and,
occasionally, to achieve equity within a peer group. Stock options may also be granted in specific circumstances for retention or reward
purposes. The Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors may, however, grant additional options to executive officers and key
employees for other reasons. Under the stock option plans, the participants may be granted options to purchase shares of Common stock
and substantially all of our employees and directors participate in at least one of our plans. Options issued under these plans generally are
granted at fair market value at the date of grant, become exercisable at varying rates, generally over three or four years. Options issued
before April 29, 2005, generally expire ten years from the date of grant; options issued on or after April 29, 2005, generally expire seven
years from the date of grant.
We recognize that stock options dilute existing shareholders and have attempted to control the number of options granted while
remaining competitive with our compensation packages. At December 31, 2005, approximately 59% of our outstanding stock options
carried exercise prices in excess of the closing market price of our Common stock on that day. The Compensation Committee of the Board
of Directors oversees the granting of all stock-based incentive awards.
We account for our stock option plans under the recognition and intrinsic value measurement principles of APB Opinion No. 25,
“Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees”, and related accounting guidance. Accordingly, no stock-based compensation expense is
reflected in net income (loss) for grants to employees under these plans, when the exercise price for options granted under these plans is
equal to the market value of the underlying Common stock on the date of grant. All of the options granted to employees in the periods
after 1998 had exercise prices equal to the fair value of the underlying stock on the date of grant and, therefore, no stock-based
compensation costs are reflected in earnings for these options in these periods.
If we had applied the fair value recognition provisions of SFAS No. 123, “Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation”, to stockbased compensation, the effect would have been to create a net loss for 2005 of $2.1
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million, compared to a net loss of $10.0 million and $48.7 million for 2004 and 2003, respectively, and consequently, we would have
reported a net loss per share of $0.03 for 2005, compared to a net loss per share of $0.16 and $0.77 for 2004 and 2003, respectively.
However, we believe, that due to the volatility of our stock and the inherent limitations of option valuation models, the expenses that
would be recorded under SFAS No. 123 are not as meaningful as a careful consideration of the outstanding option data, which is disclosed
in note 2 (n) to our consolidated financial statements, included in this report. As an illustration, because of significant movement in the
market value of our stock price since September 30, 2005, the percentage of total options outstanding that were considered to be “In the
Money” (options with exercise prices at or below the closing market price per share) went from 49% at September 30, 2005 down to 36%
at November 1, 2005.
In December 2004, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued a revision of FASB Statement No. 123, “Accounting for StockBased Compensation” (“SFAS No. 123(R)”). SFAS No. 123(R) supersedes APB Opinion No. 25 and requires an entity to measure the cost
of employee services received in exchange for an award of equity instruments based on the grant-date fair value of the award, and
recognize that cost over the service period. SFAS No. 123(R) is effective for the first annual period beginning after June 15, 2005 and,
therefore, we will begin recognizing compensation expense related to employee stock options as of January 1, 2006.
In January 2005, our Board of Directors approved accelerating the vesting of all of the outstanding unvested stock options granted to
our directors, officers and employees under applicable stock incentive plans, with an exercise price greater than $4.79. As a result of the
acceleration, options to acquire approximately 2.8 million shares of our Common stock, which otherwise would have vested from time to
time over the next four years, became immediately exercisable. All other terms and conditions applicable to outstanding stock option
grants remain in effect.
The decision to accelerate the vesting of affected stock options was primarily based upon the issuance of SFAS No. 123(R). In
addition, because these options have exercise prices in excess of current market values and are not fully achieving their original objectives
of incentive compensation and employee retention, the acceleration may have a positive effect on employee morale and retention. By
accelerating the vesting of the affected stock options, we were not required to record any amount of compensation expense for such
accelerated stock options. We believe that acceleration of these 2.8 million stock options eliminated the need for recognizing future
compensation expense of approximately $2.7 million associated with the affected options. However, there can be no assurance that the
acceleration of the options may not result in some future compensation expense.
In addition, we decided to use restricted stock units and stock appreciation rights in future incentive compensation plans for
employees and members of the Board of Directors, in place of or in combination with stock options to purchase shares of our stock. In the
second quarter of 2005, we granted 406,690 restricted stock units (“RSU’s”) to employees, which allow the employees to receive Common
stock of the Company once the units vest. Since the second quarter of 2005, an additional 122,995 RSU’s have been issued and 68,759
were cancelled. The RSU’s generally vest over four years. The Company recorded unearned deferred compensation of $2.0 million related
to these grants in 2005. Also, we granted a total of 132,668 stock appreciation rights to the members of our Board of Directors, valued at
$3.97 per right on May 6, 2005, which was the date of grant. Of this amount, 28,334 were subsequently cancelled due to a departure from
the Board of Directors. These SAR’s are accounted for as variable equity compensation awards, and as such, the value of these instruments
is revalued each period.
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following table sets forth certain statement of operations data expressed as a percentage of total revenues for the periods
indicated:
Year Ended December 31,
2005

Revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance

34.9%
65.1

Total revenues

2004

32.2%
67.8

2003

35.2%
64.8

100.0

100.0

100.0

Cost of revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance
Amortization of purchased product rights

5.2
31.1
0.8

4.6
32.0
0.4

6.1
33.9
0.7

Total cost of revenues

37.1

37.0

40.7

Gross profit

62.9

63.0

59.3

Operating expenses:
Sales and marketing
Research and development
General and administrative
Impairment of purchased product rights
Restructuring charges and adjustments

29.1
16.7
11.8
—
—

28.9
19.0
13.8
—
—

39.8
25.7
14.9
1.3
15.5

57.6

61.7

97.2

5.3

1.3

(37.9)

Other income (expense):
Interest income
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Loss from equity investments
Gain on sale of asset
Write-down of long-term strategic investments

2.4
(0.1)
(0.8)
0.2
—

1.4
0.5
(1.2)
—
—

1.9
(0.5)
(0.7)
—
(3.1)

Total other income (expense)

1.7

0.7

(2.4)

7.0
(0.5)

2.0
(0.8)

(40.3)
(0.5)

Total operating expenses
Income (loss) from operations

Income (loss) before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net income (loss)

6.5%

1.2%

(40.8)%

YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2005, 2004 AND 2003
Revenues
We generate revenues from licensing the rights to our software products to end-users and, to a lesser extent, from sublicense fees
from resellers. We also generate revenues from consulting, training and post-contract support, or maintenance, performed for customers
who license our products.
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Revenues from perpetual software license agreements are recognized as revenue when we have received a copy of an executed
license agreement or an unconditional order under an existing license agreement, the software has been shipped (if there are no significant
remaining vendor obligations), collection of the receivable is probable, the fees are fixed and determinable and payment is due within
twelve months. Revenues from license agreements requiring the delivery of significant unspecified software products in the future are
accounted for as
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subscriptions and, accordingly, are recognized ratably over the term of the agreement from the first instance of product delivery. This
policy is applicable to all sales transactions, including sales to resellers and end user customers. We are notified of a sale by a reseller to
the end user customer in the same period that the actual sale took place. We do not offer a right of return on sales of our software products.
For arrangements involving multiple elements, we allocate revenue to each component of the arrangement based on the vendorspecific objective evidence of the fair value of the various elements. These elements may include one or more of the following: software
licenses, maintenance and support, consulting services and training. We first allocate the arrangement fee, in a multiple-element
transaction, to the undelivered elements based on the total fair value of those undelivered elements, as indicated by vendor-specific
objective evidence. This portion of the arrangement fee is deferred. Then the difference (residual) between the total arrangement fee and
the amount deferred for the undelivered elements is recognized as revenue related to the delivered elements. We attribute the discount
offered in a multiple-element arrangement entirely to the delivered elements of the transaction, which are typically software licenses. Fair
values for the future maintenance and support services are based upon substantially similar sales of renewals of maintenance and support
contracts to other customers. Fair value of future services, training or consulting services is based upon substantially similar sales of these
services to other customers. In some instances, a group of contracts or agreements with the same customer may be so closely related that
they are, in effect, part of a single multiple-element arrangement, and therefore, we would undertake to allocate the corresponding
revenues amongst the various components, as described above.
Revenues from maintenance services are recognized ratably over the term of the maintenance period, which is typically one year. If
maintenance services are included free of charge or discounted in a license agreement, such amounts are unbundled from the license fee at
their fair market value based upon the value established by independent sales of such maintenance services to other customers. Revenues
from the sale of Web server certificates are also recognized ratably over the term of the certificate, which is typically one to two years.
Consulting and training revenues are generally recognized as the services are performed. Consulting services are typically performed
under separate service agreements and are usually performed on a time and materials basis. Such services primarily consist of
implementation services related to the installation and deployment of our products and do not include significant customization or
development of the underlying software code.
We use the percentage-of-completion method to account for fixed price custom development contracts. Under this method, we
recognize revenue and profit as the work on the contract progresses. Revenues are recognized by applying the percentage of the total cost
incurred to date divided by the total estimated contract cost to the total contract value, and any projected loss is recognized immediately.
The project cost estimates are reviewed on a regular basis.
We eliminate intercompany profits on revenue transactions with unconsolidated subsidiaries that are accounted for under the equity
method to the extent of our ownership interest in that related party, if the product and/or services have not been sold through to an
unrelated third party end-user customer. During 2005 and 2004, we sold product and services to Asia Digital Media with a fair value of
$763 thousand and $1.3 million, respectively, which after intercompany profit eliminations related to our direct and indirect ownership at
2005 and 2004 of approximately 27% and 25%, respectively, was recognized as $667 thousand and $1.1 million of net revenues,
respectively.
Total Revenues. Total revenues in 2005 were $98.1 million, which represented an increase of 8% from the $91.0 million of total
revenues in 2004, which in turn, represented a 4% increase from the $87.9 million of total revenues in 2003. Total revenues derived from
North America of $64.6 million in 2005 represented an increase of 2% from the $63.6 million in 2004, which in turn, represented an 8%
increase from the $58.7 million in 2003. Total revenues derived from outside of North America of $33.5 million in 2005 represented an
increase of 22% from the $27.4 million in 2004, which in turn, represented a 6% decrease from the $29.2 million in 2003. The
improvement outside North America was experienced in both the enterprise and government markets, while
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extended government revenues in the United States also grew to $19.4 million in 2005, representing a 3% increase over 2004. We believe
the significant increase in revenues outside of North America from 2004 to 2005, reflects the strength of our evolving product portfolio,
distribution network, strong customer relationships and the quality of our support and services. The overall increase in total revenues from
2003 to 2004 was driven primarily by an improved closure rate for software deals in the fourth quarter of 2004, particularly in North
America. The improvement in North America was experienced mainly in the enterprise market, while extended government revenues in
the United States also grew to $18.8 million in 2004, representing a 9% increase over 2003. However, we continued to see softness in the
international market, resulting in a decline in revenues generated from outside North America from 2003 to 2004. In 2005, a single
customer accounted for 10% or more of revenues, while no other customers accounted for 10% or more of revenues. In 2004 only one
customer accounted for 10% or more of revenue, while in 2003 no individual customer accounted for 10% or more of revenues. The
United States and Canadian governments represented 27%, 26% and 26% of total revenues in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, when
including revenues sold through resellers to the government end users. However, direct sales to the United States and Canadian
governments represented only 15%, 16% and 15% of total revenues in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
Product Revenues. Product revenues of $34.2 million in 2005 represented an increase of 17% from the $29.3 million in 2004,
which in turn, represented a decrease of 5% from the $31.0 million in 2003. These revenues represented 35%, 32% and 35% of total
revenues in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. New products continued to gain traction in 2005, with revenue from our target areas of
IdentityGuard, Secure Gateway Messaging and device certificates accounting for over 11% of total product revenue, which underpinned
our total product revenue growth of 17%, particularly outside of North America. The decrease in product revenues in absolute dollars in
2004 primarily reflected the changed buying patterns that we experienced during this period, with customers delaying purchases as a result
of the soft economic climate internationally and concerns over the war in Iraq. Our product revenue transactions (a product revenue
transaction is defined as a product sale in excess of $10 thousand) grew to 292 in 2005, up from 232 in 2004, or a 26% increase, which in
turn was down from 268 product revenue transactions in 2003, or a decrease of 13%. We also grew our new customer count by 150% in
2005 compared to the prior year. The average product revenue transaction size decreased from $103 thousand in 2004 to $99 thousand in
2005, or a decrease of 4%, after the average product revenue transaction size increased from $102 thousand in 2003. In general, the topfive average quarterly product revenue transactions as a percentage of total revenues declined from 18% and 16% in 2003 and 2004,
respectively to 15% in 2005. This decrease in average product revenue transaction size and the decline in the top-five average product
revenue transactions are consistent with our expectations, due to the increased level of product transactions and improved volume of
transactions involving new customers and new products. Product revenues as a percentage of total revenues increased in 2005 compared to
2004 due to a stronger demand for products, relative to the demand for services. Product revenues as a percentage of total revenues
decreased in 2004 compared to 2003 due to a stronger demand for services, primarily maintenance and support services, relative to the
demand for software, reflecting the shift from new project software spending to service driven deployment and maintenance.
Services and Maintenance Revenues. Services and maintenance revenues of $63.9 million in 2005 represented an increase of 4%
from the $61.7 million in 2004, which in turn, represented an increase of 8% from the $56.9 million in 2003. These revenues represented
65%, 68% and 65% of total revenues in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. The improved revenue for 2005 was primarily due to a $2.2
million growth in support and maintenance revenues when compared to 2004, primarily due to the addition of Entrust Japan in late 2004.
We believe this support revenue performance reflects the value our products provide to our customers globally, the increasing customer
deployment of solutions and the level of service quality that our support and maintenance team delivers. In addition, to a greater degree,
we have been fulfilling our customers’ deployment needs in 2004 and 2005 in conjunction with partners, as our solutions are now easier to
deploy and consequently, we have seen an increase in services revenue over the past year driven by increased third party services and
hardware revenue globally.
The improved revenues in 2004 compared to 2003 were driven by increased professional services revenues of $3.4 million, primarily
due to a $2.7 million growth in revenues in our Entrust CygnaCom division, and
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support and maintenance revenues, and related support contract renewals, which grew $1.3 million for 2004 when compared to 2003
partly due to the acquisition of Entrust Japan during the third quarter of 2004. The decrease in services and maintenance revenues as a
percentage of total revenues in 2005 compared to 2004 reflected the shift in the mix of revenues from services and maintenance revenues
to product, largely due to the strength of demand for our products offerings relative to the demand for services and maintenance business.
The increase in services and maintenance revenues as a percentage of total revenues in 2004 compared to 2003 reflected the strength of
demand for our services and maintenance business relative to the demand for software, with product revenues declining 5% year-over-year
from 2003 to 2004 while services and maintenance revenues improved by 8%.
Total Expenses. Total expenses consist of costs of revenues associated with products and services and maintenance, amortization
of purchased products rights and operating expenses associated with sales and marketing, research and development, general and
administrative, impairment of purchased products rights and restructuring charges. Total expenses of $93.0 million in 2005 represented an
increase of 4% from $89.8 million in 2004. This increase from 2004 to 2005 was due primarily to the impact of royalties for third party
technology that is embedded in our solutions of $1.4 million, incremental cost of $1.7 million in 2005 related to the acquisition of Entrust
Japan in September 2004 and an unfavorable foreign exchange impact of $3.1 million principally between the United States and Canadian
dollars. However, offsetting these expense increases was headcount reductions from 2004 to 2005. In addition, 2004 benefited from the
recovery of bad debts in the amount of $1.6 million related to the collection of a long outstanding receivable. As of December 31, 2005,
we had 475 full-time employees globally, compared to 491 full-time employees at December 31, 2004.
Cost of Revenues
Cost of Product Revenues. Cost of product revenues consists primarily of costs associated with product media, documentation,
packaging and royalties to third-party software vendors. Cost of product revenues was $5.2 million in 2005, $4.1 million in 2004 and $5.3
million in 2003, representing 5%, 5% and 6% of total revenues for the respective years. While the cost of product revenues as a percentage
of total revenues remained consistent year-over-year from 2003 through 2005, the increase in cost of product revenues in absolute dollars
in 2005 from 2004 was primarily due to the product mix, which included more third party products and therefore increased royalties.
The decrease in cost of product revenues in absolute dollars in 2004 from 2003 was primarily due to improved efficiencies in our
web server certificate business which led to savings of $0.2 million in 2004 and decreases in third-party royalties paid on older products of
$1.0 million. The mix of third-party products and the relative gross margins achieved with respect to these products may vary from period
to period and from transaction to transaction and, consequently, our gross margins and results of operations could be adversely affected.
Cost of Services and Maintenance Revenues. Cost of services and maintenance revenues consists primarily of personnel costs
associated with customer support, training and consulting services, as well as amounts paid to third-party consulting firms for those
services. Cost of services and maintenance revenues was $30.5 million in 2005, $29.1 million in 2004 and $29.8 million in 2003,
representing 31%, 32% and 34% of total revenues for the respective years. Cost of services and maintenance revenues in absolute dollars
for 2005 increased when compared to 2004, due to the effect of increased costs associated with third party hardware and royalty
maintenance fees of $0.7 million. Also, we increased our investment in our support and maintenance and professional services teams by
$0.7 million in 2005 principally due to the acquisition of Entrust Japan in September 2004. The decrease in the cost of services and
maintenance revenues as a percentage of total revenues in 2005 compared to 2004 is primarily due to improved overall revenues, resulting
in a three-percentage point decrease in the cost of services and maintenance revenues as a percentage of total revenues. This was offset by
the shift in the mix of services and maintenance revenues toward third party services and hardware, which are lower margin revenues, and
increased spending on Entrust Japan service teams.
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Cost of services and maintenance revenues in absolute dollars for 2004 decreased when compared to 2003, due to the net effect of
decreased costs associated with operating efficiencies and with our May 2003 restructuring, which together resulted in a $2.1 million
reduction in the cost structure of our professional services team, despite improved revenue performance, offset by increased investment in
our support and maintenance team and our Entrust CygnaCom services team of $1.4 million in 2004. The decrease in the cost of services
and maintenance revenues as a percentage of total revenues in 2004 compared to 2003 was largely due to the fact that we were able to
grow services and maintenance revenues while not increasing our overall services and maintenance cost in 2004 and, in fact, decreasing
these expenses in 2004 when compared to the prior year, through improved utilization of existing resources. The cost of services and
maintenance revenues as a percentage of total revenues in 2004 decreased 4-percentage points due to this effect, compared to the same
period of the previous year. However, this effect was partially offset by the lower product revenue performance in 2004 compared to 2003.
Services and maintenance gross profit as a percentage of services and maintenance revenues was 52% in 2005, 53% in 2004 and
48% in 2003. The decrease in services and maintenance gross profit as a percentage of services and maintenance revenues for 2005,
compared to 2004, was primarily due to the net impact of declined North American professional services margins as a result of lower
utilization of available professional services resources and a greater volume of lower margin third party services and hardware revenues,
meaning higher relative costs associated with professional services in light of this revenue performance. This accounted for a twopercentage point decrease in the services and maintenance gross profit as a percentage of services and maintenance revenues for 2005,
when compared to 2004. However, support and maintenance margins improved due to higher revenues from strong past renewals in 2005,
which resulted in an offsetting one-percentage point increase in the services and maintenance gross profit as a percentage of services and
maintenance revenues in 2005 when compared to 2004, despite the increased investment in this team.
The increase in services and maintenance gross profit as a percentage of services and maintenance revenues for 2004, compared to
2003, was primarily due to improved professional services revenues and operating efficiencies achieved in the form of higher productivity
and utilization of available professional services resources, particularly in North America, meaning lower relative costs associated with
professional services in light of these improved revenues, which resulted in higher margin attainment by our professional services team.
These increases in professional services revenues accounted for a seven-percentage point increase in the services and maintenance gross
profit as a percentage of services and maintenance revenues for 2004, when compared to 2003. However, support and maintenance
margins declined for 2004 due to the significant investment made in this team early in 2004 to ensure continued quality of service and the
unfavorable impact of the exchange rate between the Canadian and U.S. dollar, which resulted in an offsetting two-percentage point
decrease in the services and maintenance gross profit as a percentage of services and maintenance revenues, compared to the previous
year. We plan to continue to optimize the utilization of existing professional services resources, while addressing significant incremental
customer opportunities that may arise in the near future with the help of partners and other sub-contractors, until the investment in
additional full-time resources is justifiable. This may have an adverse impact on the gross profit for services and maintenance, as the gross
profit realized by using partners and sub-contractors is generally lower. The mix of services and maintenance revenues may vary from
period to period and from transaction to transaction and, consequently, our gross margins and results of operations could be adversely
affected.
Operating Expenses
Operating Expenses—Sales and Marketing
Sales and marketing expenses were $28.5 million in 2005, $26.3 million in 2004 and $35.0 million in 2003, representing 29%, 29%
and 40% of total revenues in the respective years. The increase in absolute dollars for 2005, when compared to 2004, was due mainly to
reduced costs in 2004 as a result of the collection of long outstanding receivables during 2004, which netted an approximate $1.6 million
in recoveries and was recorded as a reduction in selling and marketing expenses in 2004. Also, the acquisition of Entrust Japan in late
2004,
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resulted in an increase in expenses of $0.7 million in 2005. The decrease in sales and marketing expenses in absolute dollars in 2004 from
2003 was mainly due to the continued management discipline with respect to spending, savings achieved as a result of our May 2003
restructuring and corresponding reduction in headcount and marketing programs, which resulted in savings of $6.8 million, and the
collection of two long outstanding receivables, which netted an approximate $1.9 million reduction in selling and marketing expenses in
2004, as a result of the corresponding reduction in the provision for aged receivables. Sales and marketing expenses as a percentage of
total revenues for 2005 was consistent with 2004. This was a result of the net effect of increased expenses being offset by increased
revenues compared to 2004. The effect of increased expenses related to bad debt recoveries in 2004 and incremental Entrust Japan
expenses in 2005 was an increase of two-percentage points in sales and marketing expenses as a percentage of total revenues. This effect
was offset by a two-percentage point decrease in sales and marketing expenses as a percentage of total revenues due to improved revenue
achievement in 2005 compared to 2004.
The decrease in sales and marketing expenses as a percentage of total revenues for 2004, compared to 2003, reflected the effect of
cost savings realized through our May 2003 restructuring and reduced spending through efficiencies and discipline implemented in our
sales processes, which decreased sales and marketing expenses as a percentage of total revenues by eight-percentage, and a twopercentage point decrease due to the bad debt recovery. In addition, these savings were complemented by a one-percentage point decrease
in sales and marketing expenses as a percentage of total revenues for 2004, due to improved revenue achievement compared to 2003. We
intend to continue to focus on improving the productivity of these sales and marketing teams. However, we believe it is necessary for us to
continue to make significant investments in sales and marketing to support the launch of new products, services and marketing programs
by maintaining our strategy of (a) investing in hiring and training our sales force in anticipation of future market growth, and (b) investing
in marketing efforts in support of new product launches. We feel it is necessary to invest in marketing programs that will improve the
awareness and understanding of information security governance, and we will continue to invest in marketing toward that goal. Failure to
make such investments could have a significant adverse effect on our operations. While we are focused on marketing programs and
revenue-generating opportunities to increase software revenues, there can be no assurances that these initiatives will be successful.
During 2005, the allowance for doubtful accounts decreased from $1.0 million to $0.5 million primarily as a result of a reduction in
the allowance because of the improvement in our accounts receivable aging in 2005, principally due to collection of a long outstanding
receivable, which had been fully provided for in fiscal 2003. During 2004, the allowance for doubtful accounts decreased $3.0 million to
$1.0 million primarily as a result of a reduction in the allowance because of the significant improvement in our accounts receivable aging
in 2004 and collection of two long outstanding receivables. We recorded a net bad debt recovery of $1.3 million in the first quarter of
2004, after providing for the settlement costs related to the recovered bad debt and recording a provision for other aged receivables. In
addition, the allowance was reduced for a second bad debt recovery during 2004 of $0.6 million. During 2003, the allowance for doubtful
accounts increased by $1.0 million to $4.0 million, with the increase being recorded as a bad debt expense in the second quarter of 2003.
The increase related to one particular customer receivable balance, and was not indicative of an overall decline in the quality of our
accounts receivable. Generally, we experienced effective cash collections throughout 2005, 2004 and 2003.
Operating Expenses—Research and Development
Research and development expenses decreased to $16.4 million in 2005 from $17.3 million in 2004 and $22.6 million in 2003,
representing 17%, 19% and 26% of total revenues in the respective years. The decrease in research and development expenses for 2005,
compared to 2004, was due mainly to continued management discipline in this area, with reduced spending for 2005 of approximately $1.9
million, offset by the unfavorable shift in the exchange rate between Canada and the U.S. for the period that increased reported expenses
by $1.0 million. Research and development expenses as a percentage of total revenues for 2005 decreased compared to 2004, primarily
due to a two-percentage point decrease as a result of reduced spending, offset by a one-percentage point increase due the unfavorable shift
in exchange rates in 2005. In addition, the improved revenues in 2005 accounted for a one-percentage point decrease in these expenses as
a percentage of total revenues.
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The decrease in research and development expenses in absolute dollars for 2004, compared to 2003, was mainly due to the continued
management discipline in spending and savings achieved as a result of our May 2003 restructuring, which reduced expenses in this area by
approximately $5.6 million in 2004, despite an increase in the cost base due to foreign exchange rate fluctuations between Canada and the
United States. This decrease for 2004 was partially offset by increased compensation costs associated with our corporate bonus plan of
approximately $0.3 million. Research and development expenses as a percentage of total revenues for 2004 decreased compared to 2003,
mainly due to a six-percentage point decrease in spending in this area, as a result of the May 2003 restructuring. This effect was
augmented by the improved revenue in 2004, which accounted for a one-percentage point decrease in these expenses as a percentage of
total revenues in 2004 compared to 2003. We believe that we must continue to maintain our investment in research and development in
order to protect our technological leadership position, software quality and security assurance leadership. We therefore expect that research
and development expenses may have to increase in the future.
Operating Expenses—General and Administrative
General and administrative expenses decreased to $11.5 million in 2005 from $12.6 million in 2004 and $13.1 million in 2003,
representing 12%, 14% and 15% of total revenues in the respective years. The decline in general and administrative expenses in absolute
dollars for 2005 compared to 2004 was due to the effect of continued management discipline in this area, with net savings of $1.1 million,
despite increased expenses of $1.4 million from 2004 related to the inclusion of a full year of Entrust Japan expenses. General and
administrative expenses as a percentage of total revenues decreased in 2005 compared to 2004. This is due to the net reduction in spending
and improved revenue achievement during 2005. The net reduction in spending resulted in a one-percentage point decrease in general and
administrative expenses as a percentage of total revenues from 2004 to 2005, while the increase in total revenues resulted in an additional
decrease of one-percentage point, as these expenses include a high degree of fixed costs.
The decline in general and administrative expenses in absolute dollars in 2004 compared to 2003 was due to net effect of continued
management discipline in this area, with savings of $0.6 million in 2004, and the implementation of our restructuring plan in May 2003,
which resulted in reduced spending of $0.9 million for 2004, offset by increased costs associated with Entrust Japan of $0.3 million in the
second half of 2004 and increased compensation costs associated with the corporate bonus plan of $0.7 million recorded in the first quarter
of 2004. General and administrative expenses as a percentage of total revenues for 2004 was consistent with 2003, largely due to the
reduced spending that resulted from our May 2003 restructuring, which translated into a two-percentage point decrease, which was offset
by a one-percentage point increase due to the increased costs related to the bonus plan in the first quarter of 2004 and Entrust Japan in the
last half of 2004. We continue to explore opportunities to gain additional efficiencies in our administrative processes and to contain
expenses in these functional areas.
Amortization of Purchased Product Rights and Impairment of Purchased Product Rights
Amortization of purchased product rights was $802 thousand and $384 thousand for 2005 and 2004, respectively, related to the
acquisition of certain business assets from AmikaNow! during 2004. This expense was recorded as a component of cost of revenues.
As a result of actions undertaken in the restructuring in the second quarter of 2003, coupled with the commercial release of a next
generation software product, we reviewed the estimated future cash flows from the developed technology acquired in 2000 from
enCommerce, Inc. (“enCommerce”). Based on these events, the net present value of the estimated future cash flows from the purchased
product rights is negative. Therefore, we recorded an impairment charge in the second quarter of 2003 related to this asset in the amount of
the remaining carrying value of $1.1 million, as we determined the asset had minimal fair value. Amortization of purchased product rights
in connection with the enCommerce acquisition was $568 thousand in 2003. This expense was recorded as a component of cost of
revenues in that year.
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Restructuring Charges and Adjustments
May 2003 Restructuring Plan
Following the first quarter of 2003, when our revenues fell short of our expectations, we began a re-assessment of our operations to
ensure that our expenses were optimally aligned to our customers and markets, and structured such that we could achieve our financial
break even target for the fourth quarter of 2003.
On May 27, 2003, we announced a restructuring plan aimed at lowering costs and better aligning our resources to customer needs.
The plan allows us to have tighter integration between the groups in our organization that interact with customers, which better positions
us to take advantage of the market opportunities for our new products. The restructuring plan included the elimination of employee
positions through layoffs and attrition to lower operating costs, the closing of under-utilized office space and reassessing the useful life of
related excess long-lived assets, and review of the realizability of developed technology impacted by the restructuring.
The workforce portion included severance and related costs of $4.8 million for 151 positions from all functional areas and had been
completed by December 31, 2003. The consolidation of under-utilized facilities included costs relating to lease obligations through the
first quarter of 2009 (primarily from excess space in our Santa Clara, California and Addison, Texas facilities), and accelerated
amortization of related leaseholds and equipment. The facilities plan was executed by September 30, 2003 and, as a result, we recorded
$4.1 million of charges during 2003 relating to these facilities, including $1.3 million for accelerated amortization on leaseholds and
equipment whose estimated useful lives had been impacted by the plan to cease using the related excess space in our facilities. The total
amount of the workforce and facilities charges was $8.9 million, and charged to the restructuring charges line in the consolidated statement
of operations in 2003.
The restructuring resulted in a reduction of all expense lines including: total cost of revenues, sales and marketing expenses, research
and development expenses and general and administrative expenses. As a result of the implementation of the restructuring plan, our total
expenses (operating expenses plus cost of revenues) were $23.7 million in the fourth quarter of 2003, a reduction of $5.1 million from the
$28.8 million incurred during the second quarter of 2003.
June 2001 Restructuring Plan
In July 2003, we signed a settlement and general release agreement with Zix Corporation, that resulted in the remaining contractual
obligation under the Company’s marketing and distribution agreement with Zix Corporation being settled at a value significantly less than
the accrued $2.8 million obligation at June 30, 2003. Under the settlement agreement, we paid Zix Corporation $700 thousand in July
2003 in fulfillment of all remaining obligations. This settlement resulted in the reversal of an accrual by us of $2.1 million, which was
recorded through the restructuring charges line in our condensed consolidated statement of operations for the third quarter of 2003.
In connection with the May 2003 restructuring plan, which included a further reduction in space utilized at our Santa Clara,
California facility, we reviewed market sublease rates in that region. Based on information supplied to us by our external real estate
advisors, we concluded that the sublease market would not recover in the timeframe that we had originally estimated due to the continued
softening of sublease rates in that market, requiring an adjustment to increase the facility related accrual recorded in June 2001 by $6.7
million. This adjustment was charged to the restructuring charges line in the condensed consolidated statement of operations for the second
quarter of 2003.
No further adjustments were required in 2005 and 2004. The restructuring plan announced on June 4, 2001 was completed by June
2002. No further charges are anticipated. However, actual results could vary from the currently recorded estimates.
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Write-down of Long-term Strategic Investments
We recorded a non-cash charge in 2003 related to the impairment of a long-term strategic investment made in Brazil in fiscal 2000.
Due to a decline in market conditions and a restructuring of the investee by its management, we concluded that the investment had
suffered an other than temporary decline in fair value as determined by third party market transactions, and as such, we recorded an
impairment in the second quarter of 2003 of $2.8 million.
Interest Income
Interest income increased to $2.4 million in 2005 from $1.3 million in 2004 and $1.7 million in 2003, representing 2%, 1% and 2%
of total revenues in the respective years. The increase in investment income from 2003 through 2005 reflected improved interest rates on
funds invested, despite the reduced balance of funds invested as a result of amounts drawn down to fund cash flow from operations and
stock repurchases and to acquire long-lived assets during the period. The funds invested decreased to $82.5 million at December 31, 2005
from $99.3 million at December 31, 2004 and $104.7 million at December 31, 2003. However, the rate of return on our marketable
investments improved to approximately 3.0% for 2005 compared to approximately 1.0% for 2004 and 2003.
Gain on Sale of Asset
We recorded a gain on the sale of unused intellectual property assets during 2005 in the amount of $200 thousand. This type of sale is
not expected to be a recurring event.
Loss from Equity Investments
We recorded $760 thousand and $367 thousand of losses, net of intercompany profit eliminations, related to our investment in Asia
Digital Media in 2005 and 2004, respectively. We began accounting for this investment under the equity method of accounting in the
fourth quarter of 2004, since we had the potential to significantly influence its operations and management. In addition, we recorded $193
thousand of losses related to our investment in Ohana in 2004, prior to the Ohana Restructuring.
We recorded $551 thousand of losses related to our investment in Entrust Japan for 2004, compared to $603 thousand for 2003.
These losses represented our share of the operating losses of Entrust Japan on an equity accounting basis. Our investment in Entrust Japan
was accounted for under the equity method of accounting for investments in common stock until the acquisition on September 13, 2004
when we increased our investment from 37% to 99% of the outstanding voting stock in Entrust Japan. Since September 13, 2004, we have
consolidated the financial results of Entrust Japan in our financial statements.
Provision for Income Taxes
We recorded an income tax provision of $532 thousand in 2005, compared to $687 thousand in 2004 and $441 thousand in 2003.
These provisions represent primarily the taxes payable in certain foreign jurisdictions. The effective income tax rates differed from
statutory rates primarily due to the impairment of long-term strategic investments and purchased product rights, foreign research and
development tax credits, as well as an adjustment of the valuation allowance that has offset the tax benefits from the significant net
operating loss and tax credit carry-forwards available.
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QUARTERLY RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
Our quarterly operating results have varied substantially in the past and are likely to vary substantially from quarter to quarter in the
future due to a variety of factors. In particular, our period-to-period operating results are significantly dependent upon the completion date
of large license agreements. In this regard, the purchase of our products often requires a significant capital investment, which customers
may view as a discretionary cost and, therefore, a purchase that can be deferred or canceled due to budgetary or other business reasons.
Estimating future revenues is also difficult because we ship our products soon after an order is received and, therefore, we do not have a
significant backlog. Thus, quarterly license revenues are heavily dependent upon orders received and shipped within the same quarter.
Moreover, we have generally recorded a significant portion of our total quarterly revenues in the third month of a quarter, with a
concentration of these revenues in the last half of that third month. This concentration of revenues is influenced by customer tendencies to
make significant capital expenditures at the end of a fiscal quarter. We expect these revenue patterns to continue for the foreseeable future.
In addition, quarterly license revenues are dependent on the timing of revenue recognition, which can be affected by many factors,
including the timing of customer installations and acceptance. In these regards, we have from time to time experienced delays in
recognizing revenues with respect to certain orders. In any period a significant portion of our revenue may be derived from large sales to a
limited number of customers. Despite the uncertainties in our revenue patterns, our operating expenses are based upon anticipated revenue
levels and such expenses are incurred on an approximately ratable basis throughout the quarter. As a result, if expected revenues are
delayed or otherwise not realized in a quarter for any reason, our business, operating results and financial condition would be adversely
affected in a significant way.
The following tables set forth certain unaudited consolidated quarterly statement of operations data for the eight quarters in the twoyear period ended December 31, 2005, as well as such data expressed as a percentage of our total revenues for the periods indicated. These
data have been derived from unaudited consolidated financial statements that, in our opinion, include all adjustments, consisting only of
normal recurring adjustments, necessary for a fair presentation of such information when read in conjunction with our consolidated
financial statements and related notes appearing elsewhere in this Annual Report.
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The operating results for any quarter are not necessarily indicative of results for any future period.
Quarter Ended
Dec. 31,
2005

Sept. 30,
2005

June 30,
2005

Mar. 31,
2005

Dec. 31,
2004

Sept. 30,
2004

June 30,
2004

Mar. 31,
2004

(in thousands, except per share data)

Statement of Operations Data:
Revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance

$ 9,081
15,680

$ 7,668
15,983

$ 9,400
15,410

$ 8,067
16,839

$10,911
16,180

$ 6,495
14,843

$ 4,645
14,874

$ 7,244
15,765

24,761

23,651

24,810

24,906

27,091

21,338

19,519

23,009

Cost of revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance
Amortization of purchased product rights

1,753
6,990
202

1,420
7,291
215

1,009
7,503
190

971
8,711
195

1,184
7,632
197

838
6,637
164

1,310
7,183
23

817
7,653
—

Total cost of revenues

8,945

8,926

8,702

9,877

9,013

7,639

8,516

8,470

15,816

14,725

16,108

15,029

18,078

13,699

11,003

14,539

7,054
3,822
2,548

6,709
3,979
3,130

7,577
4,476
2,934

7,194
4,162
2,922

7,730
4,406
2,776

5,757
3,944
3,305

6,430
4,282
3,156

6,405
4,634
3,332

13,424

13,818

14,987

14,278

14,912

13,006

13,868

14,371

2,392

907

1,121

751

3,166

693

Total revenues

Gross profit
Operating expenses:
Sales and marketing
Research and development
General and administrative
Total operating expenses
Income (loss) from operations
Other income (expense):
Interest income
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Loss from equity investments
Gain on sale of asset
Total other income (expense)
Income (loss) before income taxes
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes

(2,865)

168

652
(38)
(99)
—

600
(55)
(210)
—

577
(58)
(221)
—

528
89
(230)
200

377
(5)
(438)
—

359
(120)
(296)
—

281
133
(168)
—

264
425
(209)
—

515

335

298

587

(66)

(57)

246

480

1,242
286

1,419
321

1,338
374

3,100
481

2,907
(449)

636
143

(2,619)
(66)

648
129

Net income (loss)

$ 3,356

$

956

$ 1,098

$

964

$ 2,619

$

493

$ (2,553) $

519

Net income (loss) per share:
Basic

$

0.06

$

0.02

$

0.02

$

0.02

$

0.04

$

0.01

$ (0.04) $

0.01

$

0.05

$

0.02

$

0.02

$

0.02

$

0.04

$

0.01

$ (0.04) $

0.01

Diluted
Weighted average common shares used in per
share computation:
Basic
Diluted

59,949

59,974

61,123

62,291

62,492

62,684

63,147

63,582

61,750

62,753

62,554

63,318

63,262

62,932

63,147

65,695
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The following table sets forth certain statement of operations data expressed as a percentage of total revenues for the periods
indicated:
Quarter Ended
Dec. 31,
2005

Statement of Operations Data:
Revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance

36.7%
63.3

Total revenues

Sept. 30,
2005

32.4%
67.6

June 30,
2005

37.9%
62.1

Mar. 31,
2005

32.4%
67.6

Dec. 31,
2004

40.3%
59.7

Sept. 30,
2004

30.4%
69.6

June 30,
2004

23.8%
76.2

Mar. 31,
2004

31.5%
68.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Cost of revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance
Amortization of purchased product rights

7.1
28.2
0.8

6.0
30.8
0.9

4.1
30.2
0.8

3.9
35.0
0.8

4.4
28.2
0.7

3.9
31.1
0.8

6.7
36.8
0.1

3.5
33.3
—

Total cost of revenues

36.1

37.7

35.1

39.7

33.3

35.8

43.6

36.8

Gross profit

63.9

62.3

64.9

60.3

66.7

64.2

56.4

63.2

Operating expenses:
Sales and marketing
Research and development
General and administrative

28.5
15.4
10.3

28.4
16.8
13.3

30.6
18.0
11.8

28.9
16.7
11.7

28.5
16.3
10.2

27.0
18.5
15.5

32.9
21.9
16.2

27.9
20.1
14.5

54.2

58.5

60.4

57.3

55.0

61.0

71.0

62.5

9.7

3.8

4.5

3.0

11.7

3.2

(14.6)

0.7

2.6
(0.1)
(0.4)
—

2.5
(0.2)
(0.9)
—

2.3
(0.2)
(0.9)
—

2.1
0.4
(0.9)
0.8

1.4
—
(1.6)
—

1.7
(0.5)
(1.4)
—

1.4
0.7
(0.9)
—

1.2
1.8
(0.9)
—

2.1

1.4

1.2

2.4

(0.2)

(0.2)

1.2

2.1

Income (loss) before income taxes
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes

11.8
(1.8)

5.2
1.2

5.7
1.3

5.4
1.5

11.5
1.8

3.0
0.7

(13.4)
(0.3)

2.8
0.5

Net income (loss)

13.6%

4.0%

4.4%

3.9%

2.3%

(13.1)%

2.3%

Total operating expenses
Income (loss) from operations
Other income (expense):
Interest income
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Loss from equity investments
Gain on sale of asset
Total other income (expense)

9.7%

LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
We used $1.5 million of cash in operating activities during 2005. This cash outflow was primarily a result of an increase in accounts
receivable of $4.0 million, an increase in prepaid expenses and other receivables of $1.0 million, a decrease in accounts payable and
accrued liabilities of $2.4 million, a decrease in accrued restructuring charges of $4.1 million and a decrease in deferred revenue of $2.5
million, partially offset by cash inflows resulting from net income before non-cash charges of $12.5 million. Our average days sales
outstanding at December 31, 2005 was 74 days, which represents an increase from the 54 days that we reported at December 31, 2004.
The overall increase in days sales outstanding from December 31, 2004 was mainly due to significantly better in-quarter collections during
the fourth quarter of 2004 compared to the same quarter of 2005 and a decrease in the allowance for doubtful accounts from the previous
year. For purposes of calculating average days sales outstanding, we divide ending accounts receivable by the applicable quarter’s
revenues and multiply this amount by 90 days. The level of accounts receivable at each quarter end is affected by the concentration of
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revenues in the final weeks of each quarter and may be negatively affected by expanded international revenues in relation to total revenues
as licenses to international customers often have longer payment terms.
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Any increase or decrease in our accounts receivable balance and days sales outstanding will affect our cash flow from operations and
liquidity. Our accounts receivable and days sales outstanding may increase due to changes in factors such as the timing of when sales are
invoiced and length of customer’s payment cycle. Generally, international and indirect customers pay at a slower rate than domestic and
direct customers, so that an increase in revenue generated from international and indirect customers may increase our days sales
outstanding and accounts receivable balance. We have observed an increase in the length of our customers’ payment cycles, which may
result in higher accounts receivable balances, and could expose us to greater general credit risks with our customers and increased bad debt
expense.
During 2005, we generated $37.8 million of cash from investing activities, primarily due to cash provided by net reductions in our
marketable investments in the amount of $40.5 million and from the proceeds on the one-time sale of intellectual property assets of $0.2
million. This was partially offset by the investment of $1.7 million in property and equipment, primarily for computer hardware upgrades
throughout our organization, $0.5 million in the Asia Digital Media equity investment and $0.7 million in other long-term assets related to
capitalized software development costs.
We used cash of $13.0 million for financing activities in 2005. During that year, we used $17.9 million in cash for the repurchase of
our Common stock and $0.2 million to repay long term liabilities, offset by $5.1 million in cash provided by the exercise of employee
stock options.
As of December 31, 2005, our cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments in the amount of $82.5 million provided our
principal sources of liquidity. Overall, we used $16.8 million in cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments during 2005. Although
we continue to target operating profitability, based on sustaining current revenue and operating expense structures, we estimate that we
may continue to use cash in fiscal 2006 to satisfy the obligations provided for under our restructuring program. However, if operating
losses do occur, then cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments will be negatively affected.
On July 29, 2002, we announced that our Board of Directors had authorized us to repurchase up to an aggregate of 7,000,000 shares
of our Common stock. The program has subsequently been extended three times, most recently on July 22, 2005 when the Board of
Directors authorized a further extension of this stock repurchase program to permit the purchase of up to 10,000,000 shares of our
Common stock through December 15, 2006. This quantity of Common shares is in addition to the 6,928,640 shares of our Common stock
already purchased under the stock repurchase program through June 30, 2005.
During 2005, we repurchased 3,936,484 shares of our Common stock for a total cash outlay of $17.9 million at an average price of
$4.55, including commissions paid to brokers. As of December 31, 2005, we have repurchased 7,827,124 shares of our Common stock
under this program since its inception, for a total cash outlay of $31.1 million at an average price of $3.97 per share, including
commissions paid to brokers.
While there can be no assurance as to the extent of usage of liquid resources in future periods, we believe that our cash flows from
operations and existing cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments will be sufficient to meet our needs for at least the next twelve
months.
In terms of long-term liquidity requirements, we will need to fund the $25.9 million of accrued restructuring charges at December 31,
2005 through fiscal 2011, as detailed below. This amount is net of estimated sublet recoveries on restructured facilities of $18.8 million.
The lease obligations included in these accrued restructuring charges are disclosed in the table of contractual commitments below. In
addition, we expect to spend approximately $2.0 million per year on capital expenditures, primarily for computer equipment needed to
replace existing equipment that is coming to the end of its useful life.
We believe that our existing cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments, as well as future operating cash flows, will be
sufficient to fund these long-term requirements.
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We have commitments that will expire at various times through 2015. We lease administrative and sales offices and certain property
and equipment under non-cancelable operating leases that will expire in 2015. A summary of our contractual commitments at
December 31, 2005 is as follows:
As of December 31, 2005
Payment Due by Period

Total

Less than
1 Year

$23,964
37,018
1,205

$ 3,151
6,990
597

$62,187

$10,738

1-3
Years

3-5
Years

More than
5 Years

$ 8,519
20,058
608

$ 3,824
9,970
—

$ 8,470
—
—

$29,185

$13,794

$ 8,470

(in thousands)

Operating lease obligations – currently utilized facilities
Operating lease obligations – restructured facilities
Guaranteed payments to AmikaNow!
Total

In addition to the lease commitments included above, we have provided letters of credit totaling $8.9 million as security deposits in
connection with certain office leases.
In the ordinary course of business, we enter into standard indemnification agreements with our business partners and customers.
Pursuant to these agreements, we agree to modify, repair or replace the product, pay royalties for a right to use, defend and reimburse the
indemnified party for actual damages awarded by a court against the indemnified party for an intellectual property infringement claim by a
third party with respect to our products and services, and indemnify for property damage that may be caused in connection with consulting
services performed at a customer site by our employees or our subcontractors. The term of these indemnification agreements is generally
perpetual. The maximum potential amount of future payments we could be required to make under these indemnification agreements is
unlimited. We have general and umbrella insurance policies that generally enable us to recover a portion of any amounts paid. We have
never incurred costs to defend lawsuits or settle claims related to these indemnification agreements. As a result, we believe the estimated
fair value of these agreements is minimal. Accordingly, we have no liabilities recorded for these agreements as of December 31, 2005.
We generally warrant for ninety days from delivery to a customer that our software products will perform free from material errors
that prevent performance in accordance with user documentation. Additionally, we warrant that our consulting services will be performed
consistent with generally accepted industry standards including other warranties. We have only incurred nominal expense under our
product or service warranties. As a result, we believe the estimated fair value of our obligations under these agreements is minimal.
Accordingly, we have no liabilities recorded for these agreements as of December 31, 2005.
We have entered into employment and executive retention agreements with certain employees and executive officers, which, among
other things, include certain severance and change of control provisions. We have also entered into agreements whereby we indemnify our
officers and directors for certain events or occurrences while the officer or director is, or was, serving at our request in such capacity.
RECENTLY ISSUED ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
In December 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 153, “Exchanges of Nonmonetary Assets”, which eliminates the exception for
nonmonetary exchanges of similar productive assets and replaces it with a general exception for exchanges of nonmonetary assets that do
not have commercial substance. SFAS No. 153 will be effective for nonmonetary asset exchanges occurring in fiscal periods beginning
after June 15, 2005. We do not believe the adoption of SFAS No. 153 will have a material impact on our financial statements.
In December 2004, the FASB issued SFAS No. 123(R), “Share-Based Payment”, which establishes standards for transactions in
which an entity exchanges its equity instruments for goods or services. This standard
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requires an issuer to measure the cost of employee services received in exchange for an award of equity instruments based on the grantdate fair value of the award. This eliminates the exception to account for such awards using the intrinsic method previously allowable
under Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 25. In March 2005, the SEC released Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) 107,
“Share-Based Payment”, which expresses views of the SEC Staff about the application of SFAS No. 123(R). In April 2005, the SEC
issued a rule that SFAS No. 123(R) will be effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after June 15, 2005. We believe SFAS
No. 123(R) will not have a material impact on our financial statements; however, we continue to assess the potential impact that the
adoption of SFAS No. 123(R) will have on the classification of tax deductions for stock-based compensation in our statements of cash
flows.
In June 2005, the FASB issued SFAS No. 154, “Accounting Changes and Error Corrections—a replacement of APB Opinion No. 20
and FASB Statement No. 3,” which describes the reporting and disclosures of accounting changes and error corrections by replacing APB
Opinion No. 20 and SFAS No. 3. A change from one accounting principle to another, unless otherwise stated in a specific accounting
pronouncement, will require retrospective application. Changes in accounting estimates should be accounted for in the period of change
and subsequent periods affected by the change. Errors in financial statements of a prior period shall be reported as prior-period
adjustments. SFAS No. 154 is effective for accounting changes and corrections of errors made in fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2005. We believe the adoption of SFAS No. 154 will not have an impact on our financial condition, results of operations, or
cash flows.
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ITEM 7A.

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK

Risk Associated with Interest Rates
Our investment policy states that we will invest our cash reserves, including cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments, in
investments that are designed to preserve principal, maintain liquidity and maximize return. We actively manage our investments in
accordance with these objectives. Some of these investments are subject to interest rate risk, whereby a change in market interest rates will
cause the principal amount of the underlying investment to fluctuate. Therefore, depreciation in principal value of an investment is
possible in situations where the investment is made at a fixed interest rate and the market interest rate then subsequently increases.
The following table presents the cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments that we held at December 31, 2005 and 2004,
that would have been subject to interest rate risk, and the related ranges of maturities as of those dates:
December 31, 2005

December 31, 2004

Maturity

Maturity

Within
3 Months

3-6
Months

6-12
Months

>12
Months

$ —

$ —

Within
3 Months

3-6
Months

6-12
Months

>12
Months

(in thousands)

Investments classified as cash and cash equivalents
Investments classified as held to maturity marketable
investments
Total amortized cost
Fair Value

$37,983 $ —
17,024

5,018

482

—

$22,002 $
39,153

—
11,490

$

—

$ —

10,400

1,951

$55,007 $5,018 $ 482 $ —

$61,155 $11,490 $10,400

$1,951

$54,998 $5,014 $ 479 $ —

$61,147 $11,467 $10,373

$1,929

We try to manage this risk by maintaining our cash, cash equivalents and marketable investments with high quality financial
institutions and investment managers. As a result, we believe that our exposure to market risk related to interest rates is minimal. Our
financial instrument holdings at year-end were analyzed to determine their sensitivity to interest rate changes. The fair values of these
instruments were determined by net present values. In this sensitivity analysis, we used the same change in interest rate for all maturities.
All other factors were held constant. If there were an adverse change in interest rates of 10%, the expected effect on net income related to
our financial instruments would be immaterial.
Risk Associated with Exchange Rates
We are subject to foreign exchange risk as a result of exposures to changes in currency exchange rates, specifically between the
United States and Canada, the United Kingdom, the European Union and Japan. This exposure is not considered to be material with
respect to the United Kingdom, European and Japanese operations due to the fact that these operations are not significant. However,
because a disproportionate amount of our expenses are denominated in Canadian dollars, through the Company’s Canadian operations,
while our Canadian denominated revenue streams are cyclical, we are exposed to exchange rate fluctuations in the Canadian dollar, and in
particular, fluctuations between the U.S. and Canadian dollar. Therefore, a favorable change in the exchange rate for the Canadian
subsidiary would result in higher revenues when translated into U.S. dollars, but would also mean expenses would be higher in a
corresponding fashion and to a greater degree.
Historically, we have not engaged in formal hedging activities, but we do periodically review the potential impact of this risk to
ensure that the risk of significant potential losses is minimized. However, as a significant portion of our expenses are incurred in Canadian
dollars, our expense base increased by $3.1 million in 2005, when compared to 2004, due to fluctuations in the exchange rate between the
United States and Canadian dollars.
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During the fourth quarter of 2005, we engaged in forward contracts to purchase Canadian dollars, covering exposures on
approximately $9.0 million of our Canadian subsidiary’s expenses denominated in Canadian dollars, in an attempt to reduce earnings
volatility that might result from fluctuations in the exchange rate between the Canadian and U.S. dollar. None of the related foreign
exchange contracts extended past December 31, 2005. Similarly, we have engaged in forward contracts to purchase Canadian dollars
covering exposures on approximately $8.7 million of expenses denominated in Canadian dollars in the first quarter of 2006.
Risk Associated with Long-term Strategic Investments
We invested in several privately held companies in 2000 and 2001 for business and strategic alliance purposes, most of which are
technology companies in the start-up or development stage, or are companies with technologies and products that are targeted at
geographically distant markets. As a result of other than temporary declines in the net realizable value, these investments were fully
impaired over the period from 2001 to 2003. Accordingly, there is no net book value remaining for these strategic investments as of
December 31, 2005.
As a result of the Rescission Agreement discussed elsewhere in this Annual Report, as of December 31, 2005, we hold an investment
in Ohana, in the amount of $750 thousand, representing approximately 14.3% of the issued common shares of Ohana. This investment is
now accounted for under the cost method. Ohana is in the start-up or development stage, and may lack the financial resources, licenses,
technology and governmental approvals necessary to import, develop or offer for sale any commercial product or service. If the demand
for Ohana’s products and services materializes slowly, to a minimum extent, or not at all in the relevant market, we could lose all or
substantially all of our investment. We have recorded cumulative losses from our investment in Ohana of $750 thousand since the fourth
quarter of 2004. However, as of March 2, 2006, the most recent date of assessment, we do not believe that there has been any further
impairment of our investment in Ohana.
Risk Associated with Equity Investments
In total we have invested $3.7 million in Asia Digital Media, representing an equity interest of approximately 44% in the issued
common shares of Asia Digital Media at December 31, 2005. Asia Digital Media is a joint venture in the start-up or development stage,
and may lack the financial resources, licenses, technology and governmental approvals necessary to import, develop or offer for sale in
China any commercial product or service. As of December 31, 2005, Asia Digital Media has built, integrated, tested, and demonstrated the
end-to-end solution within a lab environment. In October 2005, Asia Digital Media put its first real subscribers into a live network as part
of the alpha trial. Asia Digital Media is currently working directly with cable operators and end users to refine its products for the market.
If no such offerings are developed due to insufficient financial resources, inability to license required third party intellectual property,
technical problems, or a lack of necessary governmental approvals, we could lose all or substantially all of our investment. In addition, if
the demand for Asia Digital Media’s products and services materializes slowly, to a minimum extent, or not at all in the relevant market,
we could lose all or substantially all of our investment.
We have recorded cumulative losses from our investment in Asia Digital Media of $666 thousand since the investment in the fourth
quarter of 2004. As of March 2, 2006, the most recent date of assessment, we do not believe that there has been any further impairment of
our direct and indirect investments in Asia Digital Media.
ITEM 8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Our consolidated financial statements together with the related notes and the reports of Grant Thornton LLP and Ernst & Young LLP,
independent registered public accounting firms, are set forth in the Index to Consolidated Financial Statements at Item 15 and incorporated
herein by this reference.
Our “Quarterly Results of Operations” set forth in Item 7 is incorporated herein by reference.
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ITEM 9.

CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE

On April 30, 2004, the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of the Company voted to dismiss Ernst & Young LLP (“E&Y”) as
the Company’s independent certifying public accountant, effective upon the filing of the Company’s quarterly report on Form 10-Q for the
first quarter ended March 31, 2004.
E&Y’s report on the Company’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2003 did not contain an adverse
opinion or disclaimer of opinion, nor was such report qualified or modified as to uncertainty, audit scope or accounting principles.
During the year ended December 31, 2003 and the subsequent interim period prior to E&Y’s dismissal, (1) there was no
disagreement between the Company and E&Y on any matter of accounting principles or practices, financial statement disclosure, or
auditing scope or procedure, which disagreement, if not resolved to E&Y’s satisfaction, would have caused the auditors to make reference
to the subject matter of the disagreement in connection with any report issued by them, and (2) there were no “reportable events” as such
term is defined in Item 304(a)(1)(v) of Regulation S-K.
The Company engaged the accounting firm of Grant Thornton LLP (“Grant Thornton”) on May 6, 2004 as the principal accountant
to audit the Company’s consolidated financial statements for the year ending December 31, 2004. During the years ended December 31,
2002 and 2003 and the subsequent interim period prior to the engagement of Grant Thornton, the Company did not consult with Grant
Thornton regarding (i) the application of accounting principles to a specified transaction, either completed or proposed; (ii) the type of
audit opinion that might be rendered on the Company’s financial statements; or (iii) any matter that was the subject of a disagreement or
reportable event as defined in Items 304(a)(1)(iv) and (v), respectively, of Regulation S-K with the Company’s former accountant.
ITEM 9A.

CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES

As of the end of the period covered by this report, an evaluation was carried out by our management, under the supervision of and
with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, of the effectiveness of the design and operation of our
disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rule 13a-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934). Based upon that evaluation,
our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that these disclosure controls and procedures were effective in alerting
them in a timely manner to material information required to be disclosed in our periodic reports filed with the SEC. In addition, no change
in our internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Rule 13a-15(f) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934) occurred during
the fourth quarter of our fiscal year ended December 31, 2005 that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, our
internal control over financial reporting.
Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting and the Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting
Firm thereon are set forth in Item 15 of this Annual Report on Form 10-K and incorporated herein by this reference.
ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION
None.
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PART III
Certain information required by Part III is omitted from this Annual Report as we intend to file our definitive Proxy Statement for
our Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be held on May 5, 2006, pursuant to Regulation 14A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, not
later than 120 days after the end of the fiscal year covered by this Report, and certain information included in the Proxy Statement is
incorporated herein by reference.
ITEM 10. DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE REGISTRANT
(a) Executive Officers and Directors. The information in the section entitled “Executive Officers and Directors of the
Registrant” in Part I hereof is incorporated herein by reference.
(b) Directors. The information in the section entitled “Directors and Nominees for Directors” in the Proxy Statement is
incorporated herein by reference.
The disclosure required by Item 405 of Regulation S-K is incorporated herein by reference to the section entitled “Section 16(a)
Beneficial Ownership Reporting Compliance” in the Proxy Statement.
The disclosure required by Item 406 of Regulation S-K, relating to our Code of Business Conduct, is included under “Item 1—
Business—Corporate Information” of this Annual Report and such information is incorporated herein by reference.
ITEM 11.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

The information in the sections entitled “Compensation of Executive Officers,” “Non-Employee Director Compensation” and
“Compensation Committee Interlocks and Insider Participation” in the Proxy Statement is incorporated herein by reference.
ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED
STOCKHOLDER MATTERS
The information in the sections entitled “Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management” and “Securities
Authorized for Issuance Under Equity Compensation Plans” in the Proxy Statement is incorporated herein by reference.
ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS
The information in the sections entitled “Employment, Non-Competition, Retention and Separation Agreements” and “Certain
Transactions” in the Proxy Statement is incorporated herein by reference.
ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTING FEES AND SERVICES
The information regarding principal accountant fees and services in the section entitled “Ratification of the Appointment of
Independent Public Accountants” in the Proxy Statement is incorporated herein by reference.
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PART IV
ITEM 15. EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES
(a)

The following documents are filed as part of this Form 10-K:

1.

Consolidated Financial Statements and Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting. The
following consolidated financial statements of Entrust, Inc. and the report of the management of Entrust, Inc. on internal
control over financial reporting are filed as part of this Form 10-K on the pages indicated:
Page

ENTRUST, INC.
Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

F-1

Reports of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm—Grant Thornton LLP

F-2

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm—Ernst & Young LLP

F-4

Consolidated Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2005 and 2004

F-5

Consolidated Statements of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003

F-6

Consolidated Statements of Shareholders’ Equity and Comprehensive Income for the years ended December 31, 2005,
2004 and 2003

F-7

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003

F-8

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

F-9

2.

Financial Statement Schedule. Schedules are omitted as the required information is inapplicable or the information is
presented in the consolidated financial statements or related notes.

3.

Exhibits. The exhibits listed on the Exhibit Index immediately preceding such Exhibits are filed as part of this Annual
Report on Form 10-K.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this
report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
ENTRUST, INC.
(Registrant)
By:

/s/ F. WILLIAM CONNER
F. William Conner
President, Chief Executive Officer and
Chairman of the Board

Date: March 3, 2006
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on
behalf of the registrant and in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
Signature

/s/

Title

F. WILLIAM CONNER

President, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the
Board (Principal Executive Officer)

F. William Conner
Date: March 3, 2006
/s/

DAVID J. WAGNER

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer (Principal
Financial and Accounting Officer)

David J. Wagner
Date: March 3, 2006
/s/

BUTLER C. DERRICK, JR.

Director

Butler C. Derrick, Jr.
Date: March 3, 2006
/s/

JERRY C. JONES

Director

Jerry C. Jones
Date: March 3, 2006
/s/ ANDREW PINDER

Director

Andrew Pinder
Date: March 3, 2006
/s/

MICHAEL P. RESSNER

Director

Michael P. Ressner
Date: March 3, 2006
/s/ DOUGLAS SCHLOSS

Director

Douglas Schloss
Date: March 3, 2006
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Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Management of Entrust, Inc., together with its consolidated subsidiaries (the “Company”), is responsible for establishing and
maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting. The Company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process
designed under the supervision of the Company’s principal executive and principal financial officers to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of the Company’s financial statements for external reporting purposes in
accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
As of the end of the Company’s 2005 fiscal year, management conducted an assessment of the effectiveness of the Company’s
internal control over financial reporting based on the framework established in Internal Control – Integrated Framework issued by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). Based on this assessment, management has determined
that the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2005 is effective.
Our internal control over financial reporting includes policies and procedures that pertain to the maintenance of records that, in
reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect transactions and dispositions of assets; provide reasonable assurances that transactions are
recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, and
that receipts and expenditures are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and the directors of the Company;
and provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of the
Company’s assets that could have a material effect on our financial statements.
Management’s assessment of the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2005
has been audited by Grant Thornton LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm, as stated in their report appearing on page F-2.
F-1
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and
Shareholders of Entrust, Inc.
We have audited management’s assessment, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting, that Entrust, Inc. maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2005, based on criteria
established in Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(“COSO”). Entrust, Inc.’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its
assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on management’s
assessment and an opinion on the effectiveness of Entrust, Inc.’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial
reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial
reporting, evaluating management’s assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control, and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinions.
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability
of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance
of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations
of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of
unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also,
projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of
changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
In our opinion, management’s assessment that Entrust, Inc. maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of
December 31, 2005, is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on criteria established in Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued
by COSO. Also in our opinion, Entrust, Inc. maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of
December 31, 2005, based on criteria established in Internal Control-Integrated Framework issued by COSO.
We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the
consolidated balance sheets of Entrust, Inc. as of December 31, 2005 and 2004, and the related consolidated statements of operations,
shareholders’ equity and comprehensive income, and cash flows for each of the two years then ended, and our report dated March 3, 2006,
expressed an unqualified opinion on those financial statements.
/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
Dallas, Texas
March 3, 2006
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and
Shareholders of Entrust, Inc.
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Entrust, Inc. and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2005 and 2004,
and the related consolidated statements of operations, shareholders’ equity and comprehensive income, and cash flows for each of the two
years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States).
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of
Entrust, Inc. and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2005 and 2004, and the consolidated results of their operations and their cash flows for
each of the two years then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the
effectiveness of Entrust, Inc. and subsidiaries’ internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2005, based on criteria
established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway
Commission and our report dated March 3, 2006 expressed an unqualified opinion on both management’s assessment of Entrust, Inc.’s
internal control over financial reporting and on the effectiveness of Entrust, Inc.’s internal control over financial reporting.
/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
Dallas, Texas
March 3, 2006
F-3
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
To the Directors and Shareholders of Entrust, Inc.:
We have audited the consolidated balance sheet of Entrust, Inc. as of December 31, 2003 and the related accompanying consolidated
statements of operations, shareholders’ equity and comprehensive income, and cash flows for the year then ended. These consolidated
financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of
Entrust, Inc. at December 31, 2003 and the consolidated results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended, in conformity
with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
/s/ ERNST & YOUNG LLP
Dallas, Texas
February 27, 2004
F-4
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ENTRUST, INC.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(in thousands, except share and per share data)
December 31,

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term marketable investments
Accounts receivable (net of allowance for doubtful accounts of $467 in 2005 and $988 in 2004)
Prepaid expenses and other assets

2005

2004

$ 59,929
22,524
20,341
4,782

$ 36,325
61,043
16,203
3,832

107,576
—
2,677
2,086
12,713
3,630
1,767

117,403
1,951
5,168
2,887
12,713
4,028
1,733

$ 130,449

$ 145,883

$

$

Total current assets
Long-term marketable investments
Property and equipment, net
Purchased product rights and purchased non-contractual customer relationships, net
Goodwill, net
Long-term strategic and equity investments
Other long-term assets, net
Total assets
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Accrued restructuring charges, current portion
Deferred revenue
Total current liabilities
Accrued restructuring charges, long-term portion
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Minority interest in subsidiary
Shareholders’ equity:
Common stock, par value $0.01 per share; 59,954,551 and 62,339,829 issued and outstanding
shares at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Unearned compensation
Accumulated deficit
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)
Total shareholders’ equity
Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity

7,223
6,411
3,552
20,895

7,544
7,850
3,870
22,975

38,081
22,397
859

42,239
26,220
1,426

61,337

69,885

4

4

600
762,279
(1,814)
(691,916)
(41)

623
773,027
(84)
(698,290)
718

69,108

75,994

$ 130,449

$ 145,883

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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ENTRUST, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(in thousands, except share and per share data)
Year Ended December 31,
2005

Revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance

$

Total revenues

2004

34,216
63,912

$

2003

29,295
61,662

$

30,974
56,920

98,128

90,957

87,894

Cost of revenues:
Product
Services and maintenance
Amortization of purchased product rights

5,153
30,495
802

4,149
29,105
384

5,341
29,825
568

Total cost of revenues

36,450

33,638

35,734

Gross profit

61,678

57,319

52,160

Operating expenses:
Sales and marketing
Research and development
General and administrative
Impairment of purchased product rights
Restructuring charges and adjustments

28,534
16,439
11,534
—
—

26,322
17,266
12,569
—
—

34,985
22,566
13,143
1,134
13,623

56,507

56,157

85,451

Income (loss) from operations

5,171

1,162

(33,291)

Other income (expense):
Interest income
Foreign exchange gain (loss)
Loss from equity investments
Gain on sale of asset
Write-down of long-term strategic investments

2,357
(62)
(760)
200
—

1,281
433
(1,111)
—
—

1,680
(431)
(603)
—
(2,780)

Total other income (expense)

1,735

603

(2,134)

6,906
532

1,765
687

(35,425)
441

Total operating expenses

Income (loss) before income taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net income (loss)
Net income (loss) per share:
Basic
Diluted
Weighted average common shares used in per share computations:
Basic
Diluted

$

6,374

$

1,078

$

(35,866)

$
$

0.10
0.10

$
$

0.02
0.02

$
$

(0.56)
(0.56)

60,834,203
62,516,586

62,976,281
64,201,815

63,587,894
63,587,894

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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ENTRUST, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
for the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003
(in thousands, except share data)

Amount

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

Unearned
Compensation

Accumulated
Deficit

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

$

$ 781,842

$

$

$

Common Stock
Shares
Balances at January 1, 2003
Unearned compensation related to non-employee
stock options granted
Unearned compensation amortized
Common shares issued:
Stock option exercises
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
Stock awards and restricted stock
Common shares repurchased and retired
Comprehensive income (loss):
Net loss
Translation adjustment

64,491,634
—
—

645
—
—

331,063
173,891
40,800
(1,444,200)

(25)
—
3
2

—
(14)

—
—

(39)

(663,502)

(1,081)

25
88

—
—

—
—

688
386
125
(3,677)

—
—
(125)
—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

(35,866)
—

Comprehensive
Income
(Loss)

—
1,197

Total comprehensive loss

$117,865
—
88
691
388
—
(3,691)
$ (35,866)
1,197

(35,866)
1,197

$ (34,669)

Balances at December 31, 2003
Unearned compensation amortized
Common shares issued:
Stock option exercises
Stock awards and restricted stock
Common shares repurchased and retired
Comprehensive income:
Net income
Translation adjustment

63,593,188
—

636
—

379,831
28,250
(1,661,440)

4
—
(17)

—
—

779,339
—

(51)
64

828
97
(7,237)

—
—

(699,368)
—

—
(97)
—

—
—

—
—

116
—

80,672
64

—
—
—

—
—
—

832
—
(7,254)

1,078
—

—
602

1,078
602

Total comprehensive income

1,078
602

1,680

Balances at December 31, 2004
Unearned compensation related to equity
compensation granted
Unearned compensation amortized
Common shares issued:
Stock option exercises
Cancellation of restricted stock award
Common shares repurchased and retired
Comprehensive income (loss):
Net income
Translation adjustment

62,339,829

623

—
—

773,027

(84)

2,052
—

(2,052)
322

—
—

—
—

5,061
—
(17,861)

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—

6,374
—

—
(759)

—
—

1,551,956
(750)
(3,936,484)

16
—
(39)

—
—

—
—

—
—

(698,290)

718

Total comprehensive income
Balances at December 31, 2005

Total
Shareholders’
Equity

75,994
—
322
5,077
—
(17,900)
6,374
(759)
$

59,954,551

$

600

$ 762,279

$

(1,814)

$

(691,916)

$

(41)

6,374
(759)

5,615
$ 69,108

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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ENTRUST, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(in thousands)
Year Ended December 31,
2005

Operating activities:
Net income (loss)
Non-cash items in net income (loss):
Depreciation and amortization
Unearned compensation amortized
Loss from equity investments
Profit elimination from sales to equity investees
Provision for (reduction in) allowance for doubtful accounts
Gain on sale of asset
Impairment of purchased product rights
Write-down of long-term strategic investments
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
(Increase) decrease in accounts receivable
(Increase) decrease in other receivables
(Increase) decrease in prepaid expenses
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable
Decrease in accrued liabilities
Increase (decrease) in accrued restructuring charges
Increase (decrease) in deferred revenue
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities
Investing activities:
Purchases of marketable investments
Maturities of marketable investments
Purchases of property and equipment
Proceeds on sale of asset
Additional long-term strategic and equity investments
Proceeds on disposition of long-term strategic investments
Increase in other long-term assets
Purchase of business
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Financing activities:
Repayment of long-term liabilities
Repurchase of common stock
Increase in long term liabilities
Proceeds from exercise of stock options and sale of shares under employee stock
purchase plan
Net cash used in financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1031283/000119312506045096/d10k.htm

$

6,374

2004

2003

$ 1,078

$ (35,866)

5,598
322
760
96
(463)
(200)
—
—

5,382
64
1,111
—
(1,936)
—
—
—

8,137
88
603
—
1,002
—
1,134
2,780

(4,024)
189
(1,182)
(394)
(1,955)
(4,141)
(2,490)

5,322
12
(8)
907
(2,416)
(5,336)
5,426

3,274
(71)
591
(4,943)
(441)
2,260
544

(1,510)

9,606

(20,908)

(67,034)
107,504
(1,693)
200
(458)
—
(701)
—

(73,040)
76,811
(1,526)
—
(3,938)
—
(459)
(3,480)

(225,724)
258,362
(1,476)
—
—
78
(849)
—

37,818

(5,632)

30,391

(180)
(17,900)
—

—
(7,254)
12

(43)
(3,691)
—

5,077
(13,003)
299
23,604
36,325
$ 59,929

832
(6,410)
858
(1,578)
37,903
$ 36,325

1,079
(2,655)
(968)
5,860
32,043
$ 37,903
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ENTRUST, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(in thousands, except share and per share data, unless indicated otherwise)
1.

Company Background

Entrust, Inc. and subsidiaries (the “Company”) is a global provider of software that secures digital identities and information. Over
1,450 enterprises and government agencies in more than 50 countries use Entrust solutions to help secure the digital lives of their citizens,
customers, employees and partners. The Company’s software and services can help customers achieve regulatory and corporate
compliance, while helping to turn security challenges such as identity theft and e-mail security into business opportunities.
2.

Significant Accounting Policies
(a)

Consolidation

The consolidated financial statements of the Company include the accounts of its wholly-owned subsidiaries, Entrust Limited in
Canada, Entrust (Europe) Limited and enCommerce Limited in the U.K., Entrust GmbH in Germany, Entrust Technologies (Switzerland)
GmbH in Switzerland, CygnaCom Solutions, Inc. (“CygnaCom”) and enCommerce, Inc. (“enCommerce”) in the U.S., Entrust s.a.r.l. in
France and its majority-owned subsidiary, Entrust Japan Co., Ltd. (“Entrust Japan”) in Japan. All intercompany transactions, profits and
accounts are eliminated upon consolidation.
(b)

Translation of Foreign Currencies

The accounts of the Company’s subsidiaries have been translated into U.S. dollars. Assets and liabilities have been translated at the
exchange rates in effect at the balance sheet date. Revenues, expenses and cash flow amounts are translated at average rates for the period.
The resulting translation adjustments are included in other comprehensive income as a separate component of shareholders’ equity. Gains
and losses from foreign currency transactions are included in the determination of net income.
The Company is subject to foreign currency exchange risk in the form of exposures to changes in currency exchange rates between
the United States and Canada, the United Kingdom, the European Union and Japan. However, the Company transacts the majority of its
international sales in U.S. dollars, except for Canada where the Company has both significant costs and revenues, which the Company
believes mitigates the potential impact of currency fluctuations. Management periodically reviews the potential financial impact of foreign
currency risk and the Company will use derivative financial instruments to reduce foreign currency exposures when it believes that the
Company is subject to significant potential losses. The Company does not use derivative financial products for speculative purposes. There
were no foreign currency instruments in place at December 31, 2005. In January 2006, the Company entered into forward contracts for the
purchase of $8.7 million Canadian dollars in order to mitigate foreign currency exposures related to its Canadian dollar denominated
payroll and operating costs. The Company does not designate foreign currency forward contracts as hedges under SFAS No. 133,
“Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging.” Accordingly, the changes in fair value of these undesignated freestanding foreign
currency derivative instruments are recorded in other income (expense) in the period of change.
(c)

Revenue Recognition

The Company generates revenues from licensing the rights to its software products to end-users and, to a lesser extent, from
sublicense fees from resellers. The Company also generates revenues from consulting, training and post-contract support, or maintenance,
performed for customers who license its products. The Company recognizes revenue in accordance with the provisions of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants’ Statement of Position (“SOP”) No. 97-2, “Software Revenue Recognition,” SOP No. 98-9,
“Modification of SOP 97-2, Software Revenue Recognition, With Respect to Certain Transactions” and related accounting guidance and
pronouncements.
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ENTRUST, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS—(Continued)
(in thousands, except share and per share data, unless indicated otherwise)
Revenues from perpetual software license agreements are recognized as revenue upon receipt of an executed license agreement, or an
unconditional order under an existing license agreement, and shipment of the software, if there are no significant remaining vendor
obligations, collection of the receivable is probable, the fees are fixed and determinable and payment is due within twelve months.
Revenues from license agreements requiring the delivery of significant unspecified software products in the future are accounted for as
subscriptions and, accordingly, are recognized ratably over the term of the agreement from the first instance of product delivery. This
policy is applicable to all sales transactions, including sales to resellers and end user customers. The Company is notified of a sale by a
reseller to the end user customer in the same period that the actual sale took place. The Company does not offer a right of return on sales of
its software products.
The Company is sometimes subject to fiscal funding clauses in its software licensing transactions with the United States government
and its agencies. Such clauses generally provide that the license is cancelable if the legislature or funding authority does not appropriate
the funds necessary for the governmental unit to fulfill its obligations under the licensing arrangement. In these circumstances, software
licensing arrangements with governmental organizations containing a fiscal funding clause are evaluated to determine whether the
uncertainty of a possible license arrangement cancellation is remote. If the likelihood of cancellation is assessed as remote, then the
software licensing arrangement is considered non-cancelable and the related software licensing revenue is recognized when all other
revenue recognition criteria have been met.
For arrangements involving multiple elements, the Company allocates revenue to each component based on vendor-specific objective
evidence of the fair value of the various elements. These elements may include one or more of the following: software licenses,
maintenance and support, consulting services and training. The Company first allocates the arrangement fee, in a multiple-element
transaction, to the undelivered elements based on the total fair value of those undelivered elements, as indicated by vendor-specific
objective evidence. This portion of the arrangement fee is deferred. Then the difference (residual) between the total arrangement fee and
the amount deferred for the undelivered elements is recognized as revenue related to the delivered elements. The Company attributes the
discount offered in a multiple-element arrangement entirely to the delivered elements of the transaction, which are typically software
licenses. Fair values for the future maintenance and support services are based upon substantially similar sales of renewals of maintenance
and support contracts to other customers. Fair value of future services, training or consulting services is based upon substantially similar
sales of these services to other customers. In some instances, a group of contracts or agreements with the same customer may be so closely
related that they are, in effect, part of a single multiple element arrangement, and therefore, the Company would allocate the corresponding
revenues among the various components, as described above.
Revenues from maintenance services are recognized ratably over the term of the maintenance period, which is typically one year. If
maintenance services are included free of charge or discounted in a license agreement, such amounts are unbundled from the license fee at
their fair market value based upon the value established by independent sales of such maintenance services to other customers. Revenues
from the sale of Web server certificates are also recognized ratably over the term of the certificate, which is typically one to two years.
Consulting and training revenues are generally recognized as the services are performed. Consulting services are typically performed
under separate service agreements and are usually performed on a time and materials basis. Such services primarily consist of
implementation services related to the installation and deployment of the Company’s products and do not include significant customization
or development of the underlying software code. These services are not essential to the functionality of the underlying software licensed to
the customer.
The Company uses the percentage-of-completion method to account for fixed price custom development contracts. Under this
method, the Company recognizes revenue and profit as the work on the contract progresses.
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ENTRUST, INC.
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS—(Continued)
(in thousands, except share and per share data, unless indicated otherwise)
Revenues are recognized by applying the percentage of the total cost incurred to date divided by the total estimated contract cost to the
total contract value, and any projected loss is recognized immediately. The total project cost estimates are reviewed on a regular basis.
There were no significant fixed price custom development contracts in progress at December 31, 2005 and 2004. The Company also uses
percentage-of-completion method to account for certain firm price consulting contracts.
(d)

Cost of Revenues

Cost of product includes the cost of product media, product packaging, documentation, other production costs, third-party royalties,
and amortization of capitalized software development costs.
Cost of services and maintenance consists primarily of salaries, benefits and allocated overhead costs related to consulting, training
and customer support personnel, as well as amounts paid to third-party consulting firms for those services.
Amortization of purchased product rights related to developed technology acquired from AmikaNow! Corporation (“AmikaNow!”)
is included as a component of cost of revenues.
(e)

Research and Development Costs

Research and development costs are expensed as incurred. The Company has defined attainment of technological feasibility as
completion of a working model. The period of time beginning with the establishment of a working model and ending when a product is
offered for sale is typically very short. Accordingly, costs eligible for capitalization have been insignificant. To date, the Company has not
capitalized any internal software development costs and has capitalized, in limited circumstances, costs of software development by thirdparty contractors.
(f)

Cash and Cash Equivalents and Operating Facility

The Company considers all highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less to be cash equivalents. The
Company maintains an operating credit facility with its host financial institution with available credit up to $5.0 million Canadian dollars
for overdraft protection purposes. As at December 31, 2005, the Company had not drawn from this credit facility.
(g)

Marketable and Other Investments

The Company maintains marketable investments mainly in a strategic cash management account. This account is invested primarily
in highly rated corporate securities, in securities guaranteed by the U.S. government or its agencies and highly rated municipal bonds,
primarily with a remaining maturity of not more than 24 months. The Company has the intent and ability to hold all of these investments
until maturity. Therefore, all such investments are classified as held to maturity investments, and are stated at amortized cost. At
December 31, 2005 and 2004, the amortized cost of the Company’s held to maturity investments approximated fair value. Based on
contractual maturities, these marketable investments were classified in either current assets or long-term assets.
The Company holds equity securities stated at cost, which represent long-term investments in private companies made in 2000 and
2001 for business and strategic alliance purposes. The Company’s ownership share in these companies ranges from 1% to 10% of the
outstanding voting share capital. The strategic investments made in 2000 and 2001 had no net remaining carrying value at December 31,
2005 and 2004. The Company monitors and assesses the ongoing operating performance of the underlying companies for evidence of
impairment. Since 2001, the Company has recorded impairments totaling $14,818 with respect to these investments, which included an
impairment of $2,780 recorded in 2003, as a result of other than temporary
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declines in fair value. The 2003 impairment related to a strategic investment in Brazil. It was concluded that the investment had suffered
an other than temporary decline in fair value as determined by third-party market transactions and due to a decline in market conditions
and a restructuring of the investee by its management. In addition, the Company holds an investment recorded at cost in ADML Holdings,
Ltd., and its affiliate, Ohana Wireless, Inc. (collectively, “Ohana”), which at December 31, 2005 represented approximately 14% of the
voting share capital of Ohana, compared to an equity interest of 14% at December 31, 2004.
The Company also holds an equity interest in Asia Digital Media, which at December 31, 2005 represented approximately 44% of
the voting share capital of this company, compared to an equity interest, through both direct and indirect investment in the joint venture, of
17% at December 31, 2004. This investment is accounted for by the Company using the equity method of accounting for investments in
common stock, in accordance with the provisions of APB No. 18, “The Equity Method of Accounting for Investments in Common Stock”,
and ARB No. 51, “Consolidated Financial Statements”. See notes 4 and 5 for additional discussion.
Revenues recorded by the Company from Asia Digital Media represented less than 1% of total revenues in 2005 and approximately
1% of total revenues in 2004.
The Company recorded revenues representing less than 1% of total revenues in each of the years ended December 31, 2005, 2004
and 2003, with respect to arm’s-length transactions with companies in which it has made strategic equity investments recorded at cost.
(h) Accounts receivable and other current receivables
Accounts receivable consist of amounts arising from recognized revenues.
The Company’s customer base consists primarily of large, well-established companies or government agencies. Five customers
accounted for approximately 36%, 31% and 45% of gross accounts receivable at December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
Separate individual customers accounted for 17%, 10% and 14% of accounts receivable at December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003,
respectively.
The Company performs ongoing credit evaluations of its customers and, generally, does not require collateral from its customers to
support accounts receivable. The Company maintains an allowance for doubtful accounts due to credit risk; to provide adequate protection
against estimated losses resulting from the inability of customers to make required payments. The Company bases its ongoing estimate of
allowance for doubtful accounts primarily on the aging of balances in its accounts receivable, historical collection patterns and changes in
the creditworthiness of its customers. Based upon this analysis, the Company records an increase in the allowance for doubtful accounts
when the prospect of collecting a specific account receivable becomes doubtful. The allowance for doubtful accounts is established based
on the best information available to the Company and is re-evaluated and adjusted as additional information is received. The following
table summarizes the changes in the allowance for doubtful accounts:
December 31,
2005

2004

2003

Allowance for doubtful accounts, beginning of year
Provision for (reduction in) allowance for doubtful accounts
Reallocation to accrued liabilities to provide for costs associated with settlement
agreement (see below)
Amounts written-off, net of recoveries

$ 988
(463)

$ 4,032
(1,936)

$2,976
1,002

—
(58)

(698)
(410)

—
54

Allowance for doubtful accounts, end of year

$ 467

$

988

$4,032
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During 2004, the Company reached a settlement agreement on a significant and long outstanding receivable related to a license
agreement executed in June 2000. This receivable had been completely provided for in fiscal 2001, because management determined that
the likelihood of non-collection was probable, despite the fact that the Company had undertaken all avenues of collection available to it,
including litigation. As part of the process of pursuing collection through the court system, the Company entered into settlement
discussions with the customer. As a result of these discussions, a settlement was reached under which full payment of the original invoiced
amount of approximately $2,000 was assured upon execution of a new agreement. In total, the Company reduced its allowance for
doubtful accounts by approximately $2,000 due to the settlement. As part of this settlement agreement, we also agreed to provide this
customer with additional software products and professional services, the related costs of which were provided for from the allowance for
bad debts that had previously been set up against this receivable. These costs were estimated to be approximately $700 and were accrued
upon the execution of the settlement agreement. The remaining allowance in the amount of $1,300 was reversed against sales and
marketing expenses in 2004 as a recovery of this bad debt, which accounted for the majority of the $1,936 of net reductions in the
allowance for doubtful accounts in 2004.
During 2005, the Company collected $572 that had been outstanding over 365 days and had previously been fully reserved. The
balance of $572 was reversed against sales and marketing expense as a recovery of bad debt during the year. Although the Company has
recently benefited from recovery of old receivables, we do not currently anticipate any significant recoveries from the allowance for
doubtful accounts in the near future.
Other current receivables include federal income tax and other tax refunds of $268 and $315 at December 31, 2005 and 2004,
respectively, and costs of $146 to be recovered from Asia Digital Media, a related party, at December 31, 2004. In 2005, these amounts
recoverable from Asia Digital Media were settled by the receipt of 7,305 additional shares in Asia Digital Media valued at $20 per share.
(i)

Property and equipment

Property and equipment is stated at cost. Depreciation is calculated generally using the straight-line method over the estimated useful
lives of the assets. The expected useful lives of the furniture and fixtures, computer and telecom equipment and internal-use software is
three to five years and the remaining term of the facility lease for leasehold improvements.
Recoverability of property, equipment and other long-lived assets is periodically reviewed for impairment on the basis of
undiscounted cash flows. If the expected cash flows are less than the asset’s carrying value, the asset is written down to its fair value.
(j)

Goodwill, purchased product rights and purchased non-contractual customer relationships

Goodwill with a balance of $12,713 at December 31, 2005 and 2004, is tested for impairment annually and also in the event of an
impairment indicator. No impairment was required as a result of the annual impairment test as of December 31, 2005, 2004 and 2003.
Purchased product rights and purchased non-contractual customer relationships are amortized using the straight-line method over
their estimated useful lives, generally four years. These assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events indicate that their carrying
amount may not be recoverable. In such reviews, the related expected undiscounted cash flows are compared with their carrying values to
determine if a write-down to fair value is required. As a result of actions undertaken in the May 2003 restructuring, coupled with the
commercial release of a next generation software product, the Company reviewed the estimated future cash flows from the developed
technology acquired from enCommerce. Based on these events, the net present value of the estimated future cash flows from the
purchased product rights was negative. Therefore, in the second quarter of
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2003, the Company recorded an impairment charge related to this asset in the amount of the remaining carrying value of $1,134, as the
Company determined the asset had minimal fair value. During 2004, the Company recorded purchased product rights and purchased noncontractual customer relationships in the amount of $2,608 and $174, respectively, related to developed technology acquired from
AmikaNow!. In addition, the Company recorded purchased non-contractual customer relationships of $242 in connection with the
acquisition of Entrust Japan in 2004.
The primary components of the Company’s acquisition-related intangible assets, including goodwill, purchased product rights and
purchased non-contractual customer relationships, are as follows:
December 31,
2005

2004

Goodwill:
Acquired related to AmikaNow!
Acquired related to Entrust Japan
Acquired related to CygnaCom
Acquired related to enCommerce

$ 1,178
672
6,436
4,427

$ 1,178
672
6,436
4,427

Goodwill, net

$12,713

$12,713

$

$

Purchased non-contractual customer relationships:
Acquired related to AmikaNow!
Acquired related to Entrust Japan
Less: accumulated amortization
Foreign exchange impact on carrying value
Purchased non-contractual customer relationships, net

174
242
(195)
25
246

Purchased product rights:
Acquired related to AmikaNow!
Less: accumulated amortization
Foreign exchange impact on carrying value
Purchased product rights, net
Total purchased product rights and purchased non-contractual customer relationships, net

174
242
(53)
19
382

2,608
(1,144)
376

2,608
(384)
281

1,840

2,505

$ 2,086

$ 2,887

The Company expects to record amortization related to these acquired intangible assets of $887 in 2006, $851 in 2007, $348 in 2008
and nil in 2009 and 2010.
(k)

Other Long-Term Assets

Other long-term assets consist primarily of long-term rent deposits and capitalized software development costs. The capitalized costs
of $1,226 and $1,151 at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively, are amortized ratably as the underlying revenues are recognized on
sales of capitalized software and are stated net of accumulated amortization of $1,677 and $1,062 at December 31, 2005 and 2004,
respectively. Other long-term assets also include long-term rent deposits of $541 and $582 at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively.
(l) Advertising Expense
Advertising costs are charged to expense as incurred and totaled $3,524, $2,913 and $2,836 in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
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(m)

Income Taxes

The Company uses the asset and liability method to account for income taxes. Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are
recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to differences between the carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities for
accounting purposes, and their respective tax bases. Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are measured using statutory tax rates
expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect
on deferred income tax assets and liabilities of a change in statutory tax rates is recognized in net income in the year of change. A
valuation allowance is recorded for those deferred income tax assets whose recoverability is not sufficiently likely. Valuation allowances
are provided against net deferred tax assets if, based upon the available evidence, it is more likely than not that some or all of the deferred
tax assets will not be realized. The ultimate realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon the generation of future taxable income
and the timing of the temporary differences becoming deductible. The Company considers, among other available information, historical
earnings, scheduled reversals of deferred tax liabilities, projected future taxable income, prudent and feasible tax planning strategies and
other matters in making this assessment.
(n)

Stock-Based Compensation

In December 2004, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued FASB Statement No. 123 (revised 2004), “ShareBased Payment” (“SFAS No. 123(R)”), which is a revision of FASB Statement No. 123, “Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation”
(“SFAS No. 123”). SFAS No. 123(R) supersedes APB Opinion No. 25, “Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees”, and amends FASB
Statement No. 95, “Statement of Cash Flows”. Generally, the approach in SFAS No. 123(R) is similar to the approach described in SFAS
No. 123. However, SFAS No. 123(R) requires all share-based payments to employees, including grants of employee stock options, to be
recognized in the income statement, over the service period, based on their grant-date fair values. Pro forma disclosure will no longer be
an alternative.
SFAS No. 123(R) is effective for the first annual period beginning after June 15, 2005 and, therefore, the Company will adopt SFAS
No. 123(R) and begin recognizing compensation expense for employee stock options as of January 1, 2006. The Company plans to adopt
SFAS No. 123(R) using the modified-prospective transition method, in which compensation cost is recognized beginning with the
effective date (a) based on the requirements of SFAS No. 123(R) for all share-based payments granted after the effective date and
(b) based on the requirements of SFAS No. 123 for all awards granted to employees prior to the effective date of SFAS No. 123(R) that
remain unvested on the effective date.
As permitted by SFAS No. 123, the Company currently accounts for share-based payments to employees using APB Opinion
No. 25’s intrinsic value method and, as such, generally recognizes no compensation cost for employee stock options. For all options
granted to employees in the periods disclosed, the exercise price of each option granted was equal to the fair value of the underlying stock
at the date of grant and therefore, no stock-based compensation costs are reflected in earnings for these options. Accordingly, the adoption
of SFAS No. 123(R)’s fair value method will have a significant impact on the Company’s result of operations, although it will have no
material impact on the overall financial position. The impact of adoption of SFAS No. 123(R) cannot be predicted with complete accuracy
at this time because it will depend on levels of share-based payments granted in the future. However, assuming the Company did not grant
any new share-based payments in 2006, the annual stock-based compensation expense would continue to decline in future years when
compared to that the expense reported in prior years in the Company’s pro forma stock-based compensation disclosures. The Company
expects expense of approximately $2.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2006 related to the adoption of SFAS No. 123(R) based
on the options outstanding at December 31, 2005. In addition, had the
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Company adopted SFAS No. 123(R) in prior periods, the impact of that standard would have approximated the impact of SFAS No. 123,
as described in the disclosure of pro forma net income (loss) and earnings per share in the following table.
Year Ended December 31,
2005

2004

2003

Net income (loss), as reported
Total stock-based employee compensation expense determined under fair
value-based method for all awards, net of tax effects

$ 6,374

$ 1,078

$ (35,866)

(8,473)

(11,059)

(12,836)

Pro forma net loss

$(2,099)

$ (9,981)

$ (48,702)

Net income (loss) per share:
Basic—as reported

$ 0.10

$

0.02

$

(0.56)

Basic—pro forma

$ (0.03)

$

(0.16)

$

(0.77)

Diluted—as reported

$ 0.10

$

0.02

$

(0.56)

Diluted—pro forma

$ (0.03)

$

(0.16)

$

(0.77)

In the pro forma calculations above, the weighted average fair value for stock options granted during 2005, 2004, and 2003 was
estimated at $2.07, $3.47, and $2.51 per option, respectively. The fair values of options were estimated as of the date of grant using the
Black-Scholes option pricing model. The following weighted average assumptions were used in the calculations.
Year Ended December 31,

Expected option life, in years
Risk free interest rate
Dividend yield
Volatility

2005

2004

2003

5
4.07%
—
55%

5
3.20%
—
102%

5
3.30%
—
108%

In 2002 and 2001 the Company granted non-employee options to members of an advisory committee, to purchase 5,000 and 1,500
shares of the Company’s Common stock, respectively, at exercise prices of $4.03 and $4.60 per share with a term of 10 years. The
Company recorded unearned compensation of $18, and $6 in 2002 and 2001, respectively, for these non-employee options, which is being
amortized over the vesting period of four years from the date of grant. Accordingly, $14 was amortized into compensation expense for
2003.
During 2003, the Company issued a total of 3,300 shares of Common stock to a former member of the Board of Directors in
recognition of past service contributions. The Company also issued a total of 18,500 shares of Common stock to current members of the
Board of Directors, 10,000 shares of Common stock to a non-employee consultant and 9,000 shares of Common stock to advisory board
members. Unearned deferred compensation of $142 in 2003 and expenses of $15, $53 and $74 were recorded in operating expenses in
2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, related to the fair value of these shares.
During 2004, the Company issued a total of 4,000 shares of Common stock to a current member of the Board of Directors and
25,000 shares of Common stock to an employee of the Company, less 750 shares of Common stock previously issued to a former member
of the Board of Directors that were forfeited during 2004. Unearned deferred compensation of $80 in 2004 and expenses of $13 and $11
were recorded in operating expenses in 2005 and 2004, respectively, related to the fair value of these shares. During 2005, $56 of the
unearned deferred compensation was reversed due to forfeitures.
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During 2005, the Company granted 529,685 restricted stock units (“RSU’s”) to employees, which allow the employees to receive
Common stock of the Company once the units vest, of which 40,695 RSU’s were subsequently cancelled. The RSU’s generally vest over
four years. The Company recorded unearned deferred compensation of $1,971 related to these grants in 2005. As a result, the Company
recorded compensation expense of $264 in 2005 related to these RSU’s.
Also in 2005, the Company granted stock appreciation rights (“SAR’s”) to members of our Board of Directors to receive 132,668
shares of Common stock, with an exercise price of $3.97 per share. Subsequently, 28,334 of these SAR’s were cancelled. Each period, the
Company records an adjustment to unearned deferred compensation related to these grants. The Company recorded compensation expense
of $30 in 2005 related to these SAR’s.
(o)

Net Income (Loss) Per Share

Basic net income (loss) per share is computed by dividing the net income (loss) by the weighted average number of shares of
Common stock of all classes outstanding during the period. Diluted net income (loss) per share is computed by dividing the net income
(loss) by the weighted average number of shares of Common stock and when dilutive, options to purchase Common stock using the
treasury stock method. The options to purchase Common stock are excluded from the computation of diluted net income (loss) per share if
their effect is antidilutive.
(p)

Financial Instruments and Concentration of Credit Risk

The carrying amounts of cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, other receivables, accounts payable and accrued liabilities
approximate fair value due to the short-term nature of these instruments. Marketable investments consist of publicly traded debt and equity
securities. The amortized cost basis of publicly traded debt securities classified as held to maturity approximates fair value due to the
nature of these instruments, which generally have short-term maturities.
Financial instruments that potentially subject the Company to interest rate and credit risk consist principally of cash equivalents,
marketable investments and accounts receivable. The Company has investment policies that limit the amount of credit exposure to any one
issuer and restrict placement of these investments to issuers evaluated as credit worthy. The Company maintains its cash equivalents and
marketable investments with high quality financial institutions and investment managers. The Company performs periodic reviews of the
credit standing of its investments and the financial institutions managing those investments.
(q)

Use of Estimates

The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses
during the reporting period. Actual results could differ significantly from those estimates.
3. Acquisitions of Businesses
AmikaNow!
On June 18, 2004, the Company completed the acquisition of intellectual property and certain other assets of AmikaNow!, a
privately-held provider of advanced e-mail content scanning and analysis technology, in exchange
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for $2,676 in cash and $1,293 in guaranteed future payments payable over three years and other acquisition-related costs. In addition, the
Company offered employment to certain employees of AmikaNow!. The Company may be required to make additional payments of up to
a maximum of $2,400, in the form of royalties calculated based on the sale of products that incorporate the technology acquired from
AmikaNow! for a period of three years following the date of acquisition, if certain sales thresholds are met. The acquisition was made in
order to further strengthen and expand the Company’s portfolio of products to provide enterprise and government customers with
comprehensive content analysis and risk mitigation tools for improved compliance with corporate email policies and regulatory guidelines.
The acquisition was accounted for under the purchase method of accounting and, accordingly, the purchase price of approximately
$3,969 was allocated to the fair value of the tangible and intangible assets and liabilities acquired, with the remainder allocated to
goodwill. Amortization of $760 and $42 has been recorded in 2005, related to purchased product rights and non-contractual customer
relationship assets, respectively, arising from this acquisition, compared to amortization of $384 and $15, respectively, in 2004. In
connection with the purchase price allocation, the Company valued the tangible and intangible assets acquired, which resulted in the
purchase price of these assets being allocated, as follows:
Amortization
Period

Purchased product rights
Non-contractual customer relationships
Property and equipment
Goodwill

4 years
3 years
3 years
—

Total

Purchase Price
Allocation

$

2,608
174
9
1,178

$

3,969

Entrust Japan
On September 13, 2004, the Company completed the acquisition, in exchange for $1,560 in cash, of 1,700,000 shares of voting
common stock of Entrust Japan, a privately-held company engaged in selling, servicing and supporting solutions that enable organizations
to secure digital identities and information in the Japanese market, with an exclusive license to market and sell the Company’s products in
Japan. The acquisition allows the Company to strengthen and expand its presence in Japan in order to improve its ability to service
Japanese customers. This acquisition of shares increased the Company’s ownership interest in Entrust Japan from 37% to 99% of the
outstanding voting stock. The Company made an original investment of $393 for approximately 10% of the common stock in 1998. In
April 2002, the Company increased its investment to approximately 37%, through the contribution of $1,481 of cash and cash deposits and
$385 of the Company’s products and exclusivity rights, at which time the Company began accounting for its investment in Entrust Japan
in accordance with the equity method. Prior to the September 2004 acquisition, the Company had included its share of post-acquisition
losses of Entrust Japan, in the amount of $551 and $603 for the years ended December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively, in its consolidated
results. The Company had recorded cumulative losses from its investment in Entrust Japan of $1,757 since its increased investment in the
second quarter of 2002 up to the date of acquiring majority ownership of Entrust Japan on September 13, 2004.
The September 2004 acquisition was accounted for under the purchase method of accounting and, accordingly, the purchase price of
approximately $1,669, which included the remaining balance of the Company’s equity investment in Entrust Japan immediately prior to
the September 2004 purchase, was allocated to the fair value of the tangible and intangible assets and liabilities acquired, with the
remainder allocated to goodwill. In addition, the results of operations of Entrust Japan have been included in the Company’s consolidated
financial statements commencing September 13, 2004, the effective date of the acquisition for
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accounting purposes. Amortization of $75 and $19 has been recorded in 2005 and 2004, respectively, related to the non-contractual
customer relationship asset purchased as part of this acquisition.
The Company is presently in discussions to purchase the remaining minority interest shareholdings, equal to approximately 0.1% of
the outstanding voting shares of Entrust Japan.
The condensed balance sheet of Entrust Japan at the effective date of the acquisition is as follows (unaudited):
At
September 13,
2004

Assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Other current assets
Property and equipment
Other long term assets

$

756
669
682
205
196

$

2,508

$

775
909
69

Total liabilities

$

1,753

Net assets

$

755

Total assets
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenues
Long term liabilities

In connection with the purchase price allocation, the Company valued the tangible and intangible assets acquired, which resulted in
the purchase price of these assets being allocated, as follows:
Amortization
Period

Non-contractual customer relationships
Net assets, as above
Goodwill

Purchase Price
Allocation

3.25 years
—
—

Total

$

242
755
672

$

1,669

The following table summarizes, for comparative purposes, the combined results of operations of the Company, on a pro forma basis
reflecting the acquired business assets of AmikaNow! and operations of Entrust Japan for 2004 and 2003, as if the acquisitions had taken
place as of the beginning of the respective periods and, accordingly, include a full period’s amortization of the assets related to purchased
product rights and non-contractual customer relationships in each period shown:
Year Ended
December 31,

Revenues
Net loss
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1031283/000119312506045096/d10k.htm

2004

2003

$92,270

$ 90,481

(775)

(38,864)
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Basic and diluted net loss per share

(0.01)

(0.61)

These pro forma amounts are not necessarily indicative of the Company’s future results of operations.
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4.

Investment in Ohana Wireless, Inc.

Ohana was incorporated on July 10, 2003. It was formed to design, assemble and install high frequency wireless communications
systems. On September 30, 2003, the Company loaned Ohana $650 in the form of a convertible loan pursuant to the terms of a convertible
loan agreement (the “Loan Agreement”). Because the Company believed that its security solutions can be integrated with Ohana’s
products and anticipated that an investment in Ohana would assist the Company in furthering the development of its distribution capability
in Asia through technology and distribution partnerships. This convertible loan was structured to automatically convert into Ohana’s stock
if Ohana was successful in closing a round of equity financing by July 31, 2004, based on minimum terms set out in the Loan Agreement.
In the second and third quarters of 2004, the Company made additional advances of $300 and $275, respectively, resulting in a total
outstanding convertible loan of $1,225 which by July 2004 was secured with certain exclusive rights to Ohana’s intellectual property.
In the third quarter of 2004, the Company determined that the loan was unlikely to be repaid. Also in the third quarter of 2004 we
concluded a term sheet with Ohana and certain of its shareholders and creditors which anticipated that Ohana would become a wholly
owned subsidiary of ADML Holdings, Ltd. (“ADML Holdco”) and all loans, together with accrued interest, would convert into stock of
ADML Holdco (“Ohana Restructuring”). In view of these factors we classified the loans as long-term in nature.
If the Ohana Restructuring had materialized on September 30, 2004, we would have held the equivalent of approximately 12%
ownership share of ADML Holdco (exclusive of the anticipated final disbursement in the fourth quarter of 2004). Also, we had concluded
that because of the additional investment in July 2004, and additional rights obtained through the security granted in connection with the
loans, we gained the potential ability to exercise significant influence over the operations of Ohana. Therefore, beginning the third quarter
of 2004, the Company accounted for its investment in Ohana under the equity method. Accordingly, the Company included its share of
losses of Ohana for the period of July 1, 2004 to December 17, 2004, in the amount of $193, in its consolidated statement of operations for
2004.
The Ohana Restructuring closed on November 16, 2004 and the Company received approximately 14.3% of the issued common
shares of ADML Holdco and a warrant that will become exercisable for additional shares of ADML Holdco at one tenth of one penny
($0.001) per share if, and to the extent, that the valuation of Asia Digital Media, as determined by an arm’s length investor contributing a
minimum amount of cash for equity in Asia Digital Media is less than the total consideration contributed by ADML Holdco, the Company,
and another investor for equity in Asia Digital Media.
Upon conclusion of the Rescission Agreement, the Company owned approximately 14.3% of the issued share capital of Ohana. The
carrying value of this cost investment was $750 at December 31, 2005. The Company has recorded cumulative losses from its investment
in Ohana of $750 since the fourth quarter of 2004, including $461 and $193 in 2005 and 2004, respectively. The Company does not
believe that there has been any further impairment of its investment in Ohana. See note 5 for more information regarding the Rescission
Agreement.
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Dr. Anthony E. Hwang, a director of the Company from August 4, 2003 to December 27, 2005, was interim Chief Executive Officer
of Ohana at the time of the September 2003 Loan Agreement through to March 1, 2004. Dr. Hwang was also a director of Ohana from
August 4, 2003 through March 31, 2004. Dr. Hwang and his family members own a controlling interest in Fil-Fibers Manufacturing Inc.,
Ltd. (“Fil-Fibers”). Fil-Fibers was both a creditor and shareholder in Ohana immediately prior to the Ohana Restructuring. After the Ohana
Restructuring, Fil-Fibers was a minority shareholder in ADML Holdco.
5. Asia Digital Media Joint Venture
On September 16, 2004, the Company and certain other investors agreed to subscribe for shares in a newly formed joint venture
called Asia Digital Media pursuant to a subscription agreement (as amended, the “Subscription Agreement”). The investment closed on
December 17, 2004.
The parties agreed that: (i) the Company would directly subscribe for approximately 16.7% of the share capital of Asia Digital Media
in exchange for a cash contribution of $2,000 and in-kind contribution of $1,300, both of which after intercompany profit eliminations
aggregated to $3,088; (ii) ADML Holdco, in which the Company held a 14.3% ownership interest, would directly subscribe for 60.6% of
the share capital of Asia Digital Media in exchange for a contribution of the entire issued share capital of Ohana; (iii) the remaining capital
stock of Asia Digital Media would be owned by two investors and China Aerospace New World Technology Limited (“CANW”), a
company incorporated in Hong Kong, in exchange for cash and/or in-kind contributions.
After the closing, the Company’s total direct and indirect equity holdings in Asia Digital Media were approximately 25.3%. During
the first quarter of 2005, the Company received additional shares of common stock of Asia Digital Media in reimbursement for legal costs
incurred by the Company on behalf of Asia Digital Media during its formation and for administrative services provided by the Company.
These additional shares were valued at $458 and resulted in an increase of the Company’s total direct and indirect equity holdings in Asia
Digital Media to 27.4% at June 30, 2005.
Dr. Anthony E. Hwang, a former director of the Company, and Mr. F. William Conner, Chairman, President and Chief Executive
Officer of the Company, became directors of Asia Digital Media on December 17, 2004. As a result of growing constraints on his time,
including his work as the Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Asia Digital Media, Dr. Anthony E. Hwang
resigned from the Board of Directors of Entrust, Inc. effective November 17, 2005. Concurrent with this resignation Mr. Conner, Chairman
resigned as director of Asia Digital Media effective November 18, 2005.
On December 27, 2005, the Company entered into the Rescission Agreement with Asia Digital Media and ADML Holdco to rescind
the Subscription Agreement in part, resulting in the return of the shares of Asia Digital Media issued to ADML Holdco for cancellation
and the corresponding return of the entire issued capital of Ohana to ADML Holdco. In addition, Dr. Hwang resigned as a director of Asia
Digital Media. Upon conclusion of the Rescission Agreement, the Company owned approximately 44% of the issued share capital of Asia
Digital Media. Entrust appointed James D. Kendry, Vice President and Chief Governance Officer, as a director of Asia Digital Media.
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The Company accounts for its investment in Asia Digital Media under the equity method. Accordingly, the Company has included its
share of losses of Asia Digital Media, in the amount of $299 and $367, in its condensed consolidated statement of operations for 2005 and
2004, respectively. The Company has recorded cumulative losses from its investment in Asia Digital Media of $666 since its investment in
the fourth quarter of 2004. The Company does not believe that there has been any impairment of its investments in Asia Digital Media.
Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 46, “Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities” (“FIN No. 46”), issued in
January 2003 and revised in December 2003, requires a company to consolidate a variable interest entity (“VIE”) if the company has
variable interests that give it a majority of the expected losses or a majority of the expected residual returns of the entity. The Company has
evaluated the applicability of FIN No. 46 to its investment in Asia Digital Media and the possible impact on its consolidated results of
operations and consolidated balance sheet. Asia Digital Media is a private Hong Kong corporation. Its primary purpose is as described in
the above paragraphs, and will be assigned certain exclusive licenses to market and sell the Company’s products in China. They will also
provide professional services and support for the solutions that they sell. Asia Digital Media currently does not generate revenues and had
total assets of approximately $565 at December 31, 2005, including in-kind contributions from its investors. The Company made an
original direct investment in December 2004 of $2,000 in cash and $1,088 of in-kind contributions, net of intercompany profit
eliminations for a total aggregate direct investment of $3,088. The in-kind investment consisted primarily of Entrust products and
professional services, which was recorded as revenue by the Company in the fourth quarter of 2004. The Company has concluded that the
$3,088 combined amount represents its total equity at risk and would be the maximum exposure to loss as a result of its involvement with
Asia Digital Media. As a result of the Company’s assessment, it has concluded that Asia Digital Media does not meet the definition of a
VIE, as described in FIN No. 46. As a company, that began initial operations in December 2004, engaging primarily in research and
development, and having no revenue, it was determined that Asia Digital Media is a development stage enterprise. Furthermore, the
capitalization of Asia Digital Media anticipates raising additional equity to fund the scaled production pilot and commercial roll-out.
However, the cash invested in Asia Digital Media by investors of $4,500, is expected to be sufficient equity to fund the initial development
stage, which is defined as implementation of a pilot system with all specified functions in a limited commercial environment. In addition,
it was determined that each shareholder of Asia Digital Media shares in the risk of loss and that the shareholders, as a group, share the
returns. Finally, it was concluded that Asia Digital Media does not operate substantively on behalf of one entity that receives a
disproportionately fewer voting rights to avoid consolidation. After the Rescission Agreement was executed, the Company’s assessment of
Asia Digital Media remains unchanged.
6.

Restructuring Charges and Adjustments
May 2003 Restructuring Plan

Following the first quarter of 2003, when the Company’s revenues fell short of its expectations and guidance, management began a
re-assessment of the Company’s operations to ensure that expenses were optimally aligned to its customers and markets, and structured
such that costs would not exceed revenues by the fourth quarter of 2003.
On May 27, 2003, the Company announced a restructuring plan aimed at lowering costs and better aligning its resources to customer
needs. The plan allows the Company to have tighter integration between customer touch functions, which better positions the Company to
take advantage of the market opportunities for its new products, and solutions. The restructuring plan included eliminating positions to
lower operating costs, closing under-utilized office capacity, and re-assessing the useful life of related excess long-lived assets. The
Company also announced non-cash charges related to the impairment of a long-term strategic investment and the impairment of purchased
product rights acquired through the enCommerce acquisition of June 2000.
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The workforce portion of the restructuring plan included severance and related costs of $4,813 for 151 positions from all functional
areas of the Company and had been significantly completed by December 31, 2003, of which $4,289 was incurred in the second quarter of
2003, with the remaining costs of $524 incurred in the third quarter of 2003. The consolidation of under-utilized facilities included costs
relating to lease obligations through the first quarter of 2009, primarily from the excess space in the Company’s Santa Clara, California
and Addison, Texas facilities, and accelerated amortization of related leaseholds and equipment. The facilities plan was executed by
September 30, 2003 and, as a result, the Company recorded $3,759 of charges during the third quarter of 2003 relating to these facilities,
including $953 for accelerated amortization on leaseholds and equipment whose estimated useful lives had been impacted by the plan to
cease using the related excess capacity in the Company’s facilities and $2,806 for lease obligations related to excess capacity at Company
locations for which the cease-use date occurred during the third quarter of 2003. However, the Company recorded $357 in the second
quarter of 2003 related to accelerated amortization on the impacted leaseholds and equipment. The total amount of the workforce and
facilities charges was $8,929.
The Company has evaluated and pursued all reasonable possibilities to settle the lease obligations associated with the May 2003
restructuring, but has been unable to find an acceptable outcome. Therefore, the Company concluded that it was appropriate to classify the
portion of the outstanding liabilities that were not payable within the next 12 months as long-term liabilities. However, in terms of longterm liquidity requirements, the current obligations would require the Company to fund $150 of its accrued restructuring charges for the
May 2003 restructuring in fiscal 2006, with the remaining accrued restructuring charges for the May 2003 restructuring to be paid as
follows: $150 in fiscal 2007 and $100 in fiscal 2008.
Summary of Accrued Restructuring Charges for May 2003 Restructuring Plan:
The following table is a summary of the accrued restructuring charges related to the May 2003 restructuring plan at December 31,
2005, 2004 and 2003:
December 31, 2005
Total
Restructuring
Charges Accrued
at Beginning of
Year

Cash
Payments

Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
End of Year

(in millions)

Consolidation of excess facilities

$

1.2

$

0.8

$

0.4

December 31, 2004
Total
Restructuring
Charges Accrued
at Beginning of
Year

Cash
Payments

Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
End of Year

(in millions)

Workforce reduction and other personnel costs
Consolidation of excess facilities
Total

$

0.9
2.2

$

0.9
1.0

$

—
1.2

$

3.1

$

1.9

$

1.2
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December 31, 2003
Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
June 30, 2003

Total Charges
Incurred from
July 1, 2003 to
December 31, 2003

Cash
Payments

Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
End of Year

$

3.2
—

$

0.5
3.8

$

2.8
1.6

$

0.9
2.2

$

3.2

$

4.3

$

4.4

$

3.1

(in millions)

Workforce reduction and other personnel costs
Consolidation of excess facilities
Total
June 2001 Restructuring Plan

On June 4, 2001, the Company announced a Board-approved restructuring plan to refocus on the Company’s most significant market
opportunities and to reduce operating costs due to the macroeconomic factors that were negatively affecting technology investment in the
market. The restructuring plan included a workforce reduction, consolidation of excess facilities, and discontinuance of non-core products
and programs.
The workforce portion of the restructuring plan was largely completed by the end of the fourth quarter of 2001 and primarily related
to severance costs, fringe benefits due to severed employees and outplacement services.
The consolidation of excess facilities included the closure of eight offices throughout the world, but the majority of the costs related
to the Company’s facility in Santa Clara, California. These costs are payable contractually over the remaining term of the Santa Clara
facility lease, which runs through 2011, reduced by estimated sublease recoveries. The discontinuance of non-core products and programs
was primarily related to the discontinuance of certain of the Company’s business program initiatives and certain applications that had not
achieved their growth and profitability objectives. In addition, the Company withdrew from certain committed marketing events and
programs. The cash outflow related to the majority of these discontinued products and programs was substantially completed by the end of
the second quarter of 2002, while remaining marketing and distribution agreement obligations related to certain discontinued products
were settled in the third quarter of 2003. The Company had initiated all actions required by the restructuring plan by the end of the second
quarter of 2002.
In connection with the May 2003 restructuring plan discussed above, which included a further reduction in space utilized at the
Company’s Santa Clara, California facility, the Company reviewed market sublease rates in that region. Based on information supplied to
the Company, it was concluded that the sublease market would not recover in the timeframe that had originally been estimated due to the
continued softening of sublease rates in that market, requiring an adjustment to increase the facility related accrual recorded in June 2001,
by $6,743. This adjustment was charged to the restructuring charges line in the consolidated statement of operations for the second quarter
of 2003.
In July 2003, the Company signed a settlement and general release agreement with Zix Corporation, which resulted in the remaining
contractual obligation under the Company’s marketing and distribution agreement with Zix Corporation being settled at a value
significantly less than the accrued $2,750 obligation at June 30, 2003. Under the settlement agreement, the Company paid Zix Corporation
$700 in July 2003 in fulfillment of all remaining obligations. This settlement resulted in the reversal of an accrual by the Company of
$2,050, which was recorded through the restructuring charges line in the consolidated statement of operations for the third quarter of 2003.
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The Company has evaluated and pursued all reasonable possibilities to settle the lease obligations associated with the June 2001
restructuring, but has been unable to find an acceptable outcome. Therefore, the Company concluded that it was appropriate to classify the
portion of the outstanding liabilities that were not payable within the next 12 months to long-term liabilities. However, the current
obligations would require the Company to fund $3,400 of its accrued restructuring charges for the June 2001 restructuring in fiscal 2006,
with the remaining accrued restructuring charges for the June 2001 restructuring to be paid as follows: $5,100 in fiscal 2007, $4,700 in
fiscal 2008, $5,100 in fiscal 2009 and $7,200 in fiscal 2010 and beyond.
Summary of Accrued Restructuring Charges for June 2001 Restructuring Plan:
The following table is a summary of the accrued restructuring charges related to the June 2001 restructuring plan at December 31,
2005, 2004 and 2003:
December 31, 2005
Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
Beginning of
Year

Cash
Payments

$

28.8
0.1

$

3.3
0.1

$

—
—

$

25.5
—

$

28.9

$

3.4

$

—

$

25.5

Adjustments

Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
End of Year

(in millions)

Consolidation of excess facilities
Discontinuance of non-core products and programs
Total

December 31, 2004
Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
Beginning of
Year

Cash
Payments

$

32.1
0.2

$

3.3
0.1

$

—
—

$

28.8
0.1

$

32.3

$

3.4

$

—

$

28.9

Adjustments

Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
End of Year

(in millions)

Consolidation of excess facilities
Discontinuance of non-core products and programs
Total

December 31, 2003
Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
Beginning of
Year

Cash
Payments

$

0.1
29.9
3.2

$

0.1
4.5
0.9

$

—
6.7
(2.1)

$

—
32.1
0.2

$

33.2

$

5.5

$

4.6

$

32.3

Adjustments

Accrued
Restructuring
Charges at
End of Year

(in millions)

Workforce reduction and other personnel costs
Consolidation of excess facilities
Discontinuance of non-core products and programs
Total

As at December 31, 2005, the Company had estimated a total of $18,500 of sublease recoveries in our restructuring accrual. Of this
amount, $18,400 is related to the Santa Clara facility. In addition, $3,900 of the $18,500 is recoverable under existing sublease agreements
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and the remaining $14,600 of rent recoveries is based on estimates for the remaining term of the lease for new sublease rentals that may be
subject to adjustments based upon changes in the real estate sublet markets.
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7.

Investments
The Company’s investments consist of the following:
December 31,
2005

2004

Short-term marketable investments:
Held to maturity, at amortized cost:
Corporate debt securities

$22,524

$61,043

Long-term marketable investments:
U.S. government agency debt securities

$

$ 1,951

Long-term strategic and equity method investments:
Equity method investment—Asia Digital Media Limited
Long-term strategic investment—Ohana

$ 2,880
750

$ 4,028
—

$ 3,630

$ 4,028

Total long-term strategic and equity method investments
8.

—

Property and Equipment
Property and equipment, at cost, consist of the following:
December 31,

Computer and telecom equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Leasehold improvements
Internal-use software

2005

2004

$ 16,916
5,249
11,197
6,437

$ 15,144
5,265
10,850
6,185

39,799
(37,122)

Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization
Total property and equipment, net

37,444
(32,276)

$ 2,677

$ 5,168

9. Accrued Liabilities
Accrued liabilities consist of the following:
December 31,

Payroll and related benefits
Other

2005

2004

$4,412
1,999

$5,916
1,934

$ 6,411

$7,850
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10.

Income Taxes

The following table presents the U.S. and foreign components of income (loss) before income taxes and the provision for income
taxes.
Year Ended December 31,

Income (loss) before income taxes:
United States
Foreign

Provision for income taxes:
Current:
Federal
State and local
Foreign

Deferred:
Federal
State and local
Foreign

Total provision for income taxes

2005

2004

2003

$2,516
4,390

$ 630
1,135

$ (25,342)
(10,083)

$6,906

$1,765

$ (35,425)

$ (142)
(65)
(325)

$ —
(61)
(303)

$

(532)

(364)

(441)

—
—
—

(323)
—
—

—
—
—

—

(323)

—

$ (532)

$ (687)

—
(29)
(412)

$

(441)

A reconciliation between income taxes computed at the federal statutory rate and income tax provision is shown below:
Year Ended December 31,
2005

2004

2003

Income tax benefit at federal statutory rate
State and local taxes, net of federal benefits
Foreign earnings rate differential
Amortization and impairment of purchased intangibles
Stock option tax deduction not benefited
Foreign research and development tax credits
Other
Adjustments to deferred tax assets
Operating losses and credits not benefited
Valuation allowances on future benefits of tax losses and credits available

$(2,348)
(42)
46
28
584
9,478
(226)
381
(468)
(7,965)

$(598)
(38)
7
(6)
—
(267)
(40)
—
(35)
290

$ 12,044
1,069
123
(579)
—
784
965
—
—
(14,847)

Total provision for income taxes

$ (532)

$(687)

$

(441)
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Deferred income taxes represent the net tax effects of (a) temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities
for financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for income tax purposes, and (b) net operating loss (NOL) and tax credit carryforwards. The tax effects of significant items comprising the Company’s net deferred tax benefits (liabilities) are as follows:
December 31,
2005

Current asset (liability):
Accrued restructuring charges
Other allowances and accruals
Deferred income

$

Total
Non-current asset:
Property, plant, equipment and intangibles
Write-downs of strategic investments
United States and Foreign NOL and tax credit carry-forwards
Total
Total deferred tax asset
Valuation allowance
Net deferred tax asset

$

7,132
1,214
(467)

2004

$ 11,063
1,384
(128)

7,879

12,319

11,861
5,409
111,760

6,851
5,409
104,365

129,930

116,625

136,909
(136,909)

128,944
(128,944)

—

$

—

United States and foreign NOL and tax credit carry-forwards include $17,303 and $15,297 at December 31, 2005 and December 31,
2004, respectively, related to NOL carry-forwards resulting from the exercise of non-qualified stock options with a corresponding amount
included in the valuation allowance, the tax benefit of which, when recognized, will be credited to additional paid-in capital. In addition,
United States and foreign NOL and tax credit carry-forwards include NOL carry-forwards and research and development credits of
approximately $12,183 from enCommerce at the date of acquisition, with a corresponding amount included in the valuation allowance, the
tax benefit of which, when recognized, will be first credited to the applicable goodwill and other intangibles arising from the acquisition
and then to income tax expense. The Company utilized $781 of acquired NOL carry-forwards in 2004. The annual utilization of acquired
NOL and tax credit carry-forwards may be limited by certain historical ownership changes at enCommerce.
The Company periodically assesses the likelihood of realizing its deferred tax assets and adjusts the related valuation allowance
based on the amount of deferred tax assets that it believes is more likely than not to be realized. The Company believes it may not generate
sufficient future taxable income in specific tax jurisdictions to utilize all of its NOL carry-forwards before their expiration and, as a result,
has retained a valuation allowance of $136,909.
As at December 31, 2005, the Company has net operating loss carry-forwards of approximately $244,228. Of that total
approximately $208,871 relate to the United States operations and will expire at various dates in the years 2018 to 2025. The balance of
approximately $35,357 relates to foreign operations, which will expire at various dates in the years 2008 to 2010. In addition, the
Company has $903 of United States research and development credits expiring at various dates between 2016 and 2019 and foreign
research and development tax credits of $18,822 expiring at various dates between 2008 and 2015.
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11.

Long-Term Liabilities

Long-term liabilities include guaranteed future payments of $1,205 and $1,345 at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively, related
to the acquisition of certain assets from AmikaNow!, and capital lease obligations of $41 and $68 at December 31, 2005 and 2004,
respectively, assumed as a result of the acquisition of Entrust Japan during 2004. The current portions of the guaranteed future payments of
$597 and $194 at December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively, and capital lease obligations, of $18 and $21 at December 31, 2005 and
2004, respectively, have been included in accrued liabilities. The capital lease obligations bear interest at a rate of 6%, while the
guaranteed future payments related to the AmikaNow! asset acquisition are non-interest bearing, and are payable over three years.
The balance of long-term liabilities of $228 at December 31, 2005 and 2004 consists primarily of long-term deposits received in
connection with the sub-leasing of various United States facility locations.
12.

Capital Stock
(a)

Common Stock

The holders of Common stock are entitled to one vote per share and are entitled to dividends when and if declared by the Board of
Directors of the Company. The Company is authorized to issue up to 250,000,000 shares of Common stock.
(b)

Preferred Stock

The Company is authorized to issue up to 5,000,000 shares of Preferred stock in one or more series. Each such series of Preferred
stock would have such rights, preferences, privileges and restrictions, including voting rights, dividend rights, conversion rights and
liquidation preferences, as determined by the Board of Directors. As of December 31, 2005, the Company had not issued any shares of
Preferred stock.
(c)

Stock Repurchase Program

On July 29, 2002, the Company announced that its Board of Directors had authorized the Company to repurchase up to an aggregate
of 7,000,000 shares of its Common stock. The program has subsequently been extended three times, most recently on July 22, 2005 when
the Board of Directors authorized a further extension of this stock repurchase program to permit the purchase of up to 10,000,000 shares of
the Company’s Common stock through December 15, 2006. This quantity of Common shares is in addition to the 6,928,640 shares of the
Company’s Common stock already purchased under the Company’s stock repurchase program through June 30, 2005. As of December 31,
2005, the Company has repurchased 7,827,124 of the authorized 16,928,640 shares of its Common stock under this program, for a total
cash outlay of $31,091, at an average price of $3.97 per share, including commissions paid to brokers.
Repurchases under the stock repurchase program may take place from time to time until December 15, 2006, or an earlier date
determined by the Company’s board of directors, in open market, negotiated or block transactions, and may be suspended or discontinued
at any time. The Company’s management will determine the timing and amount of shares repurchased based on its evaluation of market
and business conditions. The repurchased shares will be considered authorized but unissued shares of the Company and will be available
for issuance under the Company’s stock incentive, employee stock purchase and other stock benefit plans, and for general corporate
purposes, including possible acquisitions. The stock repurchase program will be funded using the Company’s working capital.
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13.

Stock Options
(a)

Stock Plans

The Company has several stock option plans, as described hereunder, that provide for the issuance of an aggregate of 36,260,527
shares of Common stock.
The 1996 Stock Incentive Plan (the “1996 Plan”) applicable to the Company’s full-time employees, officers, directors and
consultants provides for the grant of stock options to purchase up to 20,958,704 shares of Common stock, of which 9,265,807 shares may
be issued in the form of restricted stock awards and other stock-based awards, including shares based upon certain conditions, securities
convertible into Common stock and stock appreciation rights.
The 1999 Non-Officer Employee Stock Incentive Plan (the “1999 Plan”) is applicable to employees, consultants and advisors of the
Company and its subsidiaries, other than executive officers, and provides for the grant of stock options to purchase up to 11,600,000 shares
of Common stock, of which 3,102,811 shares may be issued in the form of restricted stock awards and other stock-based awards, including
shares based upon certain conditions, securities convertible into Common stock and stock appreciation rights.
The enCommerce 1997 Stock Option Plan and the enCommerce 1997B Stock Option Plan (collectively, the “enCommerce 1997
Plans”) provided for the assumption of all outstanding options and all outstanding warrants of enCommerce, and authorized an aggregate
of 1,701,823 shares for issuance upon the exercise of such options and warrants.
The Special Nonstatutory Stock Option Agreement (the “Special Plan”) provided for the grant of an option to acquire 2,000,000
shares of Common stock. Accordingly, the Company has reserved 2,000,000 shares of Common stock for issuance under the Special Plan.
This option was granted in 2001.
The options under the 1996 Plan, 1999 Plan, enCommerce 1997 Plans and Special Plan are granted at the then-current fair market
value of the Common stock of the Company and generally may be exercised in equal proportions over the defined vesting period for each
grant, generally two to four years. All options granted before April 29, 2005, generally expire on the tenth anniversary of the grant date or
upon termination of employment, while options granted on or after April 29, 2005, generally expire on the seventh anniversary of the grant
date or upon termination of employment. The Board of Directors does not intend to grant any additional options under the enCommerce
1997 Plans. RSU’s granted under these plans entitle the holder to exercise the options in exchange for shares of Common stock as the
award vests. RSU’s generally vest ratably over four years.
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A summary of the activity under the 1996 Plan, 1999 Plan, Special Plan and enCommerce 1997 Plans is set forth below:
Options Outstanding

Shares
Available

Number of
Shares

Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price

Balance at December 31, 2002
Stock and restricted stock issued to former and current members of Board of Directors and
non-employee consultant
Stock options:
Granted
Forfeited
Exercised

12,903,572

17,275,776

$ 7.90

(3,193,200)
4,469,608
—

3,193,200
(4,469,608)
(331,063)

Balance at December 31, 2003
Restricted stock issued to former and current members of Board of Directors and employee
Stock options:
Granted
Forfeited
Exercised

14,139,180
(28,250)

15,668,305
—

(2,252,725)
2,514,399
—

2,252,725
(2,514,399)
(379,831)

Balance at December 31, 2004
Forfeiture of restricted stock issued to former and current members of Board of Directors and
employee
Stock options:
Granted
Forfeited
Exercised
Restricted stock units:
Granted
Forfeited
Stock appreciation rights:
Granted
Forfeited

14,372,604

15,026,800

Balance at December 31, 2005

14,226,687

(40,800)

750

—
3.18
10.61
2.09
$ 6.29

4.54
8.27
2.19
$ 5.78

—

(1,171,200)
1,617,857
—

1,171,200
(1,617,857)
(1,551,956)

(529,685)
40,695

529,685
(40,695)

—
—

(132,668)
28,334

132,668
(28,334)

3.97
3.97

13,621,511

4.13
6.29
3.27

$ 5.75

The number of outstanding options and warrants exercisable into Common stock was 10,782,591; 9,137,383; and 8,413,831 at
December 31, 2005, 2004, and 2003, respectively. The weighted average exercise price of these exercisable outstanding options and
warrants was $6.52, $6.59, and $7.81, respectively.
The number of options outstanding, including RSU’s, at December 31, 2005 decreased 1.4 million from December 31, 2004, as the
Company has made efforts to reduce the stock overhang (the number of options outstanding as a percentage of total shares of Common
stock issued and outstanding) and will continue with this objective in future years.
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(b)

Stock Options and Stock Appreciation Rights

The following tables summarize information concerning outstanding options, including stock options and stock appreciation rights,
as at December 31, 2005:
Options Outstanding

Range of Exercise Prices

$0.12 to $2.44
$2.45 to $5.00
$5.01 to $6.72
$6.73 to $6.86
$6.87 to $10.00
$10.01 to $50.00
$50.01 to $130.25

Options Exercisable

Number of
Options
Outstanding

Weighted
Average
Remaining
Contractual Life

Weighted
Average
Exercise
Price

Number of
Options
Exercisable

Weighted
Average
Exercise Price

231,985
5,930,705
181,354
2,257,738
4,039,650
476,039
15,050

1.9 years
7.2 years
3.7 years
5.9 years
5.3 years
4.2 years
4.2 years

$ 2.11
3.68
6.15
6.75
6.88
22.52
75.45

225,364
3,590,834
177,916
2,257,738
4,039,650
476,039
15,050

$

2.06
3.86
6.16
6.75
6.88
22.52
75.45

$ 5.75

10,782,591

$

6.52

13,132,521

The following table sets forth a comparison as of December 31, 2005, of the number of shares subject to options with exercise prices
at or below the average closing price per share of Common stock on December 31, 2005 (“In-the-Money” options) to the number of shares
of Common stock subject to options with exercise prices greater than the closing price per share of Common stock on such date (“Out-ofthe-Money” options) (in actual shares):
In-the-Money and Out-of-the-Money Option Information as of December 31, 2005 (1)

Exercisable

Total

In-the-Money

3,026,498

2,346,492

5,372,990

41%

Out-of-the-Money

7,756,093

3,438

7,759,531

59%

10,782,591

2,349,930

13,132,521

100%

Total Options Outstanding

(1)

Unexercisable

Percentage
of Total
Options
Outstanding

The average closing price of the Common stock was $4.87 on December 31, 2005, as reported by the NASDAQ National Market.

On January 28, 2005, the Board of Directors approved accelerating the vesting of all of the Company’s outstanding unvested stock
options granted to directors, officers and employees of the Company under applicable stock incentive plans of the Company, with an
exercise price greater than $4.79. The closing price of the Company’s common stock on the Nasdaq National Market Quotation System to
be used for measurement of compensation as of the date of acceleration was $3.57. As a result of the acceleration, options to acquire
approximately 2.8 million shares of the Company’s common stock, which otherwise would have vested from time to time over the next
four years, become immediately exercisable upon finalization of administrative actions by the Company’s stock plan administrator. All
other terms and conditions applicable to outstanding stock option grants remain in effect. The option plans under which accelerated grants
were issued are the Company’s 1996 Plan, 1999 Plan and Special Plan.
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The Board of Directors’ decision to accelerate the vesting of affected stock options was primarily based upon the issuance of SFAS
No. 123(R). In addition, because these options have exercise prices in excess of current market values and are not fully achieving their
original objectives of incentive compensation and employee retention, the acceleration may have a positive effect on employee morale and
retention. By accelerating the vesting of the affected stock options, the Company will not be required to record any amount of
compensation expense for such accelerated stock options, as the exercises prices exceed the market price at the date of acceleration.
(c)

Restricted Stock Units

The following tables summarize information concerning outstanding RSU’s, as at December 31, 2005:
Year Ended
December 31,
2005

(d)

Balance, beginning of year
Granted
Cancelled

—
529,685
(40,695)

Balance, end of year

488,990

Employee Stock Purchase Plan

In April 2003, the Board of Directors elected to terminate the Company’s 1998 Employee Stock Purchase Plan. Upon termination, all
amounts in the accounts of participating employees were refunded.
14.

Net Income (Loss) Per Share

The dilutive effect of options to purchase Common stock under the treasury stock method for the years ended December 31, 2005
and 2004 was 1,682,383 and 1,225,534, respectively, which increases the weighted average common shares outstanding used in the
computation of diluted net income per share. For the year ended December 31, 2003, the antidilutive effect excluded from the diluted net
loss per share computation due to options to purchase Common stock under the treasury stock method was 1,142,980 shares. In addition,
7,756,093 and 6,951,494 out-of-the-money exercisable options that had exercise prices in excess of the average market price for the years
ended December 31, 2005 and 2004, respectively, were excluded from the computation of diluted net income per share in accordance with
the treasury stock method.
15.

Related Party Transactions
Significant related party transactions not otherwise disclosed in the financial statements, included the following:

Revenues include sales to Asia Digital Media for 2005 and 2004 of $667 and $1,077, respectively, net of intercompany profit
eliminations.
Asia Digital Media reimburses the Company for expenses paid on behalf of Asia Digital Media. The expenses reimbursed in 2005
and 2004 amounted to $112 and $146, respectively. These amounts have been recorded in these financial statements at the carrying
amount of the transactions involved. The 2004 reimbursement were recorded in other receivables at December 31, 2004.
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Prior to 2004, Nortel Networks had been related to the Company as a result of Nortel Network’s ownership of the Company’s
Common stock. Revenues of the Company included sales to Nortel Networks, and affiliated companies, of $137 for 2003.
Revenues include sales to Entrust Japan for 2004 and 2003 of $1,185 and $2,097, respectively.
Entrust Japan reimbursed the Company for expenses paid related to employees on secondment to Entrust Japan. The expenses
reimbursed in 2003 amounted to $593. In addition, the Company paid sales commissions and market development and localization fees to
Entrust Japan totaling $225 in 2003.
Balances due to/from the related party, arising from the sales of product and receipt of services referred to above, are typically
payable net 30 days from the date of the related intercompany invoice. There were no trade accounts receivable from Asia Digital Media at
December 31, 2005 or 2004.
16.

Commitments and Contingencies
(a)

Lease and Other Commitments

The Company leases administrative and sales offices and certain property and equipment under non-cancelable operating leases that
expire at various dates up to 2015. Total rent expenses under such leases for 2005, 2004 and 2003 were $5,704, $5,499 and $6,972,
respectively. At December 31, 2005, the future minimum lease payments under operating leases were as follows:

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Thereafter
Total future minimum lease payments including restructured
facilities

Lease Payments
on Utilized
Facilities

Lease
Payments on
Restructured
Facilities

$

3,151
3,333
2,900
2,285
2,182
10,113

$

6,990
6,673
6,644
6,741
7,011
2,959

$10,141
10,006
9,544
9,026
9,193
13,072

$

23,964

$

37,018

$60,982

Total
Lease
Payments

In addition to the lease commitments included above, the Company has provided letters of credit totaling $8,900 as security deposits
in connection with certain office leases. The Company has non-cancelable subleases of certain facilities included above. Payments to be
received under these subleases will total $2,655 in 2006 and $131 in 2007, all of which relate to restructured facilities.
(b)

Legal Proceedings

The Company is subject, from time to time, to various legal proceedings and claims, either asserted or unasserted, which arise in the
ordinary course of business. While the outcome of these claims cannot be predicted with certainty, management does not believe that the
outcome of any of these legal matters will have a material adverse effect on the Company’s consolidated results of operations or
consolidated financial position.
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(c)

Contingencies

Entrust entered into a contract with the General Services Administration (“GSA”) on March 31, 2000. It had come to the Company’s
attention that it might have a potential liability to the GSA under this contract, and the Company has advised the GSA of this matter. The
Company conducted a self-assessment of its compliance and internal processes with respect to the agreement, as well as the pricing
requirements of the agreement, which was completed in September 2004. The Company estimated its probable minimum liability at $352
and accrued this estimated amount in 2003. The results of the Company’s self-assessment indicate that the liability is not significantly
different from its estimate in 2003. Payment of the amount of this liability has now been made to the GSA, but is subject to audit.
17.

Employee Savings Plan

The Company has a defined contribution retirement savings plan covering substantially all of its full-time employees. This plan
qualifies under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code for participating U.S. based employees. The Company matches 50% of
employee contributions up to 3% of their individual compensation. Matching contributions made by the Company totaled $785, $795 and
$925 for 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively.
18.

Supplemental Cash Flows Information
The following is provided as supplemental information to the consolidated statements of cash flows:
Year Ended
December 31,
2005

Non-cash investing and financing activities:
Minimum future payment obligations relating to purchase transaction
Conversion of loan to Ohana into common shares of ADML Holdco
Income taxes paid, net
19.

2004

2003

$—

$1,202

$—

$—

$ 650

$—

$584

$

$921

31

Segment, Geographic and Major Customer Information
(a)

Segment Information

The Company conducts business in one operating segment: namely, the design, production and sale of software products and related
services for securing digital identities and information. The nature of the Company’s different products and services is similar and, in
general, the type of customers for those products and services is not distinguishable. The Company does, however, prepare information for
internal use by the Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer on a geographic basis. Accordingly, the Company has included a
summary of the financial information, on a geographic basis, as reported to the Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer.
(b)

Geographic information

Revenues are attributed to specific geographic areas based on where the sales orders originated. Company assets are identified with
operations in the respective geographic areas.
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The Company operates in three main geographic areas as follows:
Year Ended December 31,

Revenues:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Total revenues
Segment operating income (loss) before depreciation and amortization, impairments and restructuring charges:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other

2005

2004

2003

$ 44,333
20,293
33,502

$ 47,749
15,802
27,406

$ 42,534
16,131
29,229

$ 98,128

$ 90,957

$ 87,894

$

$

1,129
4,315
1,100

$ (10,736)
(969)
1,308

10,769

6,544

(10,397)

668
4,782
148

558
4,589
235

2,288
5,486
363

5,598

5,382

8,137

—
—
—

—
—
—

9,784
4,381
592

—

—

14,757

1,164
4,589
(582)

571
(274)
865

(22,808)
(10,836)
353

Total segment operating income (loss) before depreciation and amortization, impairments and restructuring charges
Depreciation and amortization expense:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Total depreciation and amortization
Impairment of intangibles, write-downs of other long-lived assets, and restructuring charges:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Total Impairments
Segment operating income (loss) and consolidated income (loss) from operations:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Total segment operating income (loss) and consolidated income (loss) from operations

5,171

Other income (expense):
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Other income (expense)
Income (loss) before income taxes:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Income (loss) before income taxes

1,832
9,371
(434)

$

1,162

(33,291)

1,352
422
(39)

59
542
2

(2,534)
376
24

1,735

603

(2,134)

2,516
5,011
(621)

630
268
867

(25,342)
(10,460)
377

1,765

$ (35,425)

6,906

$

December 31,

Long-lived assets:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Total long-lived assets

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1031283/000119312506045096/d10k.htm

2005

2004

2003

$ 16,511
5,885
477

$ 19,105
8,703
672

$ 25,879
7,387
446

$ 22,873

$ 28,480

$ 33,712
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Total assets:
United States
Canada
Europe, Asia and Other
Total

$ 95,057
30,771
4,621

$ 110,988
29,837
5,058

$ 121,348
25,194
2,210

$ 130,449

$ 145,883

$ 148,752
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(c)

Major Customer Information

In 2005 and 2004, a single customer accounted for 10% of revenues in each of those years, while no other customers accounted for
10% or more of revenues. In 2003, no individual customer accounted for 10% or more of revenues.
The United States government represented 17%, 17% and 16% of total revenues in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, when
including revenues sold through resellers to the government end users. However, direct sales to the United States government represented
only 9%, 10% and 9% of total revenues in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively. The Canadian government represented 10%, 9% and 10% of
total revenues in 2005, 2004 and 2003, respectively, when including revenues sold through resellers to the government end users.
However, direct sales to the Canadian government represented only 6% of total revenues for each of the years 2005, 2004 and 2003.
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Exhibit
Number

Description

Form

Number

2.1(1)†

Stock Purchase Agreement dated March 14, 2000 by and among the Registrant, Cygnacom Solutions
Inc. and the Stockholders of Cygnacom Solutions Inc.

8-K

2

2.2(2)†

Agreement and Plan of Merger dated April 18, 2000 by and among the Registrant, Enable Acquisition
Corp. and enCommerce, Inc.

8-K

2

3.1(8)

Articles of Amendment and Restatement of Charter, as amended, of the Registrant

10-K

3.1

3.2(3)

Amended and Restated Bylaws of the Registrant

S-1

3.4

4.1(4)

Specimen certificate for shares of Common Stock, $.01 par value, of the Registrant

10-Q

4.1

Common Stock Purchase Warrant issued to Lehman Brothers Inc. for shares of Common Stock of the
Registrant, dated April 22, 2001

10-Q

4

Amended and Restated 1996 Stock Incentive Plan, as amended

10-Q

10.10

S-1

10.16

10-K

10.9

4.2(10)
10.1(5)*
10.2(3)

Lease Agreement dated as of January 28, 1998, between Colonnade Development Incorporated and
Entrust Technologies Limited

10.3(8)

Lease Agreement dated November 16, 2001 between Intervest-Parkway, Ltd. and the Registrant

10.4(7)

Development Agreement dated December 29, 1999 between Canderel Management Inc. and Entrust
Technologies Limited

S-3

10.4

10.5(7)

Lease dated December 29, 1999 in Pursuance of the Short Forms of Lease Act between 786473 Ontario
Limited, Entrust Technologies Limited and Registrant

S-3

10.5

10.6(7)

Lease dated December 29, 1999 by and between 3559807 Canada Inc., Entrust Technologies Limited
and the Registrant

S-3

10.6

10.7(5)*

enCommerce, Inc. 1997 Stock Option Plan

10-Q

10.1

10.8(5)*

enCommerce, Inc. 1997B Stock Option Plan

10-Q

10.2

1999 Non-Officer Employee Stock Incentive Plan, as amended

10-K

10.15

10.10(8)

Lease Agreement dated November 14, 2000 between Sobrato Interest II and the Registrant

10-K

10.20

10.11(8)

First Amendment to Lease dated July 26, 2001 by and between Sobrato Interests II and the Registrant

10-K

10.21

10.12(4)*

Employment Agreement dated as of April 22, 2001 by and between F. William Conner and the
Registrant

10-Q

10.1

10.13(4)*

Special Nonstatutory Stock Option Agreement dated April 22, 2001 between the Registrant and F.
William Conner

10-Q

10.2

10.14(4)*

Nonstatutory Stock Option Agreement Granted Under the Amended and Restated 1996 Stock Incentive
Plan dated April 22, 2001 between the Registrant and F. William Conner

10-Q

10.3

10.15(4)*

Form of Nonstatutory Stock Option Agreement Granted Under the Amended and Restated 1996 Stock
Incentive Plan to Non-Employee Directors of the Registrant

10-Q

10.7

10.16(8)*

Letter Agreement dated May 17, 2001 between the Registrant and Edward J. Pillman

10-K

10.33

10.17(9)*

Option Exchange Agreement dated February 21, 2002 between the Registrant and F. William Conner

10-Q

10.1

10.9(11)*
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Form

Number

Lease Agreement dated November 1, 2001 by and between the Registrant and IntervestParkway, Ltd.

10-K

10.9

10.19(12)*

Letter Agreement dated August 29, 2003 between the Registrant and Hans Downer

10-Q

10.1

10.20(12)*

Executive Severance Agreement dated September 4, 2003 between the Registrant and
Kevin Sullivan

10-Q

10.2

10.21(12)*

Transition Agreement and Release dated September 18, 2003 between the Registrant and
Edward J. Pillman

10-Q

10.3

10.22(13)*

Employment Letter dated October 15, 2004 between the Registrant and Jim N. Contardi

10-K

10.22

10.23(13)*

Executive Confidentiality, Non-Solicitation, Non-Competition, Intellectual Property Rights,
and Code of Conduct Agreement dated October 15, 2004 between the Registrant and Jim
N. Contardi

10-K

10.23

10.24(13)*

Executive Severance Agreement dated October 15, 2004 between the Registrant and Jim N.
Contardi

10-K

10.24

10.25(13)*

2005 Sales Compensation Plan dated March 14, 2005 between the Registrant and Jim N.
Contardi

10-K

10.25

10.26(13)*

Separation Agreement and Release dated December 21, 2004 between the Registrant and
Kevin Sullivan

10-K

10.26

10.27(13)*

Consulting Services Letter Agreement dated January 7, 2005 between the Registrant and
Ed Pillman

10-K

10.27

10.28 *

Separation Agreement dated January 24, 2006 between the Registrant and Hans Downer

Enclosed Herewith

10.29*

Letter Agreement dated September 9, 2004 between the Registrant and Peter Bello

Enclosed Herewith

10.30*

Executive Severence Agreement dated September 9, 2004 between the Registrant and Peter
Bello

Enclosed Herewith

10.31*

Executive Confidentiality, Non-Solicitation, Non-Competition, Intellectual Property Rights,
and Code of Conduct Agreement between the Registrant and Peter Bello

Enclosed Herewith

10.32*

2006 Sales Compensation Plan dated March 2, 2006 between the Registrant and Hans
Ydema

Enclosed Herewith

10.33*

2006 Sales Compensation Plan dated March 2, 2006 between the Registrant and Sam
Morcos

Enclosed Herewith

Subsidiaries of the Registrant

Enclosed Herewith

23.1

Consent of Grant Thornton LLP

Enclosed Herewith

23.2

Consent of Ernst & Young LLP

Enclosed Herewith

31.1

Rule 13a-14(a) Certification of Chief Executive Officer

Enclosed Herewith

31.2

Rule 13a-14(a) Certification of Chief Financial Officer

Enclosed Herewith

32.1

Section 1350 Certification of Chief Executive Officer

Enclosed Herewith

32.2

Section 1350 Certification of Chief Financial Officer

Enclosed Herewith

10.18(8)

21

*
(1)
(2)

Description

Management contract of compensatory plan or arrangement filed in response to Item 15(a)(3) of Form 10-K.
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated March 14, 2000 filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on March 24, 2000 (File No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Current Report on Form 8-K dated April 18, 2000 filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission on May 1, 2000 (File No. 000-24733).
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
†

Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form S-1 (File No. 333-57275).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended June 30, 2001
(File No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended June 30, 2000
(File No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended September 30,
2001 (File No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Registration Statement on Form S-3 (File No. 333-95375).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2001 (File
No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended March 31, 2002
(File No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended June 30, 2002
(File No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2002 (File
No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarterly period ended September 30,
2003 (File No. 000-24733).
Incorporated herein by reference to the Registrant’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2004 (File
No. 000-24733).
The Registrant agrees to furnish supplementary a copy of any omitted schedules to this agreement to the Securities and Exchange
Commission upon its request.
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